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BOARD OF ALDERMEN 
Regular Meeting Agenda 

CITY OF PARKVILLE, MISSOURI 
 Tuesday, March 3, 2020 7:00 pm 

City Hall Board Room 

Next numbers:  Bill No.  3084 / Ord. No. 3032 

1. CALL TO ORDER

A. Roll Call
B. Pledge of Allegiance

2. CITIZEN INPUT

3. CONSENT AGENDA

A. Approve the minutes for the February 18, 2020, regular meeting
B. Approve the minutes for the February 18, 2020, work session
C. Receive and file the January 2020 sewer report
D. Approve the semi-annual financial report for the second half of 2019 and direct City Administrator to

publish 
E. Approve a small construction services agreement with Scottish Window Tinting for Phase 4 of the City

Hall building safety upgrades 
F. Approve a small construction services agreement with Delta Sweeping for the 2020 Street Sweeping

Program 
G. Approve a one-year extension to the maintenance agreement with FTC Equipment, LLC for on-call

pump maintenance and repair services 
H. Approve an agreement with Evergy (formerly KCP&L) for the Demand Response Incentive Program

(formerly M-Power) for a three-year term 
I. Accept right-of-way and easements from Riss Lake Homes Association and Tuf Flight Industries and

remit payments associated with the Route 9 Improvements from Highway 45 to Lakeview Drive 
J. Approve the reappointment of Steven Sturgess to the Community Land and Recreation Board through

May 2023 
K. Approve accounts payable from February 18, 2020 to March 3, 2020
Please Note: All matters listed under “Consent Agenda” are considered to be routine by the Board of Aldermen and will be enacted
upon under one motion without discussion. Any member of the Board of Aldermen may be allowed to request an item be pulled from
the Consent Agenda for consideration under the regular agenda if debate and a separate motion are desired. Any member of the
Board of Aldermen may be allowed to question or comment on an item on the Consent Agenda without a separate motion under the
regular agenda. Items not removed from the Consent Agenda will stand approved upon motion made by any alderman, followed by
a second and a voice vote to “Approve the consent agenda and recommended motions for each item as presented.”

4. ACTION AGENDA

A. Approve the second reading of an ordinance to upgrade the City’s enrollment in the Missouri Local
Government Employees Retirement System from tier L-7 to tier L-12  (Administration) 

B. Approve the second reading of an ordinance to approve a construction, maintenance and use agreement
with the City of Riverside and Platte County for the maintenance of the Missouri Riverfront Trail 
(Administration) 



 

General Agenda Notes: 
The agenda closed at noon on February 27, 2020. With the exception of emergencies or other urgent matters, any item requested after the 
agenda was closed will be placed on the next Board meeting agenda. The deadline to submit your name for Citizen Input is noon on 
March 3, 2020. 
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C. Approve a license for bicycle path/pedestrian pathway with the BNSF Railway Company to obtain 
permission to use the BNSF easement for a trail connector from English Landing Park to Riverside 
(Administration) 

D. Approve the first reading of an ordinance to amend Parkville Municipal Code sections 402.010, 405.020 
and 405.040 to create provisions and guidelines for short-term residential dwelling rentals – Case No. 
PZ19-12 (Community Development) 

E. Approve Resolution No. 20-002 endorsing an application for the Platte County Stormwater 
Management Grant Program to help fund improvements for Parkville Heights storm pipe repair (Public 
Works) 
 

5. STAFF UPDATES ON ACTIVITIES 
 

6. MAYOR, BOARD OF ALDERMEN & COMMITTEE REPORTS & MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS 
 
7. ADJOURN 
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1. CALL TO ORDER 

A regular meeting of the Board of Aldermen was convened at 7:08 p.m. on Tuesday, February 18, 2020, 
at City Hall located at 8880 Clark Avenue, Parkville, Missouri, and was called to order by Mayor 
Nanette K. Johnston. City Clerk Melissa McChesney called the roll as follows: 

Ward 1 Alderman Tina Welch  - present 
Ward 1 Alderman Philip Wassmer  - absent with prior notice 
Ward 2 Alderman Brian T. Whitley - present 
Ward 2 Alderman Dave Rittman  - present 
Ward 3 Alderman Robert Lock   - present 
Ward 3 Alderman Douglas Wylie  - present 
Ward 4 Alderman Marc Sportsman - present  
Ward 4 Alderman Greg Plumb  - present 

A quorum of the Board of Aldermen was present.  

The following staff was also present: Joe Parente, City Administrator 
Kevin Chrisman, Police Chief 

Alysen Abel, Public Works Director 
Stephen Lachky, Community Development Director 

Matthew Chapman, Finance/Human Resources Director 
Anna Mitchell, Assistant to the City Administrator 

Chris Williams, City Attorney 

Mayor Johnston led the Board in the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag of the United States of America. 
 
2. CITIZEN INPUT 

A. Presentation to Al Burns for his involvement in the community 

Mayor Johnston and Police Chief Kevin Chrisman recognized Al and Tracy Burns for the strong 
support of the Parkville Police Community Assistance Fund and the Parkville community. Ward 4 
Alderman Marc Sportsman presented a picture to Al and his wife. 
 

B. Proclaim February 16-22, 2020, as Engineers Week  

Mayor Johnston presented the proclamation to Public Works Director Alysen Abel. 
 

C. Proclaim February 24, 2020, as Banneker School Day in Parkville 

Mayor Johnston presented the proclamation to representatives of the Banneker School. 
 

Mayor Johnston recognized a Boy Scout from Troop 444 on his personal management merit badge, a 
scout from Troop 1393 who was working on his communications merit badge and a scout from Troop 
495 who was working on his citizenship in the community merit badge. 

 
3. CONSENT AGENDA 

A. Approve the minutes for the February 4, 2020, regular meeting 
B. Receive and file the January Municipal Court report 
C. Receive and file the financial report for the month ending January 31, 2020 
D. Receive and file the crime statistics for January through December 2019 
E. Approve a land use and waste disposal agreement with Damon Pursell Construction for the use of 

its property for the annual clean-up events in 2020 
F. Approve the purchase of hydrogen sulfide odor control chemicals from Brenntag for the sanitary 

sewer lines in the Riss Lake subdivision 
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G. Accept right-of-way and easements from Shirley A. Felts and William W. and Colleen Shy and 
remit payments associated with the Route 9 Improvements from Highway 45 to Lakeview Drive  

H. Approve accounts payable from February 1 to February 14, 2020 

IT WAS MOVED BY ALDERMAN SPORTSMAN AND SECONDED BY ALDERMAN 
RITTMAN TO APPROVE THE CONSENT AGENDA AND RECOMMENDED MOTION 
FOR EACH ITEM, AS PRESENTED. MOTION PASSED 7-0. 
 

4. NON-ACTION AGENDA 

A. Hold a public hearing to determine if the Parkville Commons Tax Increment Financing Plan 
redevelopment project is making satisfactory progress under the proposed time schedule 
contained within approved plans for completion of such projects in accordance with and as 
required by RSMo. 99.865, as amended 

Community Development Director Stephen Lachky said that per state statute, the governing body 
in which a tax increment financing district is located must hold a public hearing every five years to 
review the district’s construction progress. He noted that the Parkville Commons Tax Increment 
Financing District was approved on June 25, 2002. It was substantially completed and only two 
parcels had not been developed. Lachky added that the statute did not require any findings or 
conclusions by the City. 

Mayor Johnston opened the public hearing to public comments. Hearing none, she closed the public 
hearing. 
 

5. ACTION AGENDA 

A. Approve the second reading of an ordinance to approve a first amendment to the lease 
purchase agreement with Central Bank of the Midwest related to financing and refinancing 
costs for improvements to a portion of Route 9 

Mayor Johnston stated that the first reading was presented on February 4. City Administrator Joe 
Parente said that at the time of the first reading, the City’s financial advisor was working out the 
financing details for the lease purchase for which the City borrowed money to advance the federal 
transportation grant available in federal fiscal year 2019-2020 for improvements to Route 9. The 
payment was due March 1, 2020, and the City requested that the payment be pushed back. Per the 
first amendment to the lease purchase agreement, the first payment would be due March 1, 2022, 
at a rate of 2.6 percent. Parente noted that the payments could be made earlier than the due date 
which would lower the interest costs. He added that there was a $25,000 cost associated with the 
issuance. 

IT WAS MOVED BY ALDERMAN SPORTSMAN AND SECONDED BY ALDERMAN 
RITTMAN TO APPROVE BILL NO. 3082, AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING THE CITY 
TO ENTER INTO A FIRST AMENDMENT TO THE LEASE PURCHASE AGREEMENT 
WITH CENTRAL BANK OF THE MIDWEST RELATED TO FINANCING AND 
REFINANCING COSTS RELATED TO IMPROVEMENTS TO A PORTION OF ROUTE 
9 WITHIN THE CITY AND CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS TO CERTAIN ROADS 
WITHIN THE CITY; AND AUTHORIZING AND APPROVING THE EXECUTION AND 
DELIVERY OF CERTAIN DOCUMENTS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, ON 
SECOND READING TO BECOME ORDINANCE NO. 3031. ALL AYES BY ROLL CALL 
VOTE: PLUMB, WYLIE, WHITLEY, WELCH, RITTMAN, LOCK AND SPORTSMAN. 
MOTION PASSED 7-0. 
 

B. Approve a license for bicycle path/pedestrian pathway with the BNSF Railway Company to 
obtain permission to use the BNSF easement for a trail connector from English Landing Park 
to Riverside 
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Assistant to the City Administrator Anna Mitchell stated that for several years staff with worked 
with Riverside, Platte County, BNSF Railway and their broker to draft an agreement for the use of 
the railroad easement to connect to a newly constructed trail to be built by Platte County called the 
Missouri Riverfront Trail. The City originally received a draft license agreement for a one-time 
purchase payment for a term of 25 years for $120,050. City staff compared the cost per linear foot 
with the County’s agreement and noticed that the City’s rate per foot was higher. Staff negotiated 
with BNSF Railway to match the cost per foot with the County, which revised the total to $48,050 
with an $800 processing fee. Mitchell noted that the agreement required the installation of a new 
fence in the easement between the trail and the railroad tracks. Staff recommended installing a split 
rail fence and the lowest quote received was $31,000 – per the City’s Purchasing Policy, the project 
would need to go through a formal bidding process. 

The agreement was approved by the Community Land and Recreation Board on February 12. 
Because the permit and fence were non-budgeted items, they recommended that the fence be paid 
from park sales tax revenue and the permit fee be paid from the County’s payment to the City for 
the sale of Platte Landing Park.  

Mitchell said that after legal review, the city attorney suggested adding a sentence to address what 
would happen if the agreement was terminated before the 25 years were over, asking that the 
railroad pay back the City at a pro-rated rate for the cost during the contract period.  

Mitchell noted that Platte County would take action on their permit on March 2 and the contractor 
originally hired to construct the trail was on retainer and agreed to complete the project. She added 
that all of the construction had to be completed within one year of the effective date of the 
agreement. 

Alderman Sportsman left the meeting at 8 p.m. 

IT WAS MOVED BY ALDERMAN RITTMAN AND SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LOCK TO 
APPROVE THE LICENSE FOR BICYCLE PATH/PEDESTRIAN PATHWAY WITH THE 
BNSF RAILWAY COMPANY FOR PERMISSION TO USE THE BNSF EASEMENT FOR 
A TRAIL CONNECTOR IN SUBSTANTIALLY THE FORM PRESENTED TO THE 
BOARD OF ALDERMEN ON THE DATE HEREOF, WITH SUCH CHANGES THEREIN 
AS TO BE APPROVED BY THE MAYOR. MOTION PASSED 6-0. 
 

C. Approve the first reading of an ordinance to approve a construction, maintenance and use 
agreement with the City of Riverside and Platte County for the maintenance of the Missouri 
Riverfront Trail 

Assistant to the City Administrator Anna Mitchell said that the City would be responsible for 
maintenance of portions of the trail in Parkville, Riverside would be responsible for maintenance 
of portions of the trail in Riverside and Platte County would be responsible for capital 
improvements to the trail. Maintenance would begin after the BNSF Railway agreement was 
finalized and the trail construction was completed. Mitchell added that the Community Land and 
Recreation Board recommended approval on March 14, 2018. 

IT WAS MOVED BY ALDERMAN RITTMAN AND SECONDED BY ALDERMAN LOCK TO 
APPROVE BILL NO. 3083, AN ORDINANCE APPROVING A CONSTRUCTION, 
MAINTENANCE AND USE AGREEMENT WITH THE CITY OF RIVERSIDE AND 
PLATTE COUNTY FOR THE MAINTENANCE OF THE MISSOURI RIVERFRONT 
TRAIL, ON FIRST READING AND POSTPONE THE SECOND READING TO MARCH 3, 
2020. MOTION PASSED 6-0. 
 

6. STAFF UPDATES ON ACTIVITIES 
 

7. MAYOR, BOARD OF ALDERMEN & COMMITTEE REPORTS & MISCELLANEOUS 
ITEMS 
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8. ADJOURN 

Mayor Johnston declared the meeting adjourned at 8:11 p.m. 
 
The minutes for Tuesday, February 18, 2020, having been read and considered by the Board of Aldermen, 
and having been found to be correct as written, were approved on this the third day of March 2020. 
 
Submitted by:  
 
 
__________________________ 
City Clerk Melissa McChesney 
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Mayor Nanette K. Johnston opened the work session at 6:07 p.m. on February 18, 2020, at City Hall located 
at 8880 Clark Avenue, Parkville. In attendance were aldermen Greg Plumb, Douglas Wylie, Brian Whitley, 
Tina Welch, Dave Rittman, Robert Lock and Marc Sportsman. 
 
 The following staff was also present: 
 Joe Parente, City Administrator 

Kevin Chrisman, Police Chief 
Matthew Chapman, Finance/Human Resources Director 

Alysen Abel, Public Works Director 
Stephen Lachky, Community Development Director 

Anna Mitchell, Assistant to the City Administrator 
Chris Williams, City Attorney 

Melissa McChesney, City Clerk 
  
1. GENERAL AGENDA 

A. Route 9 Progress Report and Phase II Project Financing 

City Administrator Joe Parente provided an update on the status of the Route 9 improvements from 
Highway 45 to Lakeview Drive; handout attached as Exhibit A. He said that based on the revised 
construction costs, an additional $1.9 million would be needed to complete the project. Discussion 
focused on the difference in costs between the Route 9 Corridor Study completed by CFS Engineers 
and the new estimates from George Butler Associates (GBA). 

Matt Graviett, GBA, provided an overview on Missouri Department of Transportation (MoDOT) 
items that had to be completed before the City could bid the project. They included 1) plans, 2) 
right-of-way negotiations completed and property acquired, and 3) utility relocations. He noted that 
MoDOT would allow the City to include in the contractor’s bid the development of a job special 
provision to allow construction to begin once the utilities were out of the way. There were eight 
properties that needed to be acquired before the utility easement work to be done. 

Brian Reardon, Bliss Associates, provided an overview of the right-of-way acquisitions, noting that 
there were 34 total property owners within the project area. He said that 20 were completed and of 
the remaining properties there were three meetings scheduled later in the week and five negotiations 
in progress. He also provided an overview of the eminent domain process. City Attorney Chris 
Williams said that in his experience the process could take four to six months to acquire a property 
through eminent domain. 

Jack Feldman, Baker Tilley, provided an overview of the lease purchase financing for the project 
that included the City’s share and a grant anticipation note; presentation attached as Exhibit B. He 
said that action on the Board of Aldermen agenda after the work session would modify the terms 
of the grant anticipation note from the 2017 financing to move the maturity date to March 1, 2022, 
at a rate of 2.6 percent. The City had the option to prepay the cost any time during the period 
without penalties. The additional $1.9 million needed for the project would be discussed at a future 
Board of Aldermen meeting. 

 
The work session ended at 7:01 p.m. 
 
The work session minutes for February 18, 2020, having been read and considered by the Board of 
Aldermen, and having been found to be correct as written, were approved on this the third day of March 
2020. 
 
Submitted by:  

 
_________________________ 
City Clerk Melissa McChesney 



 
 
OPERATIONS REPORT – PARKVILLE DIVISION 

January 2020                   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
Wastewater Treatment Plant Operations 

• 3.25 inches of precipitation fell during the month. 
• The plant performed well this month with 98.0% removal efficiency   

for B.O.D. and 95.9% for TSS.  
• An average of 507,645 gallons of wastewater was treated each day. 

 
 
 
Wastewater Laboratory Analysis 

• Staff performed 459 recorded lab tests.  
• The following samples were delivered to Keystone Labs for analysis: 

NH3-N (4).  
• Monthly and daily laboratory equipment maintenance and calibrations 

were performed according to manufacturer’s guidelines.  
• Staff performed QA/QC (Quality Assurance and Quality Control) on 

the laboratory analysis performed at the WWTF.  
 
 
 
Wastewater Treatment Plant Maintenance 

• Staff cleaned east and west clarifiers.  
• LDO basins probes 1a, 1b, 2a, and 2b were cleaned.      
• Routine preventative maintenance was performed in accordance with 

all manufacturers’ recommendations and logged on the computer.  
• Staff replaced two broken belts on aeration blower #1.  
• There was a failure on the mixer in aeration basin #1. FTC was called 

and took mixer back to their shop for inspection. 
• Enerfab started working on installing the new RAS and WAS flow 

meters.   
 
 
 
Collection System Operations  

• Robin 4000 odor control chemical continues to be fed from the Riss 
Lake site at approximately 25 gallons per day.   

• Staff continues to monitor for H2S at manhole B-16 on a weekly basis.  
• Staff continues to monitor the pressure gauge on the force main at 

River Chase subdivision three times per week.   
• Staff responded to an afterhours Mo One Emergency Locate at 800 

Main Street. 
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Collection System Maintenance      

• Staff performed three new sewer inspections in Cider Mill Ridge. 
• H&H Septic cleaned out the wet wells at Pinecrest and River Hills 

Pump Stations. 
• FTC delivered the repaired spare pump for McAfee Pump Station. 
• Staff replaced a bad float at River Hills Pump Station.     
• On January 23th, the Parks Department informed staff of a sewer leak 

on a 12” force main in English Landing Park by Grisby Ball Field. 
H&H Septic excavated the force main and made repairs to a 5” crack 
in the pipe. This event was reported to the City and DNR in 
accordance with State reporting procedures.   

 
 
Bio-solids   

• Staff did not apply sludge during the month. 
 
 
Safety 

• January 17, 2020 Safety Meeting: Personal Protective Equipment. 
 
 
Recommendations  

• Nothing at this time. 
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Loading 
 
 
Hydraulic 507,645 gallons per day  
Organic 446 mg/L of BOD5 per day 

 
 
NPDES Effluent Permit Parameters 
 
 
Parameter Monthly Average Permit Limit 
pH 6.7Min. and 6.9 Max 6.5 - 9.0 
TSS 7.4 mg/L 30 mg/L 
BOD5 4.1 mg/L 25 mg/L 
NH3-N .10 mg/L 1.7 mg/L 
E. coli Coliform Not Required Nov 1 – March 31 206 #/100mL 
O & G Sample Not Required this Month 10.0 mg/L  (quarterly) 
T. Phosphorus Sample Not Required this Month Monitoring Only  (quarterly) 
T. Nitrogen Sample Not Required this Month Monitoring Only  (quarterly) 
SM1 T. Phosphorus Sample Not Required this Month Monitoring Only  (quarterly) 
SM1 T. Nitrogen Sample Not Required this Month Monitoring Only  (quarterly) 
 
 
 
Removal Efficiency 
 
 
Parameter Monthly Average Permit Limit 
Organic 98.0 % 85 % 
Solids 95.9 % 85 % 

 
 
 
Biosolids 
 
 
 Report Period Year to Date 
Quantity Applied 0 dry tons 0 dry tons 
Acres Applied 0 acres 0 acres 
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 CITY OF PARKVILLE 
Policy Report 

 
Date:  February 26, 2020 
 
Prepared By: 
Matthew Chapman 
Finance/Human Resources Director 

Reviewed By: 
Michelle Hefley 
City Treasurer 

  
ISSUE: 
Approve the semi-annual financial report for the second half of 2019 and direct City 
Administration to publish.  
 
BACKGROUND:  
Both state statute and city ordinance require the City Treasurer to produce a semi-annual 
financial report that summarizes revenues and expenses for a six-month period. The last report 
was produced in July for the first half of 2019. The semi-annual report for the second half of 
2019 is ready for review and publication in a local newspaper as required by law. The report 
includes all revenues and expenditures that are expected to be credited and charged to the 
second half of 2019. To reduce publication costs, an abbreviated version of the report will be 
published in the newspaper, but it will direct readers to the City’s website for additional 
information. The City Treasurer has prepared an expanded version of the report for the website 
that includes additional information.  
 
BUDGET IMPACT:  
There is no budget impact associated with this action other than the cost of publication which 
will be funded from the Administration Division (501) of the General Fund (10). 
 
ALTERNATIVES:  

1. Approve the Semi-Annual Financial Report for the second half of 2019 and direct City 
Administration to publish.  

2. Do not approve the report and provide further direction to staff.   
3. Postpone the item. 

 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 
Staff recommends that the Finance Committee recommend that the Board of Aldermen approve 
the Semi-Annual Financial Report for the second half of 2019 and direct City Administration to 
publish.  
 
FINANCE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION: 
At the meeting on February 24, 2020, the Finance Committee, by a vote of 5-0, recommended 
that the Board of Aldermen approve the semi-annual financial report for the second half of 2019 
and direct City Administration to publish. 
 
POLICY: 
Section 130.090 of the Parkville Municipal Code requires the City Treasurer to furnish to the 
Board of Aldermen a semi-annual report in January and July each year of the amount of money 
received on account of the City during the half year, from what sources received, and the 
amount of money disbursed, and on what account, and the balance in his hands to the credit of 
the City. Section 105.130 of the Parkville Municipal Code requires the Board of Aldermen to 
publish the semi-annual report in some newspaper in the City. The sections of Code that require 
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the production and publication of a six-month report are based on corresponding sections of 
Missouri statutes (RSMo 79.160 and 79.165).  
 
SUGGESTED MOTION: 
I move to approve the semi-annual financial report for the second half of 2019 and direct City 
Administration to publish.  
 
ATTACHMENT: 

1. Semi-Annual Report – 2nd Half of 2019 (full version) 
2. Semi-Annual Report – 2nd Half of 2019 (publication version) 

 
 



City of Parkville, Missouri 
Semi-Annual Report 

January 1 through December 31, 2019 

General Fund 
Revenue 

Taxes 
Licenses 

Permits 
Franchise Fees 
Sales Taxes 
Other Revenue 
Court Revenue 

Interest Income 
Grants and Miscellaneous Revenue 
Transfers In 

Total Revenue 
Expenditures 

Administration 
Police Department 
Municipal Court 
Public Works 
Community Development 

Street Department 
Parks Department 
Nature Sanctuary 
Channel 2/Website 
Transfers Out 
Information Technology 

Capital Outlay 

Total Expenditures 
Funds Carried Forward for current year 

Revenue & Carryover, net of Expenditures 

Enterprise Fund - Sewer Utility 
Revenue 
Expenditures 
Funds Carried Forward for current year 

Revenue & Carryover, net of Expenditures 

Debt Service Funds 
Revenue 
Expenditures 

Revenue, net of Expenditures 

Reserved and Restricted Funds 
Revenue 
Expenditures 

Revenue, net of Expenditures 

Debt of the City of Parkville, December 31, 2019 

1,307,938 
61,510 

509,382 
813,025 

1,129,170 
16, 169 

130,597 

7, 121 
1,102,122 

415,000 
5,492,034 

1,451,314 
1,282,474 

154,117 
266, 100 
291,311 

396,517 
337,557 

43,705 
18,015 

317,500 
40, 189 

679,527 

5,278,327 
1,490,565 
1,704,273 

1,609,774 
1,027,864 

581,910 

1,785,753 
1, 766, 101 

19,652 

2,029,591 
2,346,442 
(316,852) 

Certificates of Participation 4,254,022 
Sewer Utility 855, 000 
Neighborhood Improvement Districts (NIDs) 1 8,285,000 

Total Debt --,,13=°","'39"""4"",0"'2'""2,-
1 NID debt payments are a valid and legally binding indebtedness 

of the City payable from special assessments on properties 
benefitted by the improvements. 

Submitted by Michelle Hefley, Treasurer 



Revenue 2,329,985    
Expenditures 2,745,818    

Revenue, net of Expenditures (415,833)      

Enterprise Fund-Sewer Utility
Revenue 828,335       
Expenditures 497,084       

Revenue, net of Expenditures 331,251       

Debt Service Funds
Revenue 514,834       
Expenditures 535,190       

Revenue, net of Expenditures (20,356)        

Special Revenue Funds
Revenue 1,046,577    
Expenditures 1,303,032    

Revenue, net of Expenditures (256,455)      

Debt of City of Parkville, December 31, 2019
Certificates of Participation 4,254,022    
Sewer Utility 855,000       
Neighborhood Improvement Districts (NID's) 8,285,000    

Total Debt 13,394,022  

For additional information, visit www.parkvillemo.gov

City of Parkville, Missouri
Semi-Annual Report

           July 1 through December 31, 2019

General Fund
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CITY OF PARKVILLE 
Policy Report 

 
Date: February 26, 2020 
 
Prepared By: 
Anna Mitchell 
Assistant to the City Administrator  

Reviewed By: 
Joe Parente 
City Administrator 
 

ISSUE: 
Approve a small construction contract with Scottish Window Tinting for Phase 4 of the City Hall 
building safety upgrades.  
 
BACKGROUND:  
Parkville City Hall was built in 2007 with partial proceeds from the 2006 Certificates of 
Participation (COP). City Hall is approximately 22,000 square feet and is home to 
Administration, Community Development, Municipal Court, Police, Sewer Billing and Public 
Works. It also serves as the meeting place for numerous City boards and is the leased home of 
the Parkville Economic Development Council.  The long-term maintenance and upkeep of City 
Hall is important for promoting a positive public image as well as responsibly managing the 
taxpayer’s investment.  
 
During the strategic planning retreat initially in July 2016, the Board of Aldermen identified 
“basic services” and “infrastructure” as critical success factors. This has continued to be a 
critical success factor after the August 2018 retreat.  One of the core components of “basic 
services” is to meet citizens with customer service that consistently exceeds expectations and a 
core component of “infrastructure” is to maintain existing buildings and facilities. This 
recommendation is in response to these critical success factors, which have driven the Board of 
Alderman’s direction properly to take care of city property and assets.   
 
In 2018, Phase 2 was completed which included upgrades for the north side of the building, 
continuing with the “smash and grab” preventative glass. This phase includes the installation of 
7mil Clear Security Film, C-Bond 1 and Dow995 on 62 window panes located on the North side 
of City Hall, and Southwest lower windows. 
 
In 2019, Phase 3 was completed which included the South side second floor, top panes of the 
South side first floor, top panes of the North side second floor, and all of the remaining windows 
on the East and West sides of the building. 
 
In 2020, the General Fund Capital Improvement Program includes budgeted funding for Phase 
4 of building safety upgrades. Phase 4 includes the installation of 7 mil CLR, C-Bond-1, and 
Dow 995 preventative glass on 46 window panes located on the South side of the building and 
Ballistics glass on 6 windows for the Court Clerk office, City Administrator’s office, and the 
Mayor’s office.  

 
To explain what the three separated items are: 7mil Clear Security Film is the U.S. Government 
standard for all government buildings for bomb-blast protection.  It is also Miami Dade County 
rated for flying debris during a tornado situation. C-Bond 1 is a glass strengthening system used 
in conjunction with all security film installations.  It increases glass strength and flexibility up to 
75%. Dow995 is the attachment system that secures the glass and film to the window 
frame.  This product keeps the entire sheet of glass as a barrier for keeping an intruder on the 
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exterior of building.  Also, it is the reason that windows are kept in place during bomb-blast 
situations. 
 
Scottish Window Tinting is a sole source provider of this material in the Kansas City area.  The 
proposed bid for the entire project is $11,396.76.  The first phase of this project was given to 
ASGI Enterprises, but they have since dissolved. Scottish Window Tinting (formerly known as 
Green Light Window Films) also submitted a bid during the initial process in 2017 and said that 
they will honor their original unit pricing for the project. During the 2017 process Police staff 
reached out to several additional national vendors of similar products, but they declined to visit 
or provide a bid.  The national vendors labeled the small size of the project and contract 
requirements as barriers to entry. The Police Department has seen a demonstration of the 
material and can confirm its capabilities.   
 
BUDGET IMPACT: 
The 2020 capital outlay budget includes $11,400.00 for Phase 4 of building safety upgrades. 
The project cost is estimated at $11,396.76, meeting the budgeted amount.   
 
ALTERNATIVES: 
1. Authorize a small construction contract with Scottish Window Tinting for City Hall building 

safety upgrades. 
2. Authorize a small construction contract with Scottish Window Tinting for City Hall building 

safety upgrades with modifications recommended by the Finance Committee.  
3. Postpone the item. 

 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 
Staff recommends approval of a small construction contract with Scottish Window Tinting for 
City Hall building safety upgrades. 
 
FINANCE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION: 
At the meeting on February 24, 2020, the Finance Committee, by a vote of 5-0, recommended 
that the Board of Aldermen approve a small construction contract with Scottish Window Tinting 
for Phase 4 of the City Hall building safety upgrades in the amount of $11,396.76. 
 
POLICY: 
The Purchasing Policy, Resolution No. 10-02-14, requires the Board of Aldermen to approve all 
purchases above $10,000 upon recommendation of the Finance Committee. 
 
SUGGESTED MOTION: 
I move to approve a small construction contract with Scottish Window Tinting for Phase 4 of the 
City Hall building safety upgrades in the amount of $11,396.76. 
 
ATTACHMENT: 
1. Signed Contract with Quote 
 





















•• •• SC9TTISM WIND9W TINTIN(i • • •• 
"A Culture of Excellence" 

ESTIMATE- PROPOSAL Estimate Date: 10.5.18 

Name: 

Address: 

City/State/Zip: 

Home Phone: 

LL ... umoc 
WINDOW FILM 

Frame Type 

1 -Wood 

2- Steel 

3-Aluminum 

4-Vinyl 

5 - Rubber Gasket 

6- Other 

Installation Date: 

Parkville Administration Bldg. Phase 4 

8880 Clark Ave. 

Parkville MO 64152 

VISTA~ 
WINDOW FILM 

Glass Type 

A-Annealed 

B - Heat Strengthened 

C- Tempered 

D - Laminated 

Cell Phone: 

Work Phone: "8"16".7'-4"1".7"8'-76"--------

Email: 

3M 
Window Type 

A - Clear Single Pane 

B - Tinted Single Pane 

C - Clear Dual Pane 

D - Tinted Dual Pane 

E - Clear Triple Pane 

F - Low-E Dual Pane 

c-e~no 
S"STEms 

Warranty Terms 

o Lifetime Warranty 

o 1 O Year Commercial 

o Glass Breakage & Seal Failure 

o 7 Year Commercial 

This estimate-proposal is not a 1Narranty certificate. A 1Narranty certificate will be issued wtien the installation is completed. Ask about your 
warranty coverage details specific to your application. 

Court Clerk Office 

Ci Adminlstrator 

Ma or 

46 
46 
4 

$11,396.76 

$0.00 

$11,396.76 

Acceptance: This estimate-proposal shal! consfllute a contact only when signed by both parties. This estimate-proposal may be withdrawn at tha option of the dealer if not 
accepted within a period of 90 days from !he issuance date. OnlyfUlly paid contracts will activate warranty coverage. 

Payment in fU// at installation completion Is understood a~ted as th-~ ... ~~t term unless otherwise noted. 

~ / 1 \ ,;>1\:io 
Cnent Signature Date Date 
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CITY OF PARKVILLE 
Policy Report 

 
Date:  February 26, 2020 
 
Prepared By: 
Alysen Abel 
Public Works Director 

Reviewed By: 
Melissa McChesney 
City Clerk 
 

ISSUE: 
Approve a small construction services agreement with Delta Sweeping for the 2020 Street 
Sweeping Program. 
 
BACKGROUND: 
Due to heavy salt and sand usage over the winter and normal accumulation of leaves, trash and 
other debris, the City’s streets need to be swept periodically to help keep contaminants out of 
storm sewer systems, improving water quality in accordance with the Clean Water Act. 
 
The City released a bid request, held a bid opening on March 19, 2020, and received four bids. 
 

Company Charge Per Hour Distance from Parkville 
Delta Sweeping, Inc. $151.00 13.6 miles 
American Sweeping, Inc. $150.00 26.9 miles 
Capital Trucking $165.00 69.3 miles 
All Care Sweeping $200.00 28.3 miles 

 
In the past, the City has paid for one-way travel for the street sweepers to travel to Parkville 
each day.  Although American Sweeping has the lowest hourly rate of $150, the total cost will 
be higher since they are twice the distance from Parkville as Delta Sweeping.  The difference in 
$1.00 actually equates to an additional travel time per truck each day.  To compare the cost 
estimates equally, the total cost was evaluated based on travel time.  Attachment 2 includes the 
cost estimate, assuming 60 hours of street sweeping plus travel time for one way travel. 
 
Delta Sweeping provided a bid of $151.00 per hour and the contract will be limited to an hourly 
rate not to exceed 60 hours. The City has contracted with Delta Sweeping in the past and they 
have provided excellent service for numerous years.  They are familiar with the streets of 
Parkville. 
 
Street sweeping will occur in both the fall and spring this year.  Each street is swept in the 
spring, to clean the sand from the emergency snow operations.  The majority of the streets are 
swept in the fall, mostly in the areas with mature trees, to clean the leaves from the streets and 
gutters. 
 
The current contract assumes completion of street sweeping in 60 hours.  With the additional 
streets constructed each year in Parkville, this number will need to be adjusted in coming years. 
 
BUDGET IMPACT: 
The Transportation Fund includes $18,000 for street sweeping for City streets and public 
parking lots (40-525-07-45-00).  Delta Sweeping will be compensated for the hours spent with a 
contract not to exceed 60 hours, which would be $9,060 per season.  The total contract would 
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be a maximum of $18,120.  Staff will work with the contractor to keep the contract time below 60 
hours in order to keep their contract within the street sweeping budget.   

 
ALTERNATIVES: 
1. Approve the contract with Delta Sweeping in an amount not to exceed $18,120. 
2. Provide direction to staff regarding the street sweeping program. 
3. Do not approve the contract. 
4. Postpone the item.  

 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 
Staff recommends approval of the small construction services agreement with Delta Sweeping 
for the 2020 Street Sweeping Program, in an amount not to exceed $18,120. 
 
FINANCE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION: 
At the meeting on February 24, 2020, the Finance Committee, by a vote of 5-0, recommended 
that the Board of Aldermen approve the small construction services agreement with Delta 
Sweeping for the 2020 Street Sweeping Program in the amount not to exceed $18,120. 
 
POLICY: 
The Purchasing Policy, Resolution No. 17-016, requires Board of Aldermen approval for all 
purchases above $10,000 upon recommendation of the Finance Committee. 
 
SUGGESTED MOTION: 
I move to approve the small construction services agreement with Delta Sweeping for the 2020 
Street Sweeping Program in an amount not to exceed $18,120. 
 
ATTACHMENTS: 
1. Bid Tabulation 
2. Cost Comparison 
3. Proposed Agreement 
 



BID TABULATION 
 

2020 STREET SWEEPING 
 

Bid Opening Wednesday, February 19, 2020 
10:00 a.m., Public Works Conference Room 

 

Bidder Hourly Rate        Distance from 
Parkville 

Delta Sweeping, Inc. 
KCMO $151 13.6 Miles 

American Sweeping, Inc. 
KCMO $150 26.9 Miles 

Capital Trucking 
Topeka, KS $165 69.3 Miles 

All Care Sweeping 
Leawood, KS $200 28.3 Miles 

   

 
 (*) Recommended Award of Purchase  

 



Hourly Rate Distance from Parkville Estimated Travel Time Seasonal Estimate Annual Estimate

Delta Sweeping 151.00$        13.6 miles 25 minutes 9,261.33$                      18,522.67$            

American Sweeping 150.00$        26.9 miles 40 minutes 9,400.00$                      18,800.00$            

Capital Trucking 165.00$        69.3 miles 70 minutes 10,670.00$                    21,340.00$            

All Cares Sweeping 200.00$        28.3 miles 40 minutes 12,533.33$                    25,066.67$            

Street Sweeping Cost Estimate
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SMALL CONSTRUCTION SERVICES AGREEMENT 
MAINTENANCE OR REPAIR PROJECT 

 THIS SERVICE AGREEMENT, entered into on this 3rd day of March, 2020, by and between the CITY 
OF PARKVILLE, MISSOURI (“City”) and DELTA SWEEPING, CO. (“Contractor”). 

 WHEREAS, the City seeks to hire Contractor to provide certain construction services as described in 
Exhibit "A" to this Agreement (the "Construction Services"); and 

 WHEREAS, the City has budgeted funds to acquire the services necessary to complete the 
Construction Services; and 

WHEREAS, Contractor has the necessary staff and qualifications to provide the Construction Services 
to the City.  

 NOW THEREFORE, IN CONSIDERATION of the mutual covenants and agreements set forth herein, the 
parties mutually agree as follows: 

I. SCOPE OF SERVICES 
A. The term “Construction Services” when used in this Agreement shall mean any and all labor, 

material, equipment, insurance, surety bonds or other thing of value that may be required 
by this Agreement including its exhibits. 

B. The City agrees to retain Contractor and Contractor agrees to perform and complete the 
Construction Services described in the Exhibit "A" – Scope of Work, attached hereto and 
incorporated by reference. 

C. Service Provider represents it has all necessary skills, personnel, financial capacity, licenses, 
permits, knowledge, and certifications required to perform the Services described herein. 

II. COMPENSATION 
A. As consideration for providing the Construction Services, the City shall pay Contractor as set 

forth in Exhibit "A". 
B. Contractor shall submit its invoices to the City either at completion of the Project, or on such 

milestone or other interim terms as set forth on Exhibit "A".  Contractor's final invoice shall 
be accompanied by Waivers and Releases of Claim on the forms attached as Exhibit "B-2" to 
this Agreement, executed by Contractor any all subcontractors with contract values of $5,000 
or more, and notarized.  If partial payments are authorized on Exhibit "A", then Contractor 
shall submit partial waivers on the form attached as Exhibit "B-1." The City agrees to pay the 
balance of an approved invoice, or undisputed portions of a disputed invoice, within 30 days 
of the date of receipt by the City. In the event of a dispute, and prior to the invoice’s due 
date, City shall pay the undisputed portion of the invoice and notify Contractor of the nature 
of the dispute regarding the balance.  

C. Contractor shall maintain accounts and records, including personnel, property, and financial 
records, adequate to identify and account for all costs pertaining to the Agreement and such 
other records as may be deemed necessary by the City to assure proper accounting for all 
funds. These records will be made available for audit purposes to the City or any authorized 
representative, and will be retained for three years after the expiration of this Agreement 
unless permission to destroy them is granted by the City. 
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III. SCHEDULE 
A. Time is of the essence in performance of this Agreement. 
B. Unless otherwise directed by the City, Contractor shall commence performance of the 

Construction Services upon execution of this Agreement.  
C. Services shall be completed within the schedule set forth on Exhibit "A".  
D. Neither the City nor the Contractor shall be in default of the Agreement for delays in 

performance caused by circumstances beyond the reasonable control of the non-performing 
party.  

E. If Exhibit "A" contains a provision for Liquidated Damages, it shall be because the parties 
have agreed that late completion of the Construction Services by Contractor would cause 
irreparable harm to the City, which harm is difficult to quantify; and that the parties have 
agreed that the amount stated in Exhibit "A" for Liquidated Damages is a fair approximation 
of the daily costs that the City would incur for late Substantial Completion of the work. 
 

IV. CHANGES 
A. The City reserves the right issue Changes, both additive and deductive, to the Scope of Work 

at the City’s discretion. Contractor shall advise the City of additional costs and time delays, if 
any, resulting from such Changes, before Contractor performs the Changes. No adjustment 
to the Contract Time or Contract Price will be permitted unless Contractor has advised the 
City of the potential impact prior to commencing work on the Change, and the City either 
issues a Change Order which is agreed to by the parties, or the City directs the Contractor to 
proceed.   

B. Contractor shall provide Construction Services under this Agreement only upon written 
request of the City and only to the extent defined and required by the City. Any additional 
services or materials provided by the Contractor without the City’s prior written consent shall 
be at the Contractor's own risk, cost, and expense, and Contractor shall not make a claim for 
compensation from the City for such work.  
 

V. INDEMNIFICATION 
A. Contractor shall indemnify and hold harmless the City and its departments, elected officials, 

officers, employees and agents, from and against all liability, suits, actions, proceedings, 
judgments, claims, losses, damages, and injuries (including attorneys’ fees and other 
expenses of litigation, arbitration, mediation or appeal), which in whole or in part arise out 
of or have been connected with Contractor's negligence, error, omission, recklessness, or 
wrongful or criminal conduct in the performance of Construction Services, including 
performance by Contractor's employees and agents; or arising from any claim for libel, 
slander, defamation, copyright infringement, invasion of privacy, piracy and/or plagiarism 
related to any materials related to materials furnished by Contractor in the course of 
performance of the work, except to the extent that such claims arise from materials created 
or supplied by the City. 

B. Contractor's obligation to indemnify and hold harmless shall remain in effect and shall be 
binding on Contractor whether such injury shall accrue, or may be discovered, before or after 
termination of this Agreement.  

 
VI. INSURANCE 

A. Contractor shall secure and maintain, at its expense, through the duration of this Agreement 
insurance as set forth on Exhibit "C." 
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VII. ASSIGNMENT OF AND RESPONSIBILITY FOR PERSONNEL 
A. Contractor's assignment of personnel to perform the Services shall be subject to the City’s 

oversight and general guidance. The City reserves the right to request qualifications and/or 
reject service from any and all employees of the Contractor.  

B. Unless otherwise stated in Exhibit “A”, Contractor shall be represented by a Superintendent 
or Foreman authorized to give and receive all instruction and notices from and to the City at 
all times while performing Construction Services, and shall have on site a person who is fluent 
in all languages necessary to communicate instructions regarding the work and information 
regarding medical emergencies with Contractor's employees and subcontractors. 

C. All of the Construction Services required hereunder will be performed by the Contractor or 
under Contractor's supervision, and all personnel engaged in the work shall be fully qualified 
and shall be authorized or permitted under State and Local law to perform such services.  

D. None of the work or services covered by this Agreement shall be subcontracted without the 
prior written approval of the City. Any work or services subcontracted hereunder shall be 
specified by written contract or agreement and shall be subject to each provision of this 
Agreement including, but not limited to, indemnification, insurance and warranties.  

E. Contractor and all subcontractors with a contract value of $5,000 or more shall execute 
affidavits on the form attached as Exhibit "D", attesting to their compliance with RSMo. § 
285.530.5 concerning compliance with Missouri's Worker Eligibility requirements. 

F. Contractor and all subcontractors must require all on-site employees to complete the ten-
hour construction training program required under Section 292.675 RSMo. unless they have 
previously completed the program and have documentation of having done so. Contractor 
shall execute the affidavit attached as Exhibit "E", attesting that it has provided OSHA safety 
training for its on-site employees. Contractor will forfeit a penalty to the City of $2,500 plus 
an additional $100 for each employee employed by Contractor or any subcontractor, for each 
calendar day, or portion thereof, such employee is employed without the required training. 
See Section 292.675 RSMo. 

G. No illegal drug or alcohol usage will be tolerated at the Site. All persons admitted to work on 
the Site will dress appropriately and avoid foul language. Music shall not be played at volume 
levels that would be objectionable to third-parties. Any worker found by the City to be 
violating these conduct requirements will be removed immediately.  
 

VIII. WARRANTY  
A. The Contractor warrants to the City that materials and equipment furnished under the 

Contract will be of good quality and new unless the Scope of Work documents require or 
permit otherwise. The Contractor further warrants that the work will conform to the 
requirements of the Scope of Work documents and will be free from defects, except for those 
inherent in the quality of the Work the Scope of Work documents require or permit. Work, 
materials, or equipment not conforming to these requirements may be considered defective. 
The Contractor’s warranty excludes remedy for damage or defect caused by abuse, 
alterations to the work not executed by the Contractor or its subcontractors or suppliers, 
improper or insufficient maintenance or improper operation. If required by the Owner, the 
Contractor shall furnish satisfactory evidence as to the kind and quality of materials and 
equipment.  The Contractor's warranties required by the Agreement (express and implied) 
shall remain in full force and effect even if a material or equipment item is required by the 
Owner to be manufactured by a specific entity, and no other equivalent product 
manufactured by any other entity is acceptable.  

B. The Contractor's warranty in Section IX.A. shall not be construed to replace, change or 
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otherwise limit any statutory or common law warranty rights of the Owner, or any other 
Contract requirements.    

 
IX. OWNERSHIP OF WORK PRODUCT 

Contractor  agrees that any documents, materials and/or work products produced in whole 
or in part by or through it under this Agreement, any intellectual property rights of 
Contractor therein (collectively the "Works") are intended to be owned by the 
City.  Accordingly, Contractor hereby assigns and agrees to assign to the City all of it right title 
and interest in and to such Works. 

 
X. RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTIES 

A. Contractor represents that it is an independent contractor and that no personnel performing 
any of the Construction Services shall be employees of or have any contractual relationship 
with the City. 

 
XI. NOTICES 

A. All notices required by this Agreement shall be in writing, and unless otherwise directed by 
this Agreement, shall be sent to the addresses as set forth in this Section: 

B. Notices sent by Contractor shall be sent to: 
City of Parkville 
Attn: Alysen Abel, Public Works Director 
8880 Clark Ave. 
Parkville, MO 64152 
 

C. Notices sent by the City shall be sent to: 
Delta Sweeping, Co. 
Attn:  Nickie Francis 
2001 Guinotte Avenue 
Kansas City, MO 64120 
Nickiesfrancis@gmail.com 
816-221-8851 

 
XII. CORRECTION OF WORK 

The Contractor shall promptly correct work rejected by the City or failing to conform to the 
requirements of the Agreement, whether discovered before or after Substantial Completion and 
whether or not fabricated, installed or completed. Costs of correcting such rejected work, 
including additional testing and inspections, the cost of uncovering and replacement, and 
compensation for services and expenses of a designer made necessary thereby, shall be at the 
Contractor’s expense. If the Contractor fails to correct nonconforming Work within ten (10) days 
after receipt of written notice from the City, the City may correct it at Contractor's expense.  

 
XIII. TERM AND TERMINATION 

A. The effective date of this Agreement shall be the date of execution, when the Agreement is 
signed by both parties.  

B. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement or exhibit, the City reserves the 
right and may elect to terminate this Agreement at any time, with or without cause, by giving 
at least ten (10) days’ written notice to the Contractor. The City shall compensate Contractor 
for the Construction Services that have been completed to the City’s satisfaction as of the 

mailto:Nickiesfrancis@gmail.com
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date of termination. Contractor shall perform no activities other than reasonable wrap-up 
activities after receipt of notice of termination.  

C.   The City may terminate the Agreement for cause if the Contractor 
1.  refuses or fails to supply enough properly skilled workers or proper materials; 
2.  fails to make payment to Subcontractors for materials, equipment, services or labor 

in accordance with the respective agreements between the Contractor and the 
Subcontractors; 

3.  disregards applicable laws, statutes, ordinances, codes, rules and regulations, or 
lawful orders of a public authority;  

4.  or its Subcontractors or Sub-subcontractors causes a work stoppage due to any 
strike, picket, boycott or participates in any voluntary or involuntary cessation of 
Work; or 

5.  otherwise is guilty of substantial breach of a provision of the Agreement. 
 

  When any of the above reasons exist, the City may without prejudice to any other rights or 
remedies of the City and after giving the Contractor and the Contractor’s surety, if any, seven 
(7) days’ written notice, terminate the Agreement and may, subject to any prior rights of the 
surety, if any: 

 
1. Exclude the Contractor from the Project site and take possession of all materials, 

equipment, tools, and construction equipment and machinery thereon owned by the 
Contractor; 

2. Direct the work of subcontractors; and 
3. Finish the Work by whatever reasonable method the City may deem expedient. Upon 

written request of the Contractor, the City shall furnish to the Contractor a detailed 
accounting of the costs incurred by the City in finishing the Work. 

 
When the Owner terminates the Agreement for one of the reasons stated in Section XIV. A., 
the Contractor shall not be entitled to receive further payment until the Work is finished. 

 
If the unpaid balance of the Contract Price exceeds costs of finishing the Work, including 
compensation for the services and expenses of a designer, and legal, consultant and testing 
fees made necessary thereby, and other damages incurred by the City and not expressly 
waived, such excess shall be paid to the Contractor. If such costs and damages exceed the 
unpaid balance, the Contractor or its surety, if any, shall pay the difference to the City upon 
demand. The obligation for payment, if any, shall survive termination of the Agreement. 
 

XIV. RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES 
A. Should the Contractor believe that it is entitled to any relief due to errors, omissions or 

defects in the Plans or Specifications, or as a result of any act or omission of an independent 
contractor designer in connection with the Project, the City shall cooperate with the 
Contractor by permitting the Contractor to pursue legal action against the designer in the 
name of the City at Contractor's sole risk and expense as the City would otherwise have 
against such designer. The City shall pay to Contractor such sums as may be recovered from 
the designer on behalf of Contractor. Other than this duty of cooperation and remittance, 
the City shall have no liability or obligation to Contractor for any act, error, omission, 
negligence or breach of duty by a designer. 
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B. City and Contractor agree that disputes relative to the Work shall first be addressed by 
negotiations between the parties. Such negotiations shall take place within thirty (30) days 
of demand by the party seeking resolution of the dispute. If direct negotiations fail to resolve 
the dispute, the party initiating the claim that is the basis for the dispute shall be free to take 
such steps as it deems necessary to protect its interests; provided, however, that 
notwithstanding any such dispute Contractor shall proceed with the Work as per the Contract 
Documents as if no dispute existed. 

C. In order to preserve its rights to dispute a matter hereunder, the complaining party must 
submit a written notice to the other party setting forth the basis for its complaint within 
twenty (20) calendar days following receipt of the decision of the City Public Works Director 
as to such matter or other action on which the dispute is based. A decision of the City Public 
Works Director (where appropriate) under GC-7 above; notice of dispute, and direct 
negotiation, shall be conditions precedent to further action. 

D. Arbitration of disputes. 
1. Claims, except those waived as provided for elsewhere in this Agreement, which have 

not been resolved by the procedures described above, shall be decided by arbitration 
which, unless the parties mutually agree otherwise, in accordance with the Construction 
Industry Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration Association currently in effect at 
the time of the arbitration. The demand for arbitration shall be filed in writing with the 
other party to the Contract and with the American Arbitration Association. 

2. A demand for arbitration may be made no earlier than concurrently with the filing of a 
request for mediation, but in no event shall it be made after the date when institution of 
legal or equitable proceedings based on such Claim would be barred by the applicable 
statute of limitations. 

3. An arbitration pursuant to this Section may be joined with an arbitration involving 
common issues of law or fact between the City or Contractor and any person or entity 
with whom the City or Contractor has a contractual obligation to arbitrate disputes which 
does not prohibit consolidation or joinder. No other arbitration arising out of or relating 
to the Contract shall include, by consolidation, joinder or in any other manner, an 
additional person or entity not a party to the Contract or not a party to an agreement 
with the City Contractor, except by written consent containing a specific reference to the 
Agreement signed by the City and Contractor and any other person or entities sought to 
be joined. Consent to arbitration involving an additional person or entity shall not 
constitute consent to arbitration of any claim, dispute or other matter in question not 
described in the written consent or with a person or entity not named or described 
therein. The foregoing agreement to arbitrate and other agreements to arbitrate with an 
additional person or entity duly consented to by the parties to the Agreement shall be 
specifically enforceable in accordance with applicable law in any court having jurisdiction 
thereof.  

4. Claims and Timely Assertion of Claims. The party filing a notice of demand for arbitration 
must assert in the demand all Claims then known to that party on which arbitration is 
permitted to be demanded. 

5. Judgment on Final Award. The award rendered by the arbitrator or arbitrators shall be 
final, and judgment may be entered upon it in accordance with applicable law in any 
court having jurisdiction thereof. 

 
XV. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 
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A. Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws 
of the State of Missouri.  

B. Assignability. Contractor shall not assign any interest on this Agreement, and shall not 
transfer any interest in the same (whether by assignment or invitation), without the prior 
written consent of the City thereto. Provided, however, that the claims for money by 
Contractor from the City under this Agreement may be assigned to a bank, trust company, 
or other financial institution without such approval. Written notice of any such assignment 
or transfer shall be furnished promptly to the City. 

C. Media Announcements. Contractor shall not be authorized to make statements to the media 
or otherwise on behalf of the City without express direction and consent of the City 

D. Compliance with Local Laws. Contractor shall comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, 
and codes of the State of Missouri and local governments, and shall save the City harmless 
with respect to any damages arising from any tort done in performing any of the work 
embraced by this Agreement. 

E. Equal Employment Opportunity. During the performance of this Agreement, Contractor 
agrees as follows: 

i. Contractor will not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment 
because of race, creed, color, national origin, religion, or sex. Service Provider will 
take affirmative action to ensure that applicants are employed, and that employees 
are treated during employment, without regard to their race, creed, color, national 
origin, religion, or sex. Such action shall include, but not be limited to, employment, 
upgrading, demotion, or transfer; recruitment or recruitment advertising; layoff or 
termination; rates of pay or other forms of compensation; and selection for training, 
including apprenticeship.  

ii. Contractor will, in all solicitation or advertisements for employees placed by or on 
behalf of Professional, state that all qualified applicants will receive consideration for 
employment without regard to race, creed, color, national origin, religion, or sex.  

iii. Contractor will cause the foregoing provisions to be inserted in all subcontracts for 
any work covered by this Agreement so that provisions will be binding upon each 
subcontractor, provided that the foregoing provisions shall not apply to contracts or 
subcontracts for standard commercial supplies or raw materials.  

F. Interest of Members of a City. No member of the governing body of the City and no other 
officer, employee, or agent of the City who exercises any functions or responsibilities in 
connection with the planning and carrying out of this Agreement, shall have any personal 
financial interest, direct or indirect, in this Agreement, and Contractor shall take appropriate 
steps to assure compliance.  

G. Interest of Contractor and Employees. Contractor covenants that he/she presently has no 
interest and shall not acquire interest, direct or indirect, in the study area or any parcels 
therein or any other interest which would conflict in any manner or degree with the 
performance of his/her services hereunder. Contractor further covenants that in the 
performance of this Agreement, no person having any such interest shall be employed.  

H. Entire Agreement. This Agreement represents the entire Agreement and understanding 
between the parties, and this Agreement supersedes any prior negotiations, proposals, or 
agreements. Unless otherwise provided in this Agreement, any amendment to this 
Agreement shall be in writing and shall be signed by the City and Contractor, and attached 
hereto.  
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Exhibit A 

SCOPE OF WORK AND PRICING AGREEMENT 

 
A. Scope of Work: 

 Perform all street sweeping for areas as defined by City personnel to include: 

1. Contractor to remove all significant debris and contaminants from all public streets and 
 parking lots in the City with a professional grade street sweeping machine. 

2. Contractor will furnish all equipment, fuel, labor and insurance to complete the services. 

3. The City will provide a location to dump debris at the Public Works Street facility. 

B. Compensation: 

1. This is a UNIT PRICE Agreement based upon $151.00 per hour, not to exceed __60___ 
 hours, without prior authorization from the City, for Spring and Fall street sweeping. 

C. Schedule: 

1. Work to proceed upon receipt by Contractor of Notice to Proceed issued by the City, and to 
 be completed within a timeframe as directed by the Public Works Director.  

Term of Agreement: Valid Until December 31, 2020 

  



ITEM 3G 
For 03-03-20 

Board of Aldermen Meeting 
 

CITY OF PARKVILLE 
Policy Report 

 
Date:  February 26, 2020 
 

Prepared By: 
Alysen Abel 
Public Works Director 

Reviewed By: 
Melissa McChesney 
City Clerk 
 

ISSUE: 
Request to approve a one-year extension to the maintenance agreement with FTC Equipment, 
LLC for on-call pump maintenance and repair services. 
 
BACKGROUND: 
In 2015, the City implemented a new purchasing policy and updated contract documents.  The 
previous city attorney recommended that staff begin entering into multi-year service contracts for 
routine services in order to lock in prices and avoid having to repeat the process to accept 
quotes for smaller scopes of work.  The intent was to select a single vendor to provide priority 
services to the City during emergency and non-emergency situations.   
 
There are numerous services that Public Works staff needs on a routine and emergency basis 
throughout the year.  The City has similar agreements with (1) Arbor Masters for tree trimming 
and tree removal, and (2) H&H Septic Service for sewer cleaning and repair.   
 
The City maintains pumps at six pump stations and RAS (Return Activated Sludge) pumps at the 
Wastewater Treatment Facility (WWTF), with a total of 15 sewer pumps.  The average life of a 
pump varies from about 10 to 15 years.  The life of the pump can be extended when the proper 
preventative maintenance is performed.  Preventative maintenance includes annual inspection of 
the pump and an oil change.  Lack of preventative maintenance could void any warranties from 
the pump manufacturer. 
 
For the past two years, the City contracted with Mid-America Pump for on-call pump 
maintenance repair.  The two-year service contract outlined the price structure for any routine 
maintenance that is scheduled throughout the year on the City’s pumps, as well as locking in the 
pricing for emergency situations. 
 
On December 19, 2017, the City released a Request for Qualifications (RFQ) for the on-call 
pump maintenance and repair services.  The RFQ requested information from the respondents 
about their relevant work experience, availability, background and training, references and 
sample reports.  Two companies (Alliance Pump and FTC Equipment) responded to the request.  
A selection committee composed of Public Works staff reviewed the qualifications and selected 
FTC Equipment as the top candidate. 
 
On February 16, 2018, the Board of Aldermen approved a maintenance agreement with FTC 
Equipment for the on-call pump maintenance and repair services.  Since that time, FTC has 
provided excellent service to the City.  When their two-year contract expired, the City reached 
out to FTC about a potential renewal.  FTC Equipment offered to keep the same rates from their 
2018 maintenance agreement.  Staff recommends extending the contract an additional year to 
allow time to release a request for proposal. 
 
  



ITEM 3G 
For 03-03-20 

Board of Aldermen Meeting 
 

BUDGET IMPACT: 
The Sewer Fund includes budget for pump station maintenance and building maintenance for the 
WWTF for the pump preventative maintenance and emergency repairs.  Depending on the 
nature of the work being performed, staff will use the proper maintenance budget item. 
 
ALTERNATIVES: 
1. Approve a one-year extension to the maintenance agreement with FTC Equipment. 
2. Do not approve the extension to the maintenance agreement. 
3. Provide further direction to staff regarding the maintenance agreement. 
4. Postpone the item.  

 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 
Staff recommends the approval of a two-year maintenance agreement with FTC Equipment for 
the on-call pump maintenance and repair services. 
 
FINANCE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION: 
At the meeting on February 24, 2020, the Finance Committee, by a vote of 5-0, recommended 
that the Board of Aldermen approve a one-year extension to the maintenance agreement with 
FTC Equipment, LLC for on-call pump maintenance and repair services, with the unit prices 
listed in the agreement. 
 
POLICY: 
The Purchasing Policy, Resolution No. 17-016, requires Board of Aldermen approval for all 
purchases above $10,000 upon recommendation of the Finance Committee. 
 
SUGGESTED MOTION: 
I move to approve a one-year extension to the maintenance agreement with FTC Equipment, 
LLC for on-call pump maintenance and repair services, with the unit prices listed in the 
agreement. 
 
ATTACHMENTS: 
1. Renewal Letter 
2. Maintenance Agreement 
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SMALL CONSTRUCTION SERVICES AGREEMENT 
MAINTENANCE OR REPAIR PROJECT 

THIS SERVICE AGREEMENT, entered into on this 20th day of February. 2018 by and between the CITY OF 
PARKVILLE, MISSOURI ("City") and FTC EQUIPMENT. LLC, ("Contractor"). 

WHEREAS, the City seeks to hire Contractor to provide certain construction services as described in 
Exhibit "A" to this Agreement (the "Construction Services"); and 

WHEREAS, the City has budgeted funds to acquire the services necessary to complete the Construction 
Services; and 

WHEREAS, Contractor has the necessary staff and qualifications to provide the Construction Services to 
the City. 

NOW THEREFORE, IN CONSIDERATION of the mutual covenants and agreements set forth herein, the 
parties mutually agree as follows: 

I. SCOPE OF SERVICES 

A. The term "Construction Services" when used in this Agreement shall mean any and all labor, 

material, equipment, insurance, surety bonds or other thing of value that may be required by 

this Agreement including its exhibits. 

B. The City agrees to retain Contractor and Contractor agrees to perform and complete the 

Preventative Maintenance and Repair Construction Services described in the Exhibit "A" -Scope 

of Work, attached hereto and incorporated by reference. 

C. Service Provider represents it has all necessary skills, personnel, financial capacity, licenses, 

permits, knowledge, and certifications required to perform the Services described herein. 

II. COMPENSATION 

A. As consideration for providing the Construction Services, the City shall pay Contractor as set 

forth in Exhibit "A". 

B. Contractor shall submit its invoices to the City either at completion of the Project, or on such 

milestone or other interim terms as set forth on Exhibit "A". Contractor's final invoice shall be 

accompanied by Waivers of Lien and Releases of Claim on the forms attached as Exhibit "B-2" 
to this Agreement, executed by Contractor, any all subcontractors with contract values of $5,000 

or more, and notarized. If partial payments are authorized on Exhibit "A", then Contractor shall 

submit partial lien waivers on the form attached as Exhibit "B-1." The City agrees to pay the 

balance of an approved invoice, or undisputed portions of a disputed invoice, within 30 days of 

the date of receipt by the City. In the event of a dispute, and prior to the invoice's due date, City 

shall pay the undisputed portion of the invoice and notify Contractor of the nature of the dispute 

regarding the balance. 
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C. Contractor shall maintain accounts and records, including personnel, property, and financial 

records, adequate to identify and account for all costs pertaining to the Agreement and such 

other records as may be deemed necessary by the City to assure proper accounting for all funds. 

These records will be made available for audit purposes to the City or any authorized 

representative, and will be retained for three years after the expiration of this Agreement unless 

permission to destroy them is granted by the City. 

Ill. SCHEDULE 

A. Time is of the essence in performance of this Agreement. 

B. Unless otherwise directed by the City, Contractor shall commence performance of the 

Construction Services upon execution of this Agreement. 

C. Services shall be completed within the schedule set forth on Exhibit "A". 

D. Neither the City nor the Contractor shall be in default of the Agreement for delays in 

performance caused by circumstances beyond the reasonable control of the non-performing 

party. 

E. If Exhibit "A" contains a provision for Liquidated Damages, it shall be because the parties have 

agreed that late completion of the Construction Services by Contractor would cause irreparable 

harm to the City, which harm is difficult to quantify; and that the parties have agreed that the 

amount stated in Exhibit "A" for Liquidated Damages is a fair approximation of the daily costs 

that the City would incur for late Substantial Completion of the work. 

IV. CHANGES 

A. The City reserves the right to issue Changes, both additive and deductive, to the Scope of Work 

at the City's discretion. Contractor shall advise the City of additional costs and time delays, if 

any, resulting from such Changes, before Contractor performs the Changes. No adjustment to 

the Contract Time or Contract Price will be permitted unless Contractor has advised the City of 

the potential impact prior to commencing work on the Change, and the City either issues a 

Change Order which is agreed to by the parties, or the City directs the Contractor to proceed. 

B. Contractor shall provide Construction Services under this Agreement only upon written request 

of the City and only to the extent defined and required by the City. Any additional services or 

materials provided by the Contractor without the City's prior written consent shall be at the 

Contractor's own risk, cost, and expense, and Contractor shall not make a claim for 

compensation from the City for such work. 
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V. INDEMNIFICATION 

A. Contractor shall indemnify and hold harmless the City and its departments, elected officials, 

officers, employees and agents, from and against all liability, suits, actions, proceedings, 

judgments, claims, losses, damages, and injuries (including attorneys' fees and other expenses 

of litigation, arbitration, mediation or appeal), which in whole or in part arise out of or have 

been connected with Contractor's negligence, error, omission, recklessness, or wrongful or 

criminal conduct in the performance of Construction Services, including performance by 

Contractor's employees and agents; or arising from any claim for libel, slander, defamation, 

copyright infringement, invasion of privacy, piracy and/or plagiarism related to any materials 

related to materials furnished by Contractor in the course of performance of the work, except 

to the extent that such claims arise from materials created or supplied by the City. 

B. Contractor's obligation to indemnify and hold harmless shall remain in effect and shall be 

binding on Contractor whether such injury shall accrue, or may be discovered, before or after 

termination of this Agreement. 

VI. INSURANCE 

A. Contractor shall secure and maintain, at its expense, through the duration of this Agreement 

insurance as set forth on Exhibit "C." 

VII. ASSIGNMENT OF AND RESPONSIBILITY FOR PERSONNEL 

A. Contractor's assignment of personnel to perform the Services shall be subject to the City's 

oversight and general guidance. The City reserves the right to request qualifications and/or 

reject service from any and all employees of the Contractor. 

B. Unless otherwise stated in Exhibit "A", Contractor shall be represented by a Superintendent or 

Foreman authorized to give and receive all instruction and notices from and to the City at all 

times while performing Construction Services, and shall have on site a person who is fluent in 

all languages necessary to communicate instructions regarding the work and information 

regarding medical emergencies with Contractor's employees and subcontractors. 

C. All of the Construction Services required hereunder will be performed by the Contractor or 

under Contractor's supervision, and all personnel engaged in the work shall be fully qualified 

and shall be authorized or permitted under State and Local law to perform such services. 

D. None of the work or services covered by this Agreement shall be subcontracted without the 

prior written approval of the City. Any work or services subcontracted hereunder shall be 

specified by written contract or agreement and shall be subject to each provision of this 

Agreement including, but not limited to, indemnification, insurance and warranties. 
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E. Contractor and all subcontractors with a contract value of $5,000 or more shall execute 

affidavits on the form attached as Exhibit "D", attesting to their compliance with RSMo. § 

285.530.5 concerning compliance with Missouri's Worker Eligibility requirements. 

F. Contractor and all subcontractors must require all on-site employees to complete the ten-hour 

construction training program required under Section 292.675 RSMo. unless they have 

previously completed the program and have documentation of having done so. Contractor shall 

execute the affidavit attached as Exhibit "E", attesting that it has provided OSHA safety training 

for its on-site employees. Contractor will forfeit a penalty to the City of $2,500 plus an additional 

$100 for each employee employed by Contractor or any subcontractor, for each calendar day, 

or portion thereof, such employee is employed without the required training. See Section 

292.675 RSMo. 

G. No illegal drug or alcohol usage will be tolerated at the Site. All persons admitted to work on the 

Site will dress appropriately and avoid foul language. Music shall not be played at volume levels 

that would be objectionable to third-parties. Any worker found by the City to be violating these 

conduct requirements will be removed immediately. 

VIII. WARRANTY 

A. The Contractor warrants to the City that materials and equipment furnished under the Contract 

will be of good quality and new unless the Scope of Work documents require or permit 

otherwise. The Contractor further warrants that the work will conform to the requirements of 

the Scope of Work documents and will be free from defects, except for those inherent in the 

quality of the Work the Scope of Work documents require or permit. Work, materials, or 

equipment not conforming to these requirements may be considered defective. The 

Contractor's warranty excludes remedy for damage or defect caused by abuse, alterations to 

the work not executed by the Contractor or its subcontractors or suppliers, improper or 

insufficient maintenance or improper operation. If required by the Owner, the Contractor shall 

furnish satisfactory evidence as to the kind and quality of materials and equipment. The 

Contractor's warranties required by the Agreement (express and implied) shall remain in full 

force and effect even if a material or equipment item is required by the Owner to be 

manufactured by a specific entity, and no other equivalent product manufactured by any other 

entity is acceptable. 

B. The Contractor's warranty in Section IX.A. shall not be construed to replace, change or otherwise 

limit any statutory or common law warranty rights of the Owner, or any other Contract 

requirements. 
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XIII. TERM AND TERMINATION 

A. The effective date of this Agreement shall be the date of execution, when the Agreement is 

signed by both parties. The contract period shall be two (2) years from the effective date of the 

Agreement. 

B. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement or exhibit, the City reserves the 

right and may elect to terminate this Agreement at any time, with or without cause, by giving at 

least ten (10) days' written notice to the Contractor. The City shall compensate Contractor for 

the Construction Services that have been completed to the City's satisfaction as of the date of 

termination. Contractor shall perform no activities other than reasonable wrap-up activities 

after receipt of notice of termination. 

C. The City may terminate the Agreement for cause if the Contractor 
1. refuses or fails to supply enough properly skilled workers or proper materials; 

2. fails to make payment to Subcontractors for materials, equipment, services or labor in 

accordance with the respective agreements between the Contractor and the 

Subcontractors; 

3. disregards applicable laws, statutes, ordinances, codes, rules and regulations, or lawful 

orders of a public authority; 

4. or its Subcontractors or Sub-subcontractors causes a work stoppage due to any strike, 

picket, boycott or participates in any voluntary or involuntary cessation of Work; or 

5. otherwise is guilty of substantial breach of a provision of the Agreement. 

D. When any of the above reasons exist, the City may without prejudice to any other rights or 
remedies of the City and after giving the Contractor and the Contractor's surety, if any, seven 
(7) days' written notice, terminate the Agreement and may, subject to any prior rights of the 
surety, if any: 

1. Exclude the Contractor from the Project site and take possession of all materials, 

equipment, tools, and construction equipment and machinery thereon owned by the 

Contractor; 

2. Direct the work of subcontractors; and 

3. Finish the Work by whatever reasonable method the City may deem expedient. Upon 

written request of the Contractor, the City shall furnish to the Contractor a detailed 

accounting of the costs incurred by the City in finishing the Work. 

E. When the Owner terminates the Agreement for one of the reasons stated in Section XIV. A., the 
Contractor shall not be entitled to receive further payment until the Work is finished. 
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F. If the unpaid balance of the Contract Price exceeds costs of finishing the Work, including 
compensation forthe services and expenses of a designer, and legal, consultant and testing fees 
made necessary thereby, and other damages incurred by the City and not expressly waived, such 
excess shall be paid to the Contractor. If such costs and damages exceed the unpaid balance, 
the Contractor or its surety, if any, shall pay the difference to the City upon demand. The 
obligation for payment, if any, shall survive term in at ion of the Agreement. 

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 

A. Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of 

the State of Missouri. 

B. Assignability. Contractor shall not assign any interest on this Agreement, and shall not transfer 

any interest in the same (whether by assignment or invitation), without the prior written 

consent of the City thereto. Provided, however, that the claims for money by Contractor from 

the City under this Agreement may be assigned to a bank, trust company, or other financial 

institution without such approval. Written notice of any such assignment or transfer shall be 

furnished promptly to the City. 

C. Media Announcements. Contractor shall not be authorized to make statements to the media or 

otherwise on behalf of the City without express direction and consent of the City 

D. Compliance with Local Laws. Contractor shall comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, and 

codes of the State of Missouri and local governments, and shall save the City harmless with 

respect to any damages arising from any tort done in performing any of the work embraced by 

this Agreement. 

E. Equal Employment Opportunity. During the performance of this Agreement, Contractor agrees 

as follows: 

i. Contractor will not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment 

because of race, creed, color, national origin, religion, or sex. Service Provider will take 

affirmative action to ensure that applicants are employed, and that employees are 

treated during employment, without regard to their race, creed, color, national origin, 

religion, or sex. Such action shall include, but not be limited to, employment, upgrading, 

demotion, or transfer; recruitment or recruitment advertising; layoff or termination; 

rates of pay or other forms of compensation; and selection for training, including 

apprenticeship. 

ii. Contractor will, in all solicitation or advertisements for employees placed by or on behalf 

of Professional, state that all qualified applicants will receive consideration for 

employment without regard to race, creed, color, national origin, religion, or sex. 

iii. Contractor will cause the foregoing provisions to be inserted in all subcontracts for any 

work covered by this Agreement so that provisions will be binding upon each 

subcontractor, provided that the foregoing provisions shall not apply to contracts or 

subcontracts for standard commercial supplies or raw materials. 
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F. Interest of Members ofa City. No member of the governing body of the City and no other officer, 

employee, or agent of the City who exercises any functions or responsibilities in connection with 

the planning and carrying out of this Agreement, shall have any personal financial interest, direct 

or indirect, in this Agreement, and Contractor shall take appropriate steps to assure compliance. 

G. Interest of Contractor and Employees. Contractor covenants that he/she presently has no 

interest and shall not acquire interest, direct or indirect, in the study area or any parcels therein 

or any other interest which would conflict in any manner or degree with the performance of 

his/her services hereunder. Contractor further covenants that in the performance of this 

Agreement, no person having any such interest shall be employed. 

H. Entire Agreement. This Agreement represents the entire Agreement and understanding 

between the parties, and this Agreement supersedes any prior negotiations, proposals, or 

agreements. Unless otherwise provided in this Agreement, any amendment to this Agreement 

shall be in writing and shall be signed by the City and Contractor, and attached hereto. 

I. Severability. If any part, term or provision of this Agreement, or any attachments or 

amendments hereto, is declared invalid, void, or enforceable, all remaining parts, terms, and 

provisions shall remain in full force and effect. 

J. Waiver. The failure of either party to require performance of this Agreement shall not affect 
such party's right to enforce the same. A waiver by either party of any provision of breach of 
this Agreement shall be in writing. A written waiver shall not affect the waiving party's rights 
with respect to any other provision or breach. 

K. Third Parties. The Services to be performed by the Contractor are intended solely for the benefit 
for the City. Nothing contained herein shall create a contractual relationship with, or any rights 
in favor of, any person or entity not a signatory to this Agreement. 

erk 

CONTRACTOR 

By: FTCE~LL~L 

J"\j Ive_, l'\t\l ,, .;; e-1{ 

';;.-fc1 Ir¥ 
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EXHIBIT A 

SCOPE OF WORK AND PRICING AGREEMENT 

A. The Scope of Work includes on-call pump maintenance and repair services to include, but not be limited 
to: 

I. Preventative Maintenance: 

A. Pull pump 

B. Remove and inspect volute and impeller 

C. Inspect and change oil 

D. Measure and record voltage on all 3 phases. Test motor winding resistance. Test 
seal leakage current (if applicable). Check and record run amps. Check and 
tighten all power connections at terminal box. 

E. Verify floatNFD operation 

F. Check power cord conditions 

G. Reseal all conduits between pump wet well and electrical control boxes 

H. Vacuum prime pumps only: Verify pump priming cycle. Remove and clean 
electrode and glass electrode housing and verify operation. 

sensor 

I. When preventative maintenance is complete, perform pump down test to verify that 
the pump is operational. 

J. Provide a detailed service report with written and photographic documentation of 
each process. 

K. Records maintenance 

2. Repair Maintenance 

A. Pull pump, investigate control panel, etc. 

B. Perform trouble-shooting and field inspection. 

C. Report findings and make written recommendations with pricing estimates to 
Director of Public Works or authorized representative. 

D. Make repairs as authorized by Director of Public Works or authorized representative 
in accordance with on-call contract pricing. 

B. This Agreement allows the City to call on Contractor for assistance during emergency and non
emergency work scenarios. The situations will require different response times due to the severity and 
urgency of the work. 

I. Emergency- An emergency situation requires a response time within 4 hours for a condition that 
jeopardizes public safety; and with 24 hours for a condition that constitutes a public inconvenience. 
Work will be authorized by the Public Works Director or authorized representative. 

2. Non-emergency-A non-emergency situation requires a response time within 2 business days or a 
timeframe that is mutually agreed upon by both parties. 
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C. Contractor shall commence the Work upon notice from the Director of Public Works or authorized 

representative. Contractor and City representative will agree on scope of work and determine a 

timeframe to complete for both emergency and non-emergency work prior to Contractor performing any 

work. Additional labor required by unforeseen site issues must be authorized by City in advance. Any 

work not authorized by the City, and performed by the Contractor without City approval, shall be at the 
Contractor's own risk, cost and expense, and Contractor shall not make claim for compensation from 

the City for such work. 

D. Upon completion of the work, and approval of such work by the City, Contractor shall submit an 

invoice in accordance with the provisions set forth in Paragraph II (B) of this Agreement. 

Contract Expires: February 20, 2020 
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EXHIBIT A-1 

Specificantions and Billing Rates 

s "fi mec1 1cations an d B"Ir R t I Ill!! a es 
PUMP INFORMATION FLAT RATE/EA 

H:in:. FF pump station $150/EA 
(2) Smith & Loveless Pumps ($300 Total for Station) 
Model#4B3B 15HP 
McAfeePS $200/EA 

(2) ABS pumps ($400 Total for Station) 
Model# APP 1077 ME430/4/43.60 60HP 
Pinecrest PS $175/EA 
(2) ABS pumps (350 Total for Station) 
Model# XFPlOOE-CBl.2 PE105/4 14HP 
45 Highwal: PS $150/EA 
(2) Flygt pumps ($300 total for Station) 
Model# CP3102.180.0820 5HP 
Nationals $175/EA 

(2) Flygt pumps ($350 total for Station) 
Model # CP3170-090-6060 30HP 
Riverhills PS $175/EA 

(2) Flygt pumps ($350 Total for Station) 
Model# CR3140-090-6066 15HP 
WWTF RAS l!llml!s $175/EA 
(3) ABS pumps ($525 Total for Location) 
2-Model #AFP1546.2-M105/4 14HP 
1- Model #XFP 105E-CB1.4-PE105/4 14HP3 

EMERGENCY REPAIR SERVICES 

SCOPE OF Regular Overtime Weekends Holidays 
WORK Hourly Hourly Hourly Hourly 

FIELD $85.00 $127.50 $170.00 $170.00 
MECHANIC 
SHOP $75.00 $112.50 $150.00 $150.00 
MECHANIC 
CONFINED $110.00 $165.00 $220.00 $220.00 
SPACE ENTRY 
BOOM TRUCK $150.00 $150.00 $150.00 $150.00 
TRIP CHARGE 
(Including 
Operator) 
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COMMON REPAIRS 

Based on a 15 HP pump size, indicate a total price (labor, materials, and truck/tool charges) to perform 
· r d common reparrs as 1ste . 

SCOPE OF WORK Non- Emergency Weekends Holidays 
Emergency Hourly 

Basic repair: Seals, 0-Rings, hardware $1,200.00 $1,800.00 $1,800.00 1,800.00 

Submersible pump motor rewind OHP- $500 $750 $750 $750 
70HP 

Vibration analyses and report $350 $350 $350 $350 

Replace bearings and seals $1,200.00 $1,800.00 $1,800.00 $1,800.00 

Replace seals only $850 $1,250 $1,250 $1,250 

Replace power cord $250 $350 $350 $350 

Indicate percent markup on material and parts: 
$0.00 - $1,999.99 25% 
$2,000 - $4,999.00 25% 
$5,000 and up 25% 
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ITEM 3H 
For 03-03-20 

Board of Aldermen Meeting 
 

CITY OF PARKVILLE 
Policy Report 

 
Date:  February 26, 2020 
 
Prepared By: 
Alysen Abel 
Public Works Director 

Reviewed By: 
Melissa McChesney 
City Clerk 
 

ISSUE: 
Request to approve the agreement with Evergy (formerly KCP&L) for the Demand Response 
Incentive Program (formerly M-Power) for a three-year term. 
 
BACKGROUND: 
The Demand Response Incentive Program (formerly M-Power) offers customers a financial 
incentive to reduce electrical usage during periods of peak demand from June 1 through 
September 30.  The City has previously contracted with Evergy/KCP&L to participate in this 
program at the Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP).  During the summer peak demand days, 
also known as curtailment events, the City will reduce the electrical consumption by transferring 
to generator power.  There will be at least one, but no more than 10 curtailment events during 
each season, lasting between two and eight consecutive hours.  Based on past experiences, 
there are typically 3 to 4 curtailment events during the summer peak demand, each lasting 
about 6 hours each.  
 
The City has participated in this program since 2010.  After the curtailment event, the City will 
receive a credit on its electrical bill.  The previous rate for the curtailment rate was split between 
two ranges: (1) a rate of $0.075 per KW-Hour for the first 30 hours and (2) a rate of $0.25 per 
KW-Hour for the remaining 50 hours.  In addition, the City received an overall participation 
payment of $32.50 per kilowatt of curtailable load.  When the WWTP uses its generator during 
curtailment events, the power demand from KCP&L drops to zero, since the sewer plant relies 
entirely on the back-up generator for power. 
 
The proposed rate for a multi-year agreement provides a higher rebate than a one-year 
agreement.   

• One-Year Rebate (assuming 100% performance) 
$28.00 x 45 kW x 100% = $1,260 

• Three-Year Rebate (assuming 100% performance) 
$30.00 x 45 kW x 100% = $1,350 

 
BUDGET IMPACT: 
There is some limited risk that the generator operation costs will outweigh the curtailment 
credits; however, the City does perform regular preventative maintenance on the generator. 

 
ALTERNATIVES: 
1. Approve the Demand Response Incentive agreement with Evergy for a three-year term, 

ending December 31, 2022. 
2. Direct staff to negotiate changes to meet the desires of the Board. 
3. Do not approve the agreement. 
4. Postpone the item.  

 
  



ITEM 3H 
For 03-03-20 

Board of Aldermen Meeting 
 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 
Staff recommends that the Board of Aldermen approve the Demand Response Incentive 
agreement with KCP&L for a three-year term, ending December 31, 2022. 
 
FINANCE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION: 
At the meeting on February 24, 2020, the Finance Committee, by a vote of 5-0, recommended 
that the Board of Aldermen approve the Demand Response Incentive agreement with Evergy 
for a three-year term at the Wastewater Treatment Plant. 
 
POLICY: 
Although it is anticipated that the City will benefit financially from this arrangement with KCP&L, 
approval is requested from the Board of Aldermen because the number of curtailment events is 
uncertain. 
 
SUGGESTED MOTION: 
I move to approve the Demand Response Incentive agreement with Evergy for a three-year 
term at the Wastewater Treatment Plant. 
 
ATTACHMENTS: 
1. Program Information Sheet 
2. Demand Response Incentive Agreement  



Get paid for reducing load
Evergy’s Business Demand Response program (BDR) rewards our commercial customers 
who reduce their electrical load during high-demand days. This is a great opportunity to use 
incentive payments to boost your bottom line, achieve sustainability goals and fund other 
company projects or initiatives.

Why participate? 
• Low-risk: Under our ‘pay for performance’ model, there are no financial penalties 
• Customized: We offer a curtailment plan specific to your site
• Support: BDR team available for technical assistance and event success
• Insight: Participation will offer more insight into your actual electrical usage 
• Awareness: Your customers and employees will have more awareness into how your 

business is helping to lower the local environmental impact.
• Savings: Reinvest incentives to fund other energy efficiency projects through Evergy’s 

Business Energy Savings Program

Common ways our customers participate:
• Reschedule shifts to off-peak times
• Temporarily shut down equipment, production lines and perform routine maintenance
• Reduce motor loads in elevators, compressors, conveyers, etc.
• Dim lights in non-critical areas
• Reduce cooling loads with small temperature adjustments
• Utilize permitted self-generation

Customer Eligibility
Evergy Missouri Commercial 
and Industrial customers 
that can reduce their load on 
the electric grid during times 
of local or regional need. 

Please contact the 
Business Demand 
Response team for your 
specific participation and 
payment details.

BDR@evergy.com
(816) 398-2385

Business Demand Response Program

Get started today.
To lean more, visit evergy.com/mybusiness or call (816) 398-2385



How does it work?
Participants work with us to identify electrical load that can be eliminated or shifted (curtailed) during critical demand periods—
typically the hottest summer days. We will work together to determine which strategies are best for your unique business needs, 
and create your customized curtailment plan.  When these critical demand periods occur, we will notify you with instructions to 
execute your plan. At the end of the curtailment season, we will pay you for the load you reduced.

When will curtailment events take place?
• Curtailment Season: June 1 – September 30
• Designated Event Days:  Monday – Friday; excluding holidays

• Designated Event Window: 12:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.

Evergy will contact participants at least 1 hour before an event to increase their ability to successfully reduce their enrolled load.  
There will be at least one (1) but no more than ten (10) events during the curtailment season, and no event will last longer than 
eight (8) hours.

Participation Payment:
Evergy uses your building’s recent electric usage and weather factors to forecast how much electric load you would use each 
hour of the day of a curtailment event. We then compare this forecast to your actual load to calculate how much you reduced. 
Participants that successfully reduce their enrolled load are paid for the achieved portion of the load they reduced.

Sample Payment Calculation Example:

1-Year Agreement:

• Your Payment at 100% Performance = ($28.00 x 100kWenrolled x 100%achieved) = $2,800

• Your Payment at 110% Performance = ($28.00 x 100kWenrolled x 110%achieved) = $3,080

• Your Payment at 75% Performance = ($28.00 x 100kWenrolled x 75%achieved) = $2,100

        o    % achieved = Average hourly kWachieved/kWenrolled

        o    Payment is capped at 110% of kWenrolled

        o    Less than 40%   performance receives no payment

Multi-Year Agreement Bonus:

• Your Payment at 100% Performance = ($30.00 x 100kWenrolled x 100%achieved) = $3,000

• Your Payment at 110% Performance = ($30.00 x 100kWenrolled x 110%achieved) = $3,300

• Your Payment at 75% Performance = ($30.00 x 100kWenrolled x 75%achieved) = $2,250

       o    % achieved = Average hourly kWachieved/kWenrolled

        o    Payment is capped at 110% of kWenrolled

        o    Less than 40%   performance receives no payment

        o    Must meet 90% performance to remain eligible for multi-year agreement bonus

Get started today.
To lean more, visit evergy.com/mybusiness or call (816) 398-2385
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BUSINESS DEMAND RESPONSE 
CUSTOMER PARTICIPATION AGREEMENT 
MEEIA CYCLE 3:  2020 - 2022 
 
 
Section A - Participant Information 
 
 
Participant Name: City of Parkville 

 
  

Evergy Billing Name: CITY OF PARKVILLE 
 

  

Billing Address: 8880 CLARK AVE    Territory: Evergy Missouri 
Metro 
(hereinafter 
“Company”) 

City: Parkville      
 

State: MO      
 

Zip: 641523727      
 
 Participant Agreement Contact:           Title:        

           Telephone: (     )         Mobile Telephone :(     )        Email:       
 
Table 1: 
 

Facility 
Address 

Account # SPID Meter # SAID Rate 
Code  

12301 NW 
HIGHWAY FF 

3363473538 5480539758 1682115068741 3360692294 1MGAE 

 
Table 2: 
 

Total Agreement 
Curtailable Load (CL) 

45 kW 

 
Table 3: 
 

Agreement Length 3 years 

 
*All Agreements will be re-evaluated and may be amended at least annually to reflect changes in demand 
usage or facility operations.  The Company reserves the right to amend the total CL in this Agreement if 

data indicates enrolled CL level is no longer accurate.*    

 
 
Initial Here: _____________ 
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Section B - Curtailment Plan: 
The following is the curtailment plan for the above Participant when an event is called: 
• Customer will utilize a generator during an event. 

• Participant’s preferred method of curtailment:   
  Load Reduction 
  EPA Certified Self Generation: 

By executing this Agreement, the Participant certifies having reviewed the EPA 

regulations pertaining to their specific generating equipment and hereby 

represents and warrants that any enrolled self-generation utilized in the BDR 

Program is in compliance with all of the currently-applicable federal and/or local 

regulations.  

  Combination Load Reduction/Self Generation 
 

 
 
 
 
Initial Here: _____________
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Section C - Participant Incentive “Pay for Performance” 
 

The Company will use a calculated baseline load (CBL) methodology to determine Participant’s kW savings 
associated with a demand response curtailment event. A CBL approach applies a computer model to 
develop a site-specific baseline for each day by using historic metered usage data.  This model is calibrated 
to best match recent operational and/or weather patterns. Then, the model is used to forecast facility 
demand usage for each hour of the event day absent a curtailment event. The CBL is then compared to the 
actual measured average hourly demand (kW) during the curtailment event. The difference between the 
forecasted hourly baseline and the actual measured hourly usage during the event equals the hourly impact 
kW achieved during the event. All kW is calculated as a whole number.  The Seasonal hourly average kW 
achieved divided by the kW enrolled is the Participant’s % achieved. The Company pays the Participant for 
their achieved Seasonal average percent of their enrolled Curtailable load within the established floor and 
cap as detailed below. 
 

• Participant must achieve a minimum 40% for the Season to be eligible for any Payment, but also may 
earn up to 110% for over-achievement of their enrolled Curtailable Load. 

 
• Participant Participation Payment is $28.00 or $30.00 per kilowatt of their Event average of achieved 

Curtailable Load for the Season. Please see details below and select preferred agreement incentive: 
 
 1-Year Agreement: 

• Your Payment at 100% Performance = ($28.00 x 45 kWenrolled x 100 % achieved) = $1,260 
 

o Hourly kWachieved = hourly kWCBL – hourly kWmeasured 
o Average Hourly kW achieved = Σ Hourly kWachieved / Number of Event Hours 
o %achieved = Average Hourly kWachieved/kWenrolled 
o Payment is capped at 110% of kWenrolled 
o Payment floor requires 40% achieved Participant performance Payment eligibility 

 
 Multi-Year Agreement:  
 Participant must meet 90% achieved performance to remain eligible for multi-year agreement 
 bonus.  If not met, Participant Agreement will be revised to 1-Year agreement terms for the next 
 curtailment season. 
 

• Your Payment at 100% Performance = ($30.00 x 45 kWenrolled x 100 % achieved) = $1,350 
 

o Hourly kWachieved = hourly kWCBL – hourly kWmeasured 
o Average Hourly kW achieved = Σ Hourly kWachieved / Number of Event Hours 
o %achieved = Average Hourly kWachieved/kWenrolled 
o Payment is capped at 110% of kWenrolled 
o Payment floor requires 40% achieved Participant performance Payment eligibility 

 
The Participation Payment is paid to the Participant at the end of the Season between October 1 and 
December 31 in the form of either a bill credit or a check and may be subject to applicable income taxes.  All 
other billing, operational, and related provisions of other applicable rate schedules shall remain in effect.  

 
Participant’s preferred incentive payment method: 
  Bill Credit – Company will apply (1) Participation Payment bill credit to the largest 
enrolled account number at each Participant facility identified in this Agreement 
 

   Check – Company will provide (1) Participation Payment check per Customer Agreement  
  W-9 Attached (Required for payment) 

 

Initial Here: _____________ 
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Section D - Participant Contact Information 
 
The Company will notify the Participant of a Curtailment Event per each of the following methods. 
(Participant should only provide information for those channels by which he or she wishes to be 
contacted.) 
 
Please Note:    

1) A minimum of 2 unique Participant contacts are required 
2) One (1) contact must have physical ability to execute Curtailment plan.   
3) Cell phone carrier is required in order to receive event notifications via text message. 

 
Contact #1    Web Portal Access Requested 

Name  
Title  
Phone #  
Cell #  
Cell Carrier  
Email  

 
Contact #2    Web Portal Access Requested 

Name  
Title  
Phone #  
Cell #  
Cell Carrier  
Email  

 
Contact #3    Web Portal Access Requested 

Name  
Title  
Phone #  
Cell #  
Cell Carrier  
Email  

 
 
 

 

Initial Here: _____________ 
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Section E – Terms and Conditions 
 
Purpose:  
The Company is offering the Business Demand Response program as a voluntary program within the 
Missouri Energy Efficiency Investment Act (MEEIA) to reduce Participant load during peak periods to 
improve local and/or regional system reliability, offset forecasted system peaks that could result in future 
generation capacity additions, and/or provide a more economical option to generation or purchasing energy 
in the wholesale market. Participant curtailment may be requested for any of these operational or economic 
reasons as determined by the Company.  
 
Business Demand Response Tariff: 
The Company has filed with the Public Service Commission of the State of Missouri (Commission) the 
Business Demand Response tariff stating the general rules and regulations of the BDR Program.  The 
approved tariff provides the general rules and regulations of the Program.  However, by signing this 
Participation Agreement, the Participant also agrees to the Program requirements as detailed in this 
agreement and/or any future addenda.  
 
Current Business Demand Response tariffs may be viewed at: https://psc.mo.gov/ 
 
Business Demand Response Website:   
All current Program information, documents and contact information are available on the BDR website:  
https://www.evergy.com/ways-to-save/incentives/demand-reponse 
 
Availability: 
The BDR program is available during the MEEIA Cycle 3 to Evergy Missouri West and Evergy Missouri 
Metro commercial and industrial rate class customers.  To become a BDR Participant, a customer must 
demonstrate to the Company economic and technical feasibility for measurable and verifiable load 
curtailment at their enrolled facility.  The Participant may enroll in the Program either directly through the 
Company’s Program Administrator or through a Company approved Aggregator under an independent third-
party contract with the Aggregator.  If a customer chooses to participate in BDR via an Aggregator, they will 
contract directly with and be paid by the Aggregator per the terms of their contract with Aggregator.     
 
Curtailment Season: 
The Participant will curtail their annual enrolled Curtailable Load (Table 2, Section A) by executing their 
Curtailment Plan (Section C) when notified by the Company the following times throughout the term of this 
Agreement. 

 
Curtailment Season: June 1 – September 30 
Designated Event Days:  Monday – Friday; excluding holidays 
Designated Event Window: 12:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m. 
 

 
Curtailment Events: 
The Company will communicate with Participants in advance of a curtailment event to increase Participants 
ability to successfully participate.  The Company and Participant agree to the following Curtailment Event 
criteria: 
 

Maximum number of events per season – 10 
Minimum number of events per season – 1 
Minimum number test events per season – 1** 
Maximum duration of an event - 8 hours 
Minimum notification prior to an event - 1 hour 
 

The Company reserves the right to require one (1) system Test** curtailment event each year to ensure 
Participant technical and operational capability of achieving their enrolled Curtailable Load reduction.  If 

https://psc.mo.gov/
https://www.evergy.com/ways-to-save/incentives/demand-reponse
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Participant does not participate in the scheduled Test Curtailment event, the Company reserves the right to 
suspend or terminate this Agreement. Test Curtailments do not count toward the minimum or maximum 
number of annual Curtailment Events and will not be included in calculation of average Seasonal 
performance. 
 
The Company reserves the right to cancel a scheduled Curtailment Event prior to the start time of such 
Curtailment Event. However, if cancellation occurs less than two hours before the scheduled start time of a 
Curtailment Event, the canceled Curtailment Event will count toward the Seasonal maximum number of 
events. 
 
Participant agrees to acknowledge receiving event notification(s) prior to designated Event start time via the 
preferred communications method(s) as listed in Section D.   Additionally, Participant acknowledges that 
Program staff will contact Participant prior to and/or during Curtailment events to validate Company 
participation if Participant has not responded to Event notification(s). 
 
The Company will provide a financial incentive to Participant on a “pay for performance” scale equal to 
Participant’s hourly average realized Seasonal curtailment level as described in Section C of this 
Agreement.   
 
Enrolled Facilities/Metering: 
Participant affirms the Company provides electric service to the Participant's facility located at the address 
referenced in Section A of this Agreement and that any equipment necessary for BDR participation aside 
from electrical service equipment provided by the Company per applicable Customer Service Agreement(s) 
is the obligation of the Participant.  The Participant agrees to make available site-specific technical staff for 
consultation and regular communication of the facility’s curtailment capabilities throughout the duration of 
Agreement to ensure Participant’s successful achievement of enrolled Curtailment Level in this Agreement. 
 
Only for the purposes of participating in BDR, individual service points with Company installed meters at 
Participant facility will be aggregated and tracked by the Company to determine facility demand usage. If 
Participant requests to enroll multiple facilities under one Agreement, the facilities’ aggregated Curtailable 
Load Agreement will be evaluated together for performance.  
 
Additionally, if Participant wishes for any account data including their facility metering data to be shared with 
a third-party, Participant must provide a signed Letter of Authorization on their corporate letterhead to the 
Company stating name of the third-party being authorized, the information to be shared and dates of 
authorization. 
 
Self-Generation: 
Self-generation as a curtailment method is restricted to Participants validating compliance pursuant to 
Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) regulations (summarized at 
www.epa.gov/ttn/atw/icengines/comply.html) that affect the use of reciprocating internal combustion 
engines. By executing this Agreement, the Participant certifies that it has reviewed the EPA regulations 
pertaining to its specific generating equipment and it hereby represents and warrants that any enrolled self-
generation utilized in the BDR Program is in compliance with all of the currently-applicable federal and/or 
local regulations. The Participant further acknowledges that the Company will not certify, maintain any 
records or report on behalf of the Participant’s self-generation certifications, testing, or reporting of self-
generation used as a curtailment method in BDR. 
 
DERMS Database of Record: 
All official Participant notifications, tracking, reconciliation and reporting for Curtailment Event performance 
and Participation Payments will be executed within the Evergy Distributed Energy Resource Management 
System (DERMS).   
 
Participant will be granted access to an online customer portal, www.evergy.websmartview.oati.com, for 
greater visibility into their enrolled facilities’ electrical load details such as near-real-time performance during 
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Curtailment Events, post event performance data and Participant point of contact information.  Participant 
shall indicate which contact(s) in Section D above are authorized to have portal access.  Access to portal 
will remain active throughout the term of this Agreement. Participant is responsible for contacting Evergy to 
terminate portal access for any designated contact. 
 
Marketing:  
By executing this Agreement Participant agrees that Evergy may use the Customer’s name, noted above, in 
promotional material, including but not limited to print advertising, for Evergy Business Demand Response 
programs. Evergy will not disclose actual incentive payment amounts made without Participant’s written 
approval.  Participant may opt out of this Marketing agreement by submitting a written request. 
 
General Terms: 
Participants in BDR will automatically be enrolled in the Voluntary Load Reduction (“VLR”) Rider under 
which the Company reserves the right to request voluntary participation during Non-BDR event days.   
Additional details and compensation for such events are described in the VLR Tariff available at 
www.evergy.com . 
 
The Participant acknowledges that this Agreement is not assignable by Participant without the written 
consent of Company.  If Participant no longer owns or operates the facility identified in this Agreement, 
participant agrees to notify Company in writing and this Agreement will be terminated. 
 

The Participant further acknowledges that all information provided to the Company for the purpose of 
determining whether the Participant is eligible for service under the Tariff shall be retained by the Company, 
and shall be subject to inspection and disclosure under Chapters 386 and 393, RSMo, as amended from 
time to time. Should the Participant designate any such information as proprietary or confidential, Company 
shall notify Participant of any request for inspection or disclosure and shall use good faith efforts to secure 
an agreement or Commission order protecting the proprietary or confidential nature of such information. 
 
This Agreement shall be governed in all respects by the laws of the State of Missouri, without regard to its 
conflict of law’s provisions, and by the orders, rules and regulations of the Commission, as they may exist 
from time to time. Nothing contained herein shall be construed as divesting, or attempting to divest, the 
Commission of any rights, jurisdiction, power or authority vested in it by law. 
 
Any regulation or law prohibiting the execution of this Agreement or its continuing execution will cancel the 
Agreement in place without penalty to either party. 
 
This Agreement is subject to the Participant gaining the necessary permits, and to the Commission approval 
of MEEIA Cycle 3. 
 
In the event of modifications to the Business Demand Response Tariff, the parties will meet and discuss 
such changes. This Agreement may be replaced by a new agreement or revised by Amendment. 
 

Signatures: 

 
Company  
 

City of Parkville 

  
Signature:___________________________ Signature: __________________________ 
Name: Brian File Name:       
Title: Sr. Manager, Products & Services____ 
Date:_______________________________ 

Title:         
Date:_______________________________ 

 

http://www.evergy.com/


ITEM 3I 
For 03-03-20 

Board of Aldermen Meeting 
 

CITY OF PARKVILLE 
Policy Report 

 
DATE:  February 27, 2020 

 
PREPARED BY: 
Alysen Abel 
Public Works Director 
 

REVIEWED BY: 
Melissa McChesney 
City Clerk 
 

ISSUE: 
Accept right-of-way and easements from (1) Riss Lake Homes Association and (2) Tuf Flight 
Industries (Pat Kelly) and remit payments associated with the Route 9 Improvements from 
Highway 45 to Lakeview Drive. 
 
BACKGROUND:   
City staff has been working with George Butler Associates on the design for improvements to 
Route 9 from Highway 45 to Lakeview Drive.  After completion of the right-of-way plans, the City 
received a notice from the Missouri Department of Transportation that the acquisition for the 
Route 9 improvements could begin.  With the completion of the final plans, the design engineer 
has determined the required right-of-way, drainage easements, wall easements, utility 
easements and temporary construction easements needed to construct the improvements.   
 
On October 16, 2018, the Board of Aldermen approved an on-call appraisal services agreement 
with Bliss Associates.  A work authorization for the real estate appraisal services and 
negotiation services for the Route 9 Improvements project was approved on April 2, 2019.  A 
work authorization for the real estate negotiations was approved on May 7, 2019.  On June 18, 
2019, the Board of Aldermen approved a contract with Right of Way Associates for the third-
party review services of the real estate appraisals, in accordance with grant funding 
requirements.   
 
The real estate appraisals are for each of the properties along this Route 9 project area.  The 
appraisals were reviewed and approved by the third party review and are based on fair market 
value of the property. 
 
On September 17, 2019, the Board of Aldermen adopted an ordinance for acquiring property for 
public improvements; it also authorized the City Administrator or his designees to negotiate with 
the property owners.   
 
The paperwork for the (1) Riss Lake Homes Association and (2) Tuf Flight Industries properties 
have been fully executed.  The payment for the permanent utility and temporary construction 
easements for Tract 40 (Riss Lake HOA) total $1,100 and the payment for the temporary 
construction easement for Tract 37 (Tuf Flight/Kelly) total $2,100.  
 
BUDGET IMPACT:   
There will be a cost to record the easements with the Platte County Recorder of Deeds.  There 
is capacity in the Projects Funds to cover the minimal cost for recording the easements. 
 
ALTERNATIVES: 
1. Approve the execution of the right-of-way and easements for the Route 9 Improvements. 
2. Approve the execution of the right-of-way and easements, with changes as directed by the 

Board of Aldermen. 
3. Do not approve the easements. 
4. Postpone the item. 
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STAFF RECOMMENDATION:   
Staff recommends the Board of Aldermen accept the right-of-way and easements associated 
with the Route 9 Improvements from Highway 45 to Lakeview Drive. 
 
POLICY:   
The Board of Aldermen must approve the sale, purchase, lease or acceptance of all public land. 
 
SUGGESTED MOTION: 
I move to accept right-of-way and easements from Riss Lake Homes Association and remit 
payment in the amount of $1,100; and from Tuf Flight Industries and remit payment in the 
amount of $2,100, all associated with the Route 9 improvements from Highway 45 to Lakeview 
Drive. 
 
ATTACHMENTS: 
1. Payment Letters – Tracts 40 & 37 
2. Easements 
 































ITEM 3J 
For 03-03-20 

Board of Aldermen Meeting 
 

CITY OF PARKVILLE 
Policy Report 

 
Date:  Thursday, February 27, 2020 
 

Prepared By: 
Anna Mitchell 
Assistant to the City Administrator 
 
On Behalf of: 
Nan Johnston 
Mayor 
  

Reviewed By: 
Joe Parente 
City Administrator 
 

ISSUE: 
Approve the reappointment of Steven Sturgess to the Community Land and Recreation Board 
through March 2023. 
 
BACKGROUND: 
Parkville Municipal Code Section 110.140 states the Mayor, with the consent of the Board of 
Aldermen, shall make appointments to City commissions, committees and boards. The mayor is 
nominating Steven Sturgess for reappointment to CLARB through March of 2023: 
 

Staff verified that Steven is interested in being reappointed for another three-year term.  
 
BUDGET IMPACT: 
There is no impact to the budget. 
 

ALTERNATIVES: 
1. Accept the Mayor’s nomination by voice vote. 
2. Reject the Mayor’s nomination and request alternative nominations. 
3. Postpone action. 
 

POLICY: 
Parkville Municipal Code Section 110.140 states the Mayor, with consent and approval of the 
Board of Aldermen, shall make appointments to City commissions, committees and boards. 
 

SUGGESTED MOTION: 
I move to approve the reappointment of Steven Sturgess to the Community Land and Recreation 
Board through March 2023. 
 
 



ITEM 3K 
For 3-3-2020 

Board of Aldermen Meeting 
 

CITY OF PARKVILLE 
Policy Report 

 
Date:  February 28, 2020 
 
Prepared By: 
Matthew Chapman 
Finance/Human Resources Director  

Reviewed By: 
Melissa McChesney 
City Clerk 

  
ISSUE: 
Approve accounts payable invoices and payroll from 2/15/2020 through 2/27/2020. 
 
BACKGROUND: 
Attached are the statements of approved payments, per the City’s Purchasing Policy, for the 
period from February 15, 2020 through February 27, 2020. All disbursements must be reviewed 
and approved by the Board of Aldermen prior to the release of City funds. 
 

BUDGET IMPACT: 
 

Accounts Payable $537,349.26 
Insurance Payments $62,381.51 
1st of the Month  
EFT Payments  
Processing Fees  
Payroll $63,321.59 

TOTAL $663,052.36 
 

ALTERNATIVES: 
1. Approve the release of funds. 
2. Deny the release of funds and provide further direction to City Administration.  
3. Deny any portion of the release of funds and provide further direction to City Administration.  

 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 
Staff recommends the release of funds as summarized in the attached statements.  
 

SUGGESTED MOTION: 
I move to appropriate $663,052.36  of City funds to pay salaries and accounts. 
 
ATTACHMENTS: 
1. Accounts Payable 
2. Payroll 
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 CITY OF PARKVILLE 
Policy Report 

 
Date:  February 26, 2020 
 
Prepared By: 
Matthew Chapman 
Human Resources/Finance Director 

Reviewed By: 
Joe Parente 
City Administrator 
 

ISSUE: 
Approve the second of an ordinance to upgrade the City’s enrollment in the Missouri Local 
Government Employees Retirement System (LAGERS) from tier (L-7) 1.5% to the next tier (L-
12) 1.75%. 
 
BACKGROUND:  
The City adopted LAGERS in 2009. The City joined at the lowest benefit level and remained at 
this level until 2014. LAGERS offers seven levels of benefit ranging from 1% (L-1) to 2.5% (L-
11). In July, staff requested an actuarial valuation to determine the feasibility of moving to a 
higher benefit tier in 2020 (see Attachment 2). Based on the results of the report, staff 
recommended moving to the next highest level (L-12) with a benefit factor of 1.75%. All eligible 
employees contribute 4% of each paycheck toward their LAGERS retirement benefits and with 
this change the City of Parkville will contribute 11.3% for general employees and 13.7% for 
police employees. This upgrade was included and approved in the 2020 City of Parkville 
Budget. 
 
LAGERS retirement benefits are calculated using the formula below: 
 

Benefit Factor  
X 

Member’s Final Average Monthly Salary 
X 

Member’s Years of Service Credit 
= 

Member’s Monthly Benefit 
 
As an example, an employee who retires with a final average salary of $3,000 per month after 
25 years of service with the City would receive an extra $188 per month with the move from 
Level L-7 to Level L-12. City administration cites “improved retirement benefits” as the most 
common request of employees and recruits when asked about motivating factors for recruitment 
and retention. This change will have a positive impact on morale and help encourage longevity 
in employees.  
 
BUDGET IMPACT:  
The budget impact of a move in Benefit Level from L-7 to L-12 would be approximately $59,479 
and is included in the 2020 Budget. 
 
ALTERNATIVES:  

1. Approve the second reading of an ordinance to adopt the change to the L-12 Benefit 
Level. 

2. Do not approve the second reading of the ordinance.  
3. Postpone the item.  
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STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 
Staff recommends that the Board of Aldermen approve the move from Benefit Level L-7 to 
Benefit Level L-12 in LAGERS. The proposed change and associated report must be made 
public information for at least 45 calendar days before the Board can take final action. The first 
reading of the ordinance was held on January 7, 2020. 
 
POLICY: 
Per Section 5B of the City of Parkville Personnel Manual, pension plan program benefits and 
employee contributions are subject to change at the discretion of the Board of Aldermen. In 
accordance with Section 105.675 RSMo, the Actual Valuation Report must be made public 
information for at least 45 days before the Board of Aldermen may take final action to adopt the 
proposed change in benefits.  
 
SUGGESTED MOTION: 
I move to approve Bill No. 3078, an ordinance adopting a change in the benefit program of 
covered employees under the Missouri Local Government Employees Retirement System to 
Benefit Program L-12, on second reading to become Ordinance No. ____.   
 
ATTACHMENTS: 

1. Ordinance 
2. Actual Valuation Report 
 



 
 

Ord. No. ____ Page 1 of 1 

BILL NO. 3078                                ORDINANCE NO. ____ 
 
AN ORDINANCE ADOPTING A CHANGE IN THE BENEFIT PROGRAM OF COVERED 
EMPLOYEES UNDER THE MISSOURI LOCAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES RETIREMENT 
SYSTEM TO BENEFIT PROGRAM L-12 
 
WHEREAS, the Board of Aldermen of the City of Parkville has complied with the notice and 
filing requirements of Section 105.675 RSMo; and, 
 
WHEREAS, the City Administrator of the City of Parkville is authorized to deduct from the 
wages or salaries of each employee member, the employee contributions, if any, required by 
Section 70.705, RSMo, and to promptly remit such contributions to the Local Government 
Employees Retirement System (LAGERS) along with the employer contributions required by 
Sections 70.705, 70.730, and 70.735 RSMo. 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN OF THE CITY OF 
PARKVILLE, MISSOURI AS FOLLOWS: 
 
Section 1. That the City of Parkville hereby adopts a change in the benefit program of covered 
employees, changing to Benefit Program L-12 in accordance with 70.655 RSMo. 
 
Section 2. This ordinance is effective upon its passage and approval. 

 
PASSED and APPROVED this 3rd day of March 2020. 
 
 
                   _______________________ 

         Mayor Nanette K. Johnston 
 
 
ATTESTED: 
 
 
_________________________ 
City Clerk Melissa McChesney 
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August 16, 2019 
 
 
 
The City of Parkville 
Parkville, Missouri 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen: 
 
Submitted in this report are the results of an actuarial valuation prepared to determine the employer 
contribution rates required to support, for your employees, certain benefits provided by the Missouri Local 
Government Employees Retirement System (LAGERS).  This report contains the information needed to comply 
with Missouri state disclosure requirements regarding changes in LAGERS benefits by a political subdivision 
(Sections 105.660 - 105.685 RSMo). 
 
The contribution requirement for benefits likely to accrue as a result of the future service of your employees is 
described in this report as the current cost plus the disability cost.  This contribution rate, expressed as a 
percent of active employee payroll, will depend on the benefit plan adopted. 
 
The contribution requirement to pay for benefits likely to result from service rendered by your employees 
prior to the valuation date, the liability for which is not covered by present employer account balances, is 
described in this report as the prior service cost.  The prior service cost is the rate of contribution designed to 
pay for any unfunded actuarial accrued liability. 
 
Section 70.730 of the Revised Statutes of Missouri requires participating employers to contribute the current 
cost, disability cost, and prior service cost for the benefit plan in effect.  These contributions are mandatory. 
 
The actuarial assumptions and methods used to determine the stated costs are described in Appendix I of this 
report.  In our opinion, they do produce results which, in the aggregate, are reasonable.  Additional 
miscellaneous and technical assumptions as well as disclosures required by the actuarial standards of practice 
may be found in the LAGERS Compiled Annual Actuarial Valuation report as of February 28, 2019.  Annual 
actuarial valuation results for the political subdivision and information pertaining to those results may be 
found in the political subdivision’s annual actuarial valuation report as of February 28, 2019. 
 
The computed contribution rates will permit the System to continue to operate in accordance with the 
actuarial principles of level cost financing and the state law which governs LAGERS.  Summary provisions of 
the law as well as benefit illustrations can be found in Appendices II and III. 
 



 

  

The City of Parkville 
August 16, 2019 
Page 2 
 
 
In accordance with 105.675 RSMo, note that this entire report must be available as public information for at 
least 45 calendar days prior to the date final official action is taken by your governing body to adopt an 
alternate benefit plan. You may wish to make notice of this report in the official minutes of the next meeting 
of your governing body.  This action would not be binding on your subdivision, yet would establish the 
beginning date of the 45 day waiting period. The statement of cost must also be provided to the Joint 
Committee on Public Employee Retirement.  The statement can be mailed to the State Capitol, Room 219-A, 
Jefferson City, MO 65101 or e-mailed to JCPER@senate.mo.gov. 
 
The valuation was based on the same data as was used in your February 28, 2019 annual actuarial valuation.  
If you have any questions concerning this report or LAGERS in general, please contact the LAGERS office in 
Jefferson City. 
 
Mita D. Drazilov is a Member of the American Academy of Actuaries and meets the Qualification Standards of 
the American Academy of Actuaries to render the actuarial opinions contained herein. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
 
Mita D. Drazilov, ASA, FCA, MAAA 
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Alternate Plan Provisions Affecting Employer Contribution Rates 
 
 
The law governing LAGERS provides for either a contributory plan or a non-contributory plan, with benefits 
based on either a 5 year or 3 year Final Average Salary (FAS). 
 
 Contributory Plan.  Under the contributory plan, each covered member contributes 4% of 

compensation to LAGERS.  If an employee terminates before being eligible for an immediate benefit, 
the member's contributions, plus any interest credited to the member's individual account, are 
refunded upon request. 

 
 Non-Contributory Plan.  Under the non-contributory plan, there is no individual employee 

contribution to the plan, no individual account maintained for each employee, and no refund paid to 
employees who terminate before being eligible for a benefit. 

 
The law further provides for nine different benefit programs (benefit formula factors) and allows an 
employer to elect "rule of 80" eligibility for benefits.  Under the rule of 80, employees are eligible for 
unreduced benefits at the earlier of (i) attainment of their minimum service retirement age or (ii) such time 
as their years of age plus years of LAGERS credited service equals 80. 
 
In total this allows for 72 different combinations of benefit plans, giving employers considerable latitude in 
designing the retirement program that best suits their particular situation. 
 
The applicable combinations of these items may be changed from time to time, however, there are 
limitations on the frequency of changes.  A more detailed description of plan provisions may be found in 
Appendix II of this report. 
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The City of Parkville 
Computed Employer Contribution Rates - General Employees 

As of February 28, 2019 
 

a     Benefit Plans     a Present       Alternate       

# Benefit Program: L-7 L-12 

   Final Average Salary: 5 year 5 year 

   Member Contributions: Contributory Contributory 

   Retirement Eligibility: Regular Regular 

  
 

         Present Plan         a Rates  

Current Service Cost 6.5%  

Disability Cost 0.3  

Prior Service Cost 1.6  

     Total 
 

8.4%  

         Alternate Plan         a   

Current Service Cost 8.1%  

Disability Cost 0.4  

Prior Service Cost* 2.8  

     Total 
 

11.3%  

Increase In Contribution 
Rate For Alternate Plan 2.9%  

 

 Employer contribution rates shown above are for the fiscal year beginning in 2020.  If the alternate plan is adopted prior to 
the fiscal year beginning in 2020, 2.9% would be added to the employer contribution rate currently in effect. 

# Change in provisions from present plan. 

* Adoption of the alternate plan would increase the actuarial accrued liability by $191,311 which was amortized over a 20 year 
period to compute the increase in the Prior Service Cost. 
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The City of Parkville 
Projected Estimated Employer Contribution Rates - General Employees 

As of February 28, 2019 
 

   Present Plan  Alternate Plan  Change Due to Proposed Provisions 

   Estimated Employer Estimated  Estimated Employer Estimated  Estimated Employer Estimated 
Valuation Estimated  Contribution Difference  Contribution Difference  Contribution Difference 

Date Projected  As a % of Annual Between  As a % of Annual Between  As a % of Annual Between 
Feb. 28 Payroll  Payroll Dollars AAL and AVA  Payroll Dollars AAL and AVA  Payroll Dollars AAL and AVA 

              

2019 $1,197,572  8.4% $100,596 $220,717  11.3% $135,326 $412,028  2.9% $34,730 $191,311 
2020 1,236,493  8.4 103,865 217,272  11.3 139,724 408,080  2.9 35,859 190,808 
2021 1,276,679  8.4 107,241 212,946  11.3 144,265 402,748  2.9 37,024 189,802 
2022 1,318,171  8.4 110,726 207,654  11.3 148,953 395,894  2.9 38,227 188,240 
2023 1,361,012  8.4 114,325 201,305  11.3 153,794 387,372  2.9 39,469 186,067 

2024 1,405,245  8.4 118,041 193,799  11.3 158,793 377,021  2.9 40,752 183,222 
2025 1,450,915  8.4 121,877 185,030  11.3 163,953 364,671  2.9 42,076 179,641 
2026 1,498,070  8.4 125,838 174,859  11.3 169,282 350,110  2.9 43,444 175,251 
2027 1,546,757  8.4 129,928 163,160  11.3 174,784 333,138  2.9 44,856 169,978 
2028 1,597,027  8.4 134,150 149,795  11.3 180,464 313,532  2.9 46,314 163,737 

 

 AAL = Actuarial Accrued Liability 
 AVA = Actuarial Value of Assets 
 

Notes regarding the above projections: 
 

 1) The purpose of the above projections is to comply with the requirements of Section 105.665 of the Revised Statutes of Missouri (RSMo).  The projection results may not be  
  applicable for other purposes. 
 2) For purposes of the above projections, it was assumed that all actuarial assumptions would be realized.  In particular, it was assumed that the actuarial value of assets would  
  earn 7.25% in each year. 
 3) Estimated projected payroll is based upon the valuation payroll, increased each future year by 3.25%. 
 4) Due to the estimated nature of the above projections, certain but not all aspects of the Missouri LAGERS funding policy have been incorporated in the above projections. 
 5) Differences between fiscal end dates of the employer and the actuarial valuation date of February 28th have not been incorporated in the above results. 
 6) The actual employer contribution rates for future valuation dates will be based upon actual data as of the future valuation date. 
 

Other disclosures required by Section 105.665 of the Revised Statutes of Missouri (RSMo): 
 

       1)  As of February 28, 2019, the actuarial value of assets is $1,009,291; the estimated market value of assets is $1,016,406; the actuarial accrued liability is $1,230,008; and the  
             funded ratio is 82.1%.  These results are based on the assets and liabilities associated with the Employer Accumulation Fund and the Member Deposit Fund for this division. 
       2)  Under Section 70.730 of the Revised Statutes of Missouri, the computed employer contribution rate shall not exceed the contribution rate for the immediately preceding fiscal year by 
             more than one percent (not including the effects of any benefit changes).  As of February 28, 2019, there is no difference between the capped and uncapped employer contribution rate. 
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The City of Parkville 
Computed Employer Contribution Rates - Police Employees 

As of February 28, 2019 
 

a     Benefit Plans     a Present       Alternate       

# Benefit Program: L-7 L-12 

   Final Average Salary: 5 year 5 year 

   Member Contributions: Contributory Contributory 

   Retirement Eligibility: Regular Regular 

  
 

         Present Plan         a Rates  

Current Service Cost 6.5%  

Disability Cost 0.6  

Prior Service Cost 3.5  

     Total 
 

10.6%  

         Alternate Plan         a   

Current Service Cost 8.1%  

Disability Cost 0.7  

Prior Service Cost* 4.9  

     Total 
 

13.7%  

Increase In Contribution 
Rate For Alternate Plan 3.1%  

 

 Employer contribution rates shown above are for the fiscal year beginning in 2020.  If the alternate plan is adopted prior to 
the fiscal year beginning in 2020, 3.1% would be added to the employer contribution rate currently in effect. 

# Change in provisions from present plan. 

* Adoption of the alternate plan would increase the actuarial accrued liability by $147,085 which was amortized over a 20 year 
period to compute the increase in the Prior Service Cost. 
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The City of Parkville 
Projected Estimated Employer Contribution Rates - Police Employees 

As of February 28, 2019 
 

   Present Plan  Alternate Plan  Change Due to Proposed Provisions 

   Estimated Employer Estimated  Estimated Employer Estimated  Estimated Employer Estimated 
Valuation Estimated  Contribution Difference  Contribution Difference  Contribution Difference 

Date Projected  As a % of Annual Between  As a % of Annual Between  As a % of Annual Between 
Feb. 28 Payroll  Payroll Dollars AAL and AVA  Payroll Dollars AAL and AVA  Payroll Dollars AAL and AVA 

              

2019 $737,944  10.6% $78,222 $328,089  13.7% $101,098 $475,174  3.1% $22,876 $147,085 
2020 761,927  10.6 80,764 325,024  13.7 104,384 471,722  3.1 23,620 146,698 
2021 786,690  10.6 83,389 320,865  13.7 107,777 466,790  3.1 24,388 145,925 
2022 812,257  10.6 86,099 315,502  13.7 111,279 460,226  3.1 25,180 144,724 
2023 838,655  10.6 88,897 308,821  13.7 114,896 451,874  3.1 25,999 143,053 

2024 865,911  10.6 91,787 300,693  13.7 118,630 441,559  3.1 26,843 140,866 
2025 894,053  10.6 94,770 290,986  13.7 122,485 429,099  3.1 27,715 138,113 
2026 923,110  10.6 97,850 279,550  13.7 126,466 414,288  3.1 28,616 134,738 
2027 953,111  10.6 101,030 266,229  13.7 130,576 396,912  3.1 29,546 130,683 
2028 984,087  10.6 104,313 250,848  13.7 134,820 376,733  3.1 30,507 125,885 

 

 AAL = Actuarial Accrued Liability 
 AVA = Actuarial Value of Assets 
 

Notes regarding the above projections: 
 

 1) The purpose of the above projections is to comply with the requirements of Section 105.665 of the Revised Statutes of Missouri (RSMo).  The projection results may not be  
  applicable for other purposes. 
 2) For purposes of the above projections, it was assumed that all actuarial assumptions would be realized.  In particular, it was assumed that the actuarial value of assets would  
  earn 7.25% in each year. 
 3) Estimated projected payroll is based upon the valuation payroll, increased each future year by 3.25%. 
 4) Due to the estimated nature of the above projections, certain but not all aspects of the Missouri LAGERS funding policy have been incorporated in the above projections. 
 5) Differences between fiscal end dates of the employer and the actuarial valuation date of February 28th have not been incorporated in the above results. 
 6) The actual employer contribution rates for future valuation dates will be based upon actual data as of the future valuation date. 
 

Other disclosures required by Section 105.665 of the Revised Statutes of Missouri (RSMo): 
 

       1)  As of February 28, 2019, the actuarial value of assets is $684,238; the estimated market value of assets is $689,061; the actuarial accrued liability is $1,012,327; and the  
             funded ratio is 67.6%.  These results are based on the assets and liabilities associated with the Employer Accumulation Fund and the Member Deposit Fund for this division. 
       2)  Under Section 70.730 of the Revised Statutes of Missouri, the computed employer contribution rate shall not exceed the contribution rate for the immediately preceding fiscal year by 
             more than one percent (not including the effects of any benefit changes).  As of February 28, 2019, there is no difference between the capped and uncapped employer contribution rate. 
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Summary of Assumptions Used in Actuarial Valuations 

Assumptions Adopted by Board of Trustees after Consulting with Actuary 

1. The investment return rate used in making the valuations was 7.25% per year, net of investment 
expenses, compounded annually.  This rate of return is not the assumed real rate of return.  The real 
rate of return is the rate of investment return in excess of the inflation rate.  The price inflation rate 
used in making the valuations was 2.50% and the wage inflation rate used in making the valuations was 
3.25%.  The 7.25% investment return rate translates to an assumed real rate of return over price 
inflation of 4.75% and over wage inflation of 4.00%.  Adopted 2011 and 2016. 

2. The healthy retiree mortality tables, for post-retirement mortality, used in evaluating allowances to be 
paid were the RP-2014 Healthy Annuitant mortality table for males and females, adjusted for mortality 
improvement back to the observation period base year of 2006. The disabled retiree mortality tables, 
for post-retirement mortality, used in evaluating allowances to be paid were the RP-2014 disabled 
mortality table for males and females, adjusted for mortality improvement back to the observation 
period base year of 2006.  The pre-retirement mortality tables used were the RP-2014 employees 
mortality table for males and females, adjusted for mortality improvement back to the observation 
period base year of 2006. For both the post-retirement and pre-retirement tables, the base year for 
males was then established to be 2017. Mortality rates for a particular calendar year are determined 
by applying the MP-2015 mortality improvement scale to the above described tables.  Adopted 2016. 

3. The probabilities of withdrawal and disability from service, together with individual pay increase 
assumptions, are shown in Schedule 1.  Adopted 2016. 

4. The probabilities of retirement with an age and service allowance are shown in Schedule 2.  Adopted 
2016. 

5. Post-retirement cost of living allowances are assumed to be 2.50% per year.  Adopted 2016. 

6. Total active member payroll is assumed to increase 3.25% a year, which is the portion of the individual 
pay increase assumptions attributable to wage inflation.  In effect, this assumes no change in the 
number of active members per employer.  Adopted 2016. 

7. An individual entry-age actuarial cost method of valuation was used in determining age and service 
allowance actuarial liabilities and normal cost.  Adopted 1986. 

8. The data about persons now covered was furnished by the political subdivision.  Although examined 
for general reasonableness, the data was not audited by us. 
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Sample Years of

Ages Service Disability Withdrawal Disability Withdrawal Disability Withdrawal Disability Withdrawal

All 0 19.00% 22.00% 18.00% 10.00%

1 17.00 20.00 17.00 8.00

2 15.00 17.00 16.00 7.00

3 13.00 14.00 13.00 6.00

4 11.00 13.00 12.00 6.00

25 5 & Over 0.09% 7.30 0.02% 10.80 0.10% 9.80 0.06% 5.00

30 0.12 6.50 0.03 8.90 0.11 7.80 0.10 4.00

35 0.15 5.00 0.06 7.40 0.16 6.10 0.23 2.80

40 0.21 3.70 0.10 5.70 0.22 4.40 0.35 2.20

45 0.30 3.00 0.16 4.20 0.34 3.20 0.56 1.80

50 0.44 2.40 0.24 3.30 0.53 1.80 0.85 1.00

55 0.68 1.80 0.34 2.50 0.88 1.00 1.31 0.50

60 1.02 1.00 0.48 1.20 0.00 0.00

65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Schedule 1.

Separations From Active Employment (Not Including Death-In-Service) 

Before Age & Service Retirement and Individual Pay Increase Assumptions

Percent of Active Members

Separating Within Next Year

Police

General Members

FireMen Women

 
 

Sample

Ages

25 6.55% 7.15%

30 5.75 6.05

35 5.25 5.15

40 4.75 4.45

45 4.25 4.15

50 3.85 3.85

55 3.65 3.65

60 3.55 3.25

65 3.25 3.25

FireGeneral & Police

Percent Increase in

Individual's Pay

During Next Year
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Retirement Retirement

Ages Ages

55 3.00% 3.00% 50 2.50% 2.50%

56 3.00% 3.00% 51 2.50% 2.50%

57 3.00% 3.00% 52 2.50% 2.50%

58 3.00% 3.00% 53 2.50% 2.50%

59 3.00% 3.00% 54 2.50% 2.50%

Retirement Retirement

Ages Ages

60 10% 10% 55 10% 13%

61 10 10 56 10 13

62 25 15 57 10 13

63 20 15 58 10 13

64 20 15 59 10 13

65 25 25 60 10 15

66 25 25 61 10 15

67 20 25 62 25 20

68 20 25 63 20 20

69 20 20 64 20 20

70 100 100 65 100 100

Fire

General Members

Men Women Police

Fire

Normal Retirement

Early Retirement

Schedule 2.

Percent of Eligible Active Members Retiring Within Next Year

Without Rule of 80 Eligibility

Men Women

General Members

Police
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Retirement

Ages

50 15% 15% 25% 25%

51 15 15 25 20

52 15 15 15 20

53 15 15 15 20

54 15 15 15 20

55 15 15 15 20

56 15 15 15 20

57 15 15 15 25

58 15 15 15 25

59 15 15 15 25

60 15 15 15 35

61 15 15 25 35

62 30 15 30 45

63 30 15 30 45

64 30 20 30 45

65 30 25 100 100

66 30 25

67 30 25

68 30 25

69 30 25

70 100 100

Schedule 2. (Continued)

Percent of Eligible Active Members Retiring Within Next Year

With Rule of 80 Eligibility

Fire

General Members

Men Women Police
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Missouri LocAl Government Employees Retirement System 
Brief Summary of LAGERS 

Benefits and Conditions Evaluated and/or Considered 
as of February 28, 2019 

(Section References are to RSMo) 
 
 
Voluntary Retirement.  Sections 70.645 & 70.600.  A member may retire with an age & service allowance 
after both (i) completing 5 years of credited service, and (ii) attaining the minimum service retirement age. 
 
The minimum service retirement age is age 60 for a general employee and age 55 for a police or fire 
employee.  Optionally, employers may also elect to provide for unreduced benefits for employees whose 
combination of years of age and years of service equals 80 or more. 
 
Final Average Salary.  Section 70.600.  The average of a member's monthly compensation during the period 
of 60 consecutive months (or optionally, 36 consecutive months) of credited service producing the highest 
monthly average, which period is contained within the 120 consecutive months of credited service 
immediately preceding retirement. 
 
Age & Service Allowance.  Section 70.655.  The allowance, payable monthly for life, equals a specified 
percent of a member's final average salary multiplied by the number of years of credited service.  Each 
employer elects the percent applicable to its members, from the following programs: 
 
 L-1  Benefit Program:   1.00% for life 
 L-3  Benefit Program:   1.25% for life 
 L-7  Benefit Program:   1.50% for life 
 L-9  Benefit Program:   1.60% for life  
 L-12  Benefit Program:   1.75% for life 
 L-6  Benefit Program:   2.00% for life 
 LT-4(65) Benefit Program:   1.00% for life, plus 1.00% to age 65 
 LT-5(65) Benefit Program:   1.25% for life, plus 0.75% to age 65 
 LT-8(65) Benefit Program:   1.50% for life, plus 0.50% to age 65 
 LT-10(65) Benefit Program:   1.60% for life, plus 0.40% to age 65 
 LT-14(65) Benefit Program:   1.75% for life, plus 0.25% to age 65 
 
The only LT benefit programs available for adoption after August 1, 1994 are the LT(65) programs.   
 
Benefit programs L-9 and LT-10(65) are unavailable for adoption after August 1, 2005.  
 
Benefit program L-11, available only to groups not covered by social security, provides for 2.5% for life. 
 
Subsequent to joining the System the governing body can elect to change benefit programs for the 
employees, but not more often than once every 2 years. 
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Early Allowance.  Section 70.670.  A member may retire with an early allowance after both (i) completing 5 
years of credited service, and (ii) attaining age 55 if a general employee or age 50 if a police or fire 
employee.  The early allowance amount, payable monthly for life, is computed in the same manner as an 
age & service allowance, based upon the service and earnings record to time of early retirement, but 
reduced to reflect the fact that the age when payments begin is younger than the minimum service 
retirement age.  The amount of the reduction is 1/2 of 1% (.005) for each month the age at retirement is 
younger than the minimum service retirement age. 
 
Deferred Allowance.  Section 70.675.  If a member leaves LAGERS-covered employment  (i) before attaining 
the early retirement age, and (ii) after completing 5 years of credited service, the member becomes eligible 
for a deferred allowance; provided the former member lives to the minimum service retirement age and 
does not withdraw the accumulated contributions. 
 
The deferred allowance amount, payable monthly for life from the minimum service retirement age, is 
computed in the same manner as an age & service allowance, based upon the service and earnings record 
to time of leaving LAGERS coverage. 
 
Deferred allowances are also payable any time after reaching the early retirement age, with the reduction 
for early retirement noted on the previous page. 
 
Non-Duty Disability Allowance.  Section 70.680.  A member with 5 or more years of credited service who 
becomes totally and permanently disabled from other than duty-connected causes becomes eligible to 
receive a non-duty disability allowance computed in the same manner as an age & service allowance, based 
upon the service & earnings record to time of disability. 
 
Duty Disability Allowance.  Section 70.680.  A member regardless of credited service who becomes totally 
and permanently disabled from duty-connected causes becomes eligible to receive a duty disability 
allowance computed in the same manner as an age & service allowance, based upon the earnings record to 
time of disability but based upon the years of credited service the member would have completed had the 
member continued in LAGERS-covered employment to age 60. 
 
Death-in-Service.  Section 70.661.  Upon the death of a member who had completed 5 years of credited 
service, the eligible surviving dependents receive the following benefits: 
 

(a) The surviving spouse receives an allowance equal to the Option A allowance (joint and 75% survivor 
benefit) computed based upon the deceased members' service & earnings record to time of death. 

 
(b) When no spouse benefit is payable, the dependent children under age 18 (age 23 if they are full 

time students) each receive an equal share of 60% of an age & service allowance computed based 
upon the deceased member's service & earnings record to time of death. 

 
(c) If the death is determined to be duty related, the 5 year service requirement is waived and the 

benefit is based on years of credited service the member would have completed had the member 
continued in LAGERS-covered employment to age 60. 
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Benefit Changes After Retirement.  Section 70.655.  For retirements effective after September 28, 1975, 
there is an annual redetermination of monthly benefit amount, beginning the October first following 12 
months of retirement.  As of each October first the amount of each eligible benefit is redetermined as 
follows: 
 

(a) Subject to the maximum in (b), the redetermined amount is the amount otherwise payable 
multiplied by:  100% plus up to 4%, as determined by the LAGERS Board of Trustees, for each full 
year of retirement. 

 
(b) The redetermined amount may not exceed the amount otherwise payable multiplied by the ratio of 

the Consumer Price Index for the immediately preceding month of June to the Consumer Price Index 
for the month of June immediately preceding retirement. 

 
Member Contributions.  Sections 70.690 & 70.705.  Each member contributes 4% of compensation 
beginning after completion of sufficient employment for 6 months of credited service. 
 
If a member leaves LAGERS-covered employment before an allowance is payable, the accumulated 
contributions are refunded to the member.  If the member dies, his accumulated contributions are refunded 
to a designated beneficiary. 
 
The law governing LAGERS also has a provision for the adoption of a non-contributory plan in which the full 
cost of LAGERS participation is paid by the employer.  Adoption of the non-contributory provisions may be 
done at the time of membership or a later date; however, a change from contributory to non-contributory 
or vice-versa may not be made more frequently than every 2 years.  Under the non-contributory provisions 
there is no individual account maintained for each employee and no refund of contributions if an employee 
terminates before being eligible for a benefit. 
 
Employer Contributions.  Section 70.730.  Each employer contributes the remainder amounts necessary to 
finance the employees' participation in LAGERS.  Contributions to LAGERS are determined based upon level-
percent-of-payroll principles, so that contribution rates do not have to increase over decades of time. 
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Missouri LAGERS 
Illustrations of Age and Service Allowance Amounts 

For Sample Combinations of Service & Salary 
(L-1 Benefit Program is Years of Credited Service 

times:  1.00% of FAS 1  ) 
 

Final Estimated Estimated

Average LAGERS Social Monthly Total

Salary (FAS) 1   BENEFIT 3   Security 2 $ % of FAS

35 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  525     $  930     $1,455     97%     

2,000     700     1,076     1,776     89%     

2,500     875     1,223     2,098     84%     

3,000     1,050     1,370     2,420     81%     

3,500     1,225     1,516     2,741     78%     

4,000     1,400     1,662     3,062     77%     

25 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  375     $  930     $1,305     87%     

2,000     500     1,076     1,576     79%     

2,500     625     1,223     1,848     74%     

3,000     750     1,370     2,120     71%     

3,500     875     1,516     2,391     68%     

4,000     1,000     1,662     2,662     67%     

15 Years of Service:

$1,500     $225     $  930     $1,155     77%     

2,000     300     1,076     1,376     69%     

2,500     375     1,223     1,598     64%     

3,000     450     1,370     1,820     61%     

3,500     525     1,516     2,041     58%     

4,000     600     1,662     2,262     57%      
 
1 "Final Average Salary" means the monthly average of an employee's compensation during the period of 60 

consecutive months (or optionally, 36 consecutive months) when they were highest, contained within the last 
120 months of Credited Service. 

 
2 "Estimated Social Security" means, for an employee covered by Social Security, an employee's estimated OASDI 

retirement benefit. The benefit is based upon an estimated "average indexed monthly earnings" for an 
employee retiring at age 65 in 2019 - it does not include any amounts which might be payable to an eligible 
spouse or children. 

 
3 Amounts are shown to nearest $1, for simplicity; actual amounts are to nearest 1¢. 



 

 

 Appendix III-2 

 

Missouri LAGERS 
Illustrations of Age and Service Allowance Amounts 

For Sample Combinations of Service & Salary 

(L-3 Benefit Program is Years of Credited Service 
times:  1.25% of FAS 1  ) 

 

Final Estimated Estimated

Average LAGERS Social Monthly Total

Salary (FAS) 1   BENEFIT 3   Security 2 $ % of FAS

35 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  656     $  930     $1,586     106%     

2,000     875     1,076     1,951     98%     

2,500     1,094     1,223     2,317     93%     

3,000     1,313     1,370     2,683     89%     

3,500     1,531     1,516     3,047     87%     

4,000     1,750     1,662     3,412     85%     

25 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  469     $  930     $1,399     93%     

2,000     625     1,076     1,701     85%     

2,500     781     1,223     2,004     80%     

3,000     938     1,370     2,308     77%     

3,500     1,094     1,516     2,610     75%     

4,000     1,250     1,662     2,912     73%     

15 Years of Service:

$1,500     $281     $  930     $1,211     81%     

2,000     375     1,076     1,451     73%     

2,500     469     1,223     1,692     68%     

3,000     563     1,370     1,933     64%     

3,500     656     1,516     2,172     62%     

4,000     750     1,662     2,412     60%      
 
1 "Final Average Salary" means the monthly average of an employee's compensation during the period of 60 

consecutive months (or optionally, 36 consecutive months) when they were highest, contained within the last 
120 months of Credited Service. 

 
2 "Estimated Social Security" means, for an employee covered by Social Security, an employee's estimated 

OASDI retirement benefit. The benefit is based upon an estimated "average indexed monthly earnings" for an 
employee retiring at age 65 in 2019 - it does not include any amounts which might be payable to an eligible 
spouse or children. 

 
3 Amounts are shown to nearest $1, for simplicity; actual amounts are to nearest 1¢. 



 

 

 Appendix III-3 

 

Missouri LAGERS 
Illustrations of Age and Service Allowance Amounts 

For Sample Combinations of Service & Salary 

(L-7 Benefit Program is Years of Credited Service 
times:  1.50% of FAS 1  ) 

 

Final Estimated Estimated

Average LAGERS Social Monthly Total

Salary (FAS) 1   BENEFIT 3   Security 2 $ % of FAS

35 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  788     $  930     $1,718     115%     

2,000     1,050     1,076     2,126     106%     

2,500     1,313     1,223     2,536     101%     

3,000     1,575     1,370     2,945     98%     

3,500     1,838     1,516     3,354     96%     

4,000     2,100     1,662     3,762     94%     

25 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  563     $  930     $1,493     100%     

2,000     750     1,076     1,826     91%     

2,500     938     1,223     2,161     86%     

3,000     1,125     1,370     2,495     83%     

3,500     1,313     1,516     2,829     81%     

4,000     1,500     1,662     3,162     79%     

15 Years of Service:

$1,500     $338     $  930     $1,268     85%     

2,000     450     1,076     1,526     76%     

2,500     563     1,223     1,786     71%     

3,000     675     1,370     2,045     68%     

3,500     788     1,516     2,304     66%     

4,000     900     1,662     2,562     64%      
 
1 "Final Average Salary" means the monthly average of an employee's compensation during the period of 60 

consecutive months (or optionally, 36 consecutive months) when they were highest, contained within the last 
120 months of Credited Service. 

 
2 "Estimated Social Security" means, for an employee covered by Social Security, an employee's estimated 

OASDI retirement benefit. The benefit is based upon an estimated "average indexed monthly earnings" for an 
employee retiring at age 65 in 2019 - it does not include any amounts which might be payable to an eligible 
spouse or children. 

 
3 Amounts are shown to nearest $1, for simplicity; actual amounts are to nearest 1¢. 



 

 

 Appendix III-4 

 

Missouri LAGERS 
Illustrations of Age and Service Allowance Amounts 

For Sample Combinations of Service & Salary 

(L-9 Benefit Program is Years of Credited Service 
times:  1.60% of FAS 1  ) 

 

Final Estimated Estimated

Average LAGERS Social Monthly Total

Salary (FAS) 1   BENEFIT 3   Security 2 $ % of FAS

35 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  840     $  930     $1,770     118%     

2,000     1,120     1,076     2,196     110%     

2,500     1,400     1,223     2,623     105%     

3,000     1,680     1,370     3,050     102%     

3,500     1,960     1,516     3,476     99%     

4,000     2,240     1,662     3,902     98%     

25 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  600     $  930     $1,530     102%     

2,000     800     1,076     1,876     94%     

2,500     1,000     1,223     2,223     89%     

3,000     1,200     1,370     2,570     86%     

3,500     1,400     1,516     2,916     83%     

4,000     1,600     1,662     3,262     82%     

15 Years of Service:

$1,500     $360     $  930     $1,290     86%     

2,000     480     1,076     1,556     78%     

2,500     600     1,223     1,823     73%     

3,000     720     1,370     2,090     70%     

3,500     840     1,516     2,356     67%     

4,000     960     1,662     2,622     66%      
 
1 "Final Average Salary" means the monthly average of an employee's compensation during the period of 60 

consecutive months (or optionally, 36 consecutive months) when they were highest, contained within the last 
120 months of Credited Service. 

 
2 "Estimated Social Security" means, for an employee covered by Social Security, an employee's estimated 

OASDI retirement benefit. The benefit is based upon an estimated "average indexed monthly earnings" for an 
employee retiring at age 65 in 2019 - it does not include any amounts which might be payable to an eligible 
spouse or children. 

 
3 Amounts are shown to nearest $1, for simplicity; actual amounts are to nearest 1¢. 



 

 

 Appendix III-5 

 

Missouri LAGERS 
Illustrations of Age and Service Allowance Amounts 

For Sample Combinations of Service & Salary 

(L-12 Benefit Program is Years of Credited Service 
times:  1.75% of FAS 1  ) 

 

Final Estimated Estimated

Average LAGERS Social Monthly Total

Salary (FAS) 1   BENEFIT 3   Security 2 $ % of FAS

35 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  919     $  930     $1,849     123%     

2,000     1,225     1,076     2,301     115%     

2,500     1,531     1,223     2,754     110%     

3,000     1,838     1,370     3,208     107%     

3,500     2,144     1,516     3,660     105%     

4,000     2,450     1,662     4,112     103%     

25 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  656     $  930     $1,586     106%     

2,000     875     1,076     1,951     98%     

2,500     1,094     1,223     2,317     93%     

3,000     1,313     1,370     2,683     89%     

3,500     1,531     1,516     3,047     87%     

4,000     1,750     1,662     3,412     85%     

15 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  394     $  930     $1,324     88%     

2,000     525     1,076     1,601     80%     

2,500     656     1,223     1,879     75%     

3,000     788     1,370     2,158     72%     

3,500     919     1,516     2,435     70%     

4,000     1,050     1,662     2,712     68%      
 
1 "Final Average Salary" means the monthly average of an employee's compensation during the period of 60 

consecutive months (or optionally, 36 consecutive months) when they were highest, contained within the last 
120 months of Credited Service. 

 
2 "Estimated Social Security" means, for an employee covered by Social Security, an employee's estimated 

OASDI retirement benefit. The benefit is based upon an estimated "average indexed monthly earnings" for an 
employee retiring at age 65 in 2019 - it does not include any amounts which might be payable to an eligible 
spouse or children. 

 
3 Amounts are shown to nearest $1, for simplicity; actual amounts are to nearest 1¢. 



 

 

 Appendix III-6 

 

Missouri LAGERS 
Illustrations of Age and Service Allowance Amounts 

For Sample Combinations of Service & Salary 

(L-6 Benefit Program is Years of Credited Service 
times:  2.00% of FAS 1  ) 

 

Final Estimated Estimated

Average LAGERS Social Monthly Total

Salary (FAS) 1   BENEFIT 3   Security 2 $ % of FAS

35 Years of Service:

$1,500     $1,050     $  930     $1,980     132%     

2,000     1,400     1,076     2,476     124%     

2,500     1,750     1,223     2,973     119%     

3,000     2,100     1,370     3,470     116%     

3,500     2,450     1,516     3,966     113%     

4,000     2,800     1,662     4,462     112%     

25 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  750     $  930     $1,680     112%     

2,000     1,000     1,076     2,076     104%     

2,500     1,250     1,223     2,473     99%     

3,000     1,500     1,370     2,870     96%     

3,500     1,750     1,516     3,266     93%     

4,000     2,000     1,662     3,662     92%     

15 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  450     $  930     $1,380     92%     

2,000     600     1,076     1,676     84%     

2,500     750     1,223     1,973     79%     

3,000     900     1,370     2,270     76%     

3,500     1,050     1,516     2,566     73%     

4,000     1,200     1,662     2,862     72%      
 
1 "Final Average Salary" means the monthly average of an employee's compensation during the period of 60 

consecutive months (or optionally, 36 consecutive months) when they were highest, contained within the last 
120 months of Credited Service. 

 
2 "Estimated Social Security" means, for an employee covered by Social Security, an employee's estimated 

OASDI retirement benefit. The benefit is based upon an estimated "average indexed monthly earnings" for an 
employee retiring at age 65 in 2019 - it does not include any amounts which might be payable to an eligible 
spouse or children. 

 
3 Amounts are shown to nearest $1, for simplicity; actual amounts are to nearest 1¢. 



 

 

 Appendix III-7 

 

Missouri LAGERS 
Illustrations of Age and Service Allowance Amounts 

For Sample Combinations of Service & Salary 

(L-11 Benefit Program is Years of Credited Service 
times:  2.50% of FAS 1  ) 

 

Final Estimated Estimated

Average LAGERS Social Monthly Total

Salary (FAS) 1   BENEFIT 3   Security 2 $ % of FAS

35 Years of Service:

$1,500     $1,313     $1,313     88%     

2,000     1,750     1,750     88%     

2,500     2,188     2,188     88%     

3,000     2,625     2,625     88%     

3,500     3,063     3,063     88%     

4,000     3,500     3,500     88%     

25 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  938     $  938     63%     

2,000     1,250     1,250     63%     

2,500     1,563     1,563     63%     

3,000     1,875     1,875     63%     

3,500     2,188     2,188     63%     

4,000     2,500     2,500     63%     

15 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  563     $  563     38%     

2,000     750     750     38%     

2,500     938     938     38%     

3,000     1,125     1,125     38%     

3,500     1,313     1,313     38%     

4,000     1,500     1,500     38%      
 
1 "Final Average Salary" means the monthly average of an employee's compensation during the period of 60 

consecutive months (or optionally, 36 consecutive months) when they were highest, contained within the last 
120 months of Credited Service. 

 
2 "Estimated Social Security" means, for an employee covered by Social Security, an employee's estimated 

OASDI retirement benefit. The benefit is based upon an estimated "average indexed monthly earnings" for an 
employee retiring at age 65 in 2019 - it does not include any amounts which might be payable to an eligible 
spouse or children. 

 
3 Amounts are shown to nearest $1, for simplicity; actual amounts are to nearest 1¢. 



 

 

 Appendix III-8 

 

Missouri LAGERS 
Illustrations of Age and Service Allowance Amounts 

For Sample Combinations of Service & Salary 

(LT-4(62) Benefit Program is Years of Credited Service 
times:  2.00% of FAS 1 to age 62) 

1.00% of FAS 1 at age 62) 
 

Final LAGERS Estimated Estimated Percent

Average   BENEFIT 3 Social Monthly Total of FAS

Salary (FAS) 1 To 62 At 62   Security 2 To 62 At 62 To 62 At 62

35 Years of Service:

$1,500     $1,050     $  525     $  741     $1,050     $1,266     70%     84%     

2,000     1,400     700     857     1,400     1,557     70%     78%     

2,500     1,750     875     973     1,750     1,848     70%     74%     

3,000     2,100     1,050     1,089     2,100     2,139     70%     71%     

3,500     2,450     1,225     1,206     2,450     2,431     70%     69%     

4,000     2,800     1,400     1,322     2,800     2,722     70%     68%     

25 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  750     $  375     $  741     $  750     $1,116     50%     74%     

2,000     1,000     500     857     1,000     1,357     50%     68%     

2,500     1,250     625     973     1,250     1,598     50%     64%     

3,000     1,500     750     1,089     1,500     1,839     50%     61%     

3,500     1,750     875     1,206     1,750     2,081     50%     59%     

4,000     2,000     1,000     1,322     2,000     2,322     50%     58%     

15 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  450     $225     $  741     $  450     $  966     30%     64%     

2,000     600     300     857     600     1,157     30%     58%     

2,500     750     375     973     750     1,348     30%     54%     

3,000     900     450     1,089     900     1,539     30%     51%     

3,500     1,050     525     1,206     1,050     1,731     30%     49%     

4,000     1,200     600     1,322     1,200     1,922     30%     48%      
 

1 "Final Average Salary" means the monthly average of an employee's compensation during the period of 60 
consecutive months (or optionally, 36 consecutive months) when they were highest, contained within the last 
120 months of Credited Service. 

 
2 "Estimated Social Security" means, for an employee covered by Social Security, an employee's estimated OASDI 

retirement benefit. The benefit is based upon an estimated "average indexed monthly earnings" for an 
employee retiring at age 62 in 2019 - it does not include any amounts which might be payable to an eligible 
spouse or children. 

 
3 Amounts are shown to nearest $1, for simplicity; actual amounts are to nearest 1¢. 



 

 

 Appendix III-9 

 

Missouri LAGERS 
Illustrations of Age and Service Allowance Amounts 

For Sample Combinations of Service & Salary 

(LT-4(65) Benefit Program is Years of Credited Service 
times:  2.00% of FAS 1 to age 65) 

1.00% of FAS 1 at age 65) 
 

Final LAGERS Estimated Estimated Percent

Average   BENEFIT 3 Social Monthly Total of FAS

Salary (FAS) 1 To 65 At 65   Security 2 To 65 At 65 To 65 At 65

35 Years of Service:

$1,500     $1,050     $  525     $  930     $1,050     $1,455     70%     97%     

2,000     1,400     700     1,076     1,400     1,776     70%     89%     

2,500     1,750     875     1,223     1,750     2,098     70%     84%     

3,000     2,100     1,050     1,370     2,100     2,420     70%     81%     

3,500     2,450     1,225     1,516     2,450     2,741     70%     78%     

4,000     2,800     1,400     1,662     2,800     3,062     70%     77%     

25 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  750     $  375     $  930     $  750     $1,305     50%     87%     

2,000     1,000     500     1,076     1,000     1,576     50%     79%     

2,500     1,250     625     1,223     1,250     1,848     50%     74%     

3,000     1,500     750     1,370     1,500     2,120     50%     71%     

3,500     1,750     875     1,516     1,750     2,391     50%     68%     

4,000     2,000     1,000     1,662     2,000     2,662     50%     67%     

15 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  450     $225     $  930     $  450     $1,155     30%     77%     

2,000     600     300     1,076     600     1,376     30%     69%     

2,500     750     375     1,223     750     1,598     30%     64%     

3,000     900     450     1,370     900     1,820     30%     61%     

3,500     1,050     525     1,516     1,050     2,041     30%     58%     

4,000     1,200     600     1,662     1,200     2,262     30%     57%      
 

1 "Final Average Salary" means the monthly average of an employee's compensation during the period of 60 
consecutive months (or optionally, 36 consecutive months) when they were highest, contained within the last 
120 months of Credited Service. 

 
2 "Estimated Social Security" means, for an employee covered by Social Security, an employee's estimated OASDI 

retirement benefit. The benefit is based upon an estimated "average indexed monthly earnings" for an 
employee retiring at age 65 in 2019 - it does not include any amounts which might be payable to an eligible 
spouse or children. 

 
3 Amounts are shown to nearest $1, for simplicity; actual amounts are to nearest 1¢. 



 

 

 Appendix III-10 

 

Missouri LAGERS 
Illustrations of Age and Service Allowance Amounts 

For Sample Combinations of Service & Salary 

(LT-5(62) Benefit Program is Years of Credited Service 
times:  2.00% of FAS 1 to age 62) 

1.25% of FAS 1 at age 62) 
 

Final LAGERS Estimated Estimated Percent

Average   BENEFIT 3 Social Monthly Total of FAS

Salary (FAS) 1 To 62 At 62   Security 2 To 62 At 62 To 62 At 62

35 Years of Service:

$1,500     $1,050     $  656     $  741     $1,050     $1,397     70%     93%     

2,000     1,400     875     857     1,400     1,732     70%     87%     

2,500     1,750     1,094     973     1,750     2,067     70%     83%     

3,000     2,100     1,313     1,089     2,100     2,402     70%     80%     

3,500     2,450     1,531     1,206     2,450     2,737     70%     78%     

4,000     2,800     1,750     1,322     2,800     3,072     70%     77%     

25 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  750     $  469     $  741     $  750     $1,210     50%     81%     

2,000     1,000     625     857     1,000     1,482     50%     74%     

2,500     1,250     781     973     1,250     1,754     50%     70%     

3,000     1,500     938     1,089     1,500     2,027     50%     68%     

3,500     1,750     1,094     1,206     1,750     2,300     50%     66%     

4,000     2,000     1,250     1,322     2,000     2,572     50%     64%     

15 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  450     $281     $  741     $  450     $1,022     30%     68%     

2,000     600     375     857     600     1,232     30%     62%     

2,500     750     469     973     750     1,442     30%     58%     

3,000     900     563     1,089     900     1,652     30%     55%     

3,500     1,050     656     1,206     1,050     1,862     30%     53%     

4,000     1,200     750     1,322     1,200     2,072     30%     52%      
 

1 "Final Average Salary" means the monthly average of an employee's compensation during the period of 60 
consecutive months (or optionally, 36 consecutive months) when they were highest, contained within the last 
120 months of Credited Service. 

 
2 "Estimated Social Security" means, for an employee covered by Social Security, an employee's estimated OASDI 

retirement benefit. The benefit is based upon an estimated "average indexed monthly earnings" for an 
employee retiring at age 62 in 2019 - it does not include any amounts which might be payable to an eligible 
spouse or children. 

 
3 Amounts are shown to nearest $1, for simplicity; actual amounts are to nearest 1¢. 



 

 

 Appendix III-11 

 

Missouri LAGERS 
Illustrations of Age and Service Allowance Amounts 

For Sample Combinations of Service & Salary 

(LT-5(65) Benefit Program is Years of Credited Service 
times:  2.00% of FAS 1 to age 65) 

1.25% of FAS 1 at age 65) 
 

Final LAGERS Estimated Estimated Percent

Average   BENEFIT 3 Social Monthly Total of FAS

Salary (FAS) 1 To 65 At 65   Security 2 To 65 At 65 To 65 At 65

35 Years of Service:

$1,500     $1,050     $  656     $  930     $1,050     $1,586     70%     106%     

2,000     1,400     875     1,076     1,400     1,951     70%     98%     

2,500     1,750     1,094     1,223     1,750     2,317     70%     93%     

3,000     2,100     1,313     1,370     2,100     2,683     70%     89%     

3,500     2,450     1,531     1,516     2,450     3,047     70%     87%     

4,000     2,800     1,750     1,662     2,800     3,412     70%     85%     

25 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  750     $  469     $  930     $  750     $1,399     50%     93%     

2,000     1,000     625     1,076     1,000     1,701     50%     85%     

2,500     1,250     781     1,223     1,250     2,004     50%     80%     

3,000     1,500     938     1,370     1,500     2,308     50%     77%     

3,500     1,750     1,094     1,516     1,750     2,610     50%     75%     

4,000     2,000     1,250     1,662     2,000     2,912     50%     73%     

15 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  450     $281     $  930     $  450     $1,211     30%     81%     

2,000     600     375     1,076     600     1,451     30%     73%     

2,500     750     469     1,223     750     1,692     30%     68%     

3,000     900     563     1,370     900     1,933     30%     64%     

3,500     1,050     656     1,516     1,050     2,172     30%     62%     

4,000     1,200     750     1,662     1,200     2,412     30%     60%      
 

1 "Final Average Salary" means the monthly average of an employee's compensation during the period of 60 
consecutive months (or optionally, 36 consecutive months) when they were highest, contained within the last 
120 months of Credited Service. 

 
2 "Estimated Social Security" means, for an employee covered by Social Security, an employee's estimated OASDI 

retirement benefit. The benefit is based upon an estimated "average indexed monthly earnings" for an 
employee retiring at age 65 in 2019 - it does not include any amounts which might be payable to an eligible 
spouse or children. 

 
3 Amounts are shown to nearest $1, for simplicity; actual amounts are to nearest 1¢. 



 

 

 Appendix III-12 

 

Missouri LAGERS 
Illustrations of Age and Service Allowance Amounts 

For Sample Combinations of Service & Salary 

(LT-8(62) Benefit Program is Years of Credited Service 
times:  2.00% of FAS 1 to age 62) 

1.50% of FAS 1 at age 62) 
 

Final LAGERS Estimated Estimated Percent

Average   BENEFIT 3 Social Monthly Total of FAS

Salary (FAS) 1 To 62 At 62   Security 2 To 62 At 62 To 62 At 62

35 Years of Service:

$1,500     $1,050     $  788     $  741     $1,050     $1,529     70%     102%     

2,000     1,400     1,050     857     1,400     1,907     70%     95%     

2,500     1,750     1,313     973     1,750     2,286     70%     91%     

3,000     2,100     1,575     1,089     2,100     2,664     70%     89%     

3,500     2,450     1,838     1,206     2,450     3,044     70%     87%     

4,000     2,800     2,100     1,322     2,800     3,422     70%     86%     

25 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  750     $  563     $  741     $  750     $1,304     50%     87%     

2,000     1,000     750     857     1,000     1,607     50%     80%     

2,500     1,250     938     973     1,250     1,911     50%     76%     

3,000     1,500     1,125     1,089     1,500     2,214     50%     74%     

3,500     1,750     1,313     1,206     1,750     2,519     50%     72%     

4,000     2,000     1,500     1,322     2,000     2,822     50%     71%     

15 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  450     $338     $  741     $  450     $1,079     30%     72%     

2,000     600     450     857     600     1,307     30%     65%     

2,500     750     563     973     750     1,536     30%     61%     

3,000     900     675     1,089     900     1,764     30%     59%     

3,500     1,050     788     1,206     1,050     1,994     30%     57%     

4,000     1,200     900     1,322     1,200     2,222     30%     56%      
 

1 "Final Average Salary" means the monthly average of an employee's compensation during the period of 60 
consecutive months (or optionally, 36 consecutive months) when they were highest, contained within the last 
120 months of Credited Service. 

 
2 "Estimated Social Security" means, for an employee covered by Social Security, an employee's estimated OASDI 

retirement benefit. The benefit is based upon an estimated "average indexed monthly earnings" for an 
employee retiring at age 62 in 2019 - it does not include any amounts which might be payable to an eligible 
spouse or children. 

 
3 Amounts are shown to nearest $1, for simplicity; actual amounts are to nearest 1¢. 
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Missouri LAGERS 
Illustrations of Age and Service Allowance Amounts 

For Sample Combinations of Service & Salary 

(LT-8(65) Benefit Program is Years of Credited Service 
times:  2.00% of FAS 1 to age 65) 

1.50% of FAS 1 at age 65) 
 

Final LAGERS Estimated Estimated Percent

Average   BENEFIT 3 Social Monthly Total of FAS

Salary (FAS) 1 To 65 At 65   Security 2 To 65 At 65 To 65 At 65

35 Years of Service:

$1,500     $1,050     $  788     $  930     $1,050     $1,718     70%     115%     

2,000     1,400     1,050     1,076     1,400     2,126     70%     106%     

2,500     1,750     1,313     1,223     1,750     2,536     70%     101%     

3,000     2,100     1,575     1,370     2,100     2,945     70%     98%     

3,500     2,450     1,838     1,516     2,450     3,354     70%     96%     

4,000     2,800     2,100     1,662     2,800     3,762     70%     94%     

25 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  750     $  563     $  930     $  750     $1,493     50%     100%     

2,000     1,000     750     1,076     1,000     1,826     50%     91%     

2,500     1,250     938     1,223     1,250     2,161     50%     86%     

3,000     1,500     1,125     1,370     1,500     2,495     50%     83%     

3,500     1,750     1,313     1,516     1,750     2,829     50%     81%     

4,000     2,000     1,500     1,662     2,000     3,162     50%     79%     

15 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  450     $338     $  930     $  450     $1,268     30%     85%     

2,000     600     450     1,076     600     1,526     30%     76%     

2,500     750     563     1,223     750     1,786     30%     71%     

3,000     900     675     1,370     900     2,045     30%     68%     

3,500     1,050     788     1,516     1,050     2,304     30%     66%     

4,000     1,200     900     1,662     1,200     2,562     30%     64%      
 

1 "Final Average Salary" means the monthly average of an employee's compensation during the period of 60 
consecutive months (or optionally, 36 consecutive months) when they were highest, contained within the last 
120 months of Credited Service. 

 
2 "Estimated Social Security" means, for an employee covered by Social Security, an employee's estimated OASDI 

retirement benefit. The benefit is based upon an estimated "average indexed monthly earnings" for an 
employee retiring at age 65 in 2019 - it does not include any amounts which might be payable to an eligible 
spouse or children. 

 
3 Amounts are shown to nearest $1, for simplicity; actual amounts are to nearest 1¢. 
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Missouri LAGERS 
Illustrations of Age and Service Allowance Amounts 

For Sample Combinations of Service & Salary 

(LT-10(65) Benefit Program is Years of Credited Service 
times:  2.00% of FAS 1 to age 65) 

1.60% of FAS 1 at age 65) 
 

Final LAGERS Estimated Estimated Percent

Average   BENEFIT 3 Social Monthly Total of FAS

Salary (FAS) 1 To 65 At 65   Security 2 To 65 At 65 To 65 At 65

35 Years of Service:

$1,500     $1,050     $  840     $  930     $1,050     $1,770     70%     118%     

2,000     1,400     1,120     1,076     1,400     2,196     70%     110%     

2,500     1,750     1,400     1,223     1,750     2,623     70%     105%     

3,000     2,100     1,680     1,370     2,100     3,050     70%     102%     

3,500     2,450     1,960     1,516     2,450     3,476     70%     99%     

4,000     2,800     2,240     1,662     2,800     3,902     70%     98%     

25 Years of Service:

$1,500     $750     $  600     $  930     $  750     $1,530     50%     102%     

2,000     1,000     800     1,076     1,000     1,876     50%     94%     

2,500     1,250     1,000     1,223     1,250     2,223     50%     89%     

3,000     1,500     1,200     1,370     1,500     2,570     50%     86%     

3,500     1,750     1,400     1,516     1,750     2,916     50%     83%     

4,000     2,000     1,600     1,662     2,000     3,262     50%     82%     

15 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  450     $360     $  930     $  450     $1,290     30%     86%     

2,000     600     480     1,076     600     1,556     30%     78%     

2,500     750     600     1,223     750     1,823     30%     73%     

3,000     900     720     1,370     900     2,090     30%     70%     

3,500     1,050     840     1,516     1,050     2,356     30%     67%     

4,000     1,200     960     1,662     1,200     2,622     30%     66%      
 

1 "Final Average Salary" means the monthly average of an employee's compensation during the period of 60 
consecutive months (or optionally, 36 consecutive months) when they were highest, contained within the last 
120 months of Credited Service. 

 
2 "Estimated Social Security" means, for an employee covered by Social Security, an employee's estimated OASDI 

retirement benefit. The benefit is based upon an estimated "average indexed monthly earnings" for an 
employee retiring at age 65 in 2019 - it does not include any amounts which might be payable to an eligible 
spouse or children. 

 
3 Amounts are shown to nearest $1, for simplicity; actual amounts are to nearest 1¢. 
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Missouri LAGERS 
Illustrations of Age and Service Allowance Amounts 

For Sample Combinations of Service & Salary 

(LT-14(65) Benefit Program is Years of Credited Service 
times:  2.00% of FAS 1 to age 65) 

1.75% of FAS 1 at age 65) 
 

Final LAGERS Estimated Estimated Percent

Average   BENEFIT 3 Social Monthly Total of FAS

Salary (FAS) 1 To 65 At 65   Security 2 To 65 At 65 To 65 At 65

35 Years of Service:

$1,500     $1,050     $  919     $  930     $1,050     $1,849     70%     123%     

2,000     1,400     1,225     1,076     1,400     2,301     70%     115%     

2,500     1,750     1,531     1,223     1,750     2,754     70%     110%     

3,000     2,100     1,838     1,370     2,100     3,208     70%     107%     

3,500     2,450     2,144     1,516     2,450     3,660     70%     105%     

4,000     2,800     2,450     1,662     2,800     4,112     70%     103%     

25 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  750     $  656     $  930     $  750     $1,586     50%     106%     

2,000     1,000     875     1,076     1,000     1,951     50%     98%     

2,500     1,250     1,094     1,223     1,250     2,317     50%     93%     

3,000     1,500     1,313     1,370     1,500     2,683     50%     89%     

3,500     1,750     1,531     1,516     1,750     3,047     50%     87%     

4,000     2,000     1,750     1,662     2,000     3,412     50%     85%     

15 Years of Service:

$1,500     $  450     $  394     $  930     $  450     $1,324     30%     88%     

2,000     600     525     1,076     600     1,601     30%     80%     

2,500     750     656     1,223     750     1,879     30%     75%     

3,000     900     788     1,370     900     2,158     30%     72%     

3,500     1,050     919     1,516     1,050     2,435     30%     70%     

4,000     1,200     1,050     1,662     1,200     2,712     30%     68%      
 

1 "Final Average Salary" means the monthly average of an employee's compensation during the period of 60 
consecutive months (or optionally, 36 consecutive months) when they were highest, contained within the last 
120 months of Credited Service. 

 
2 "Estimated Social Security" means, for an employee covered by Social Security, an employee's estimated OASDI 

retirement benefit. The benefit is based upon an estimated "average indexed monthly earnings" for an 
employee retiring at age 65 in 2019 - it does not include any amounts which might be payable to an eligible 
spouse or children. 

 
3 Amounts are shown to nearest $1, for simplicity; actual amounts are to nearest 1¢. 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
August 16, 2019  E-mail 
   
 
 
Mr. Robert Wilson 
Executive Secretary 
Missouri Local Government 
  Employees Retirement System 
P.O. Box 1665 
Jefferson City, Missouri  65102 
 
Dear Bob: 
 
Enclosed is the report of the February 28, 2019 Supplemental Actuarial Valuation of LAGERS benefits 
for the employees of: 
 
 The City of Parkville 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Mita D. Drazilov, ASA, FCA, MAAA 
 
MDD:rmg 
Enclosure  



ITEM 4B 
For 03-03-20 

Board of Aldermen Meeting 
 

CITY OF PARKVILLE 
Policy Report 

 
Date:  February 26, 2020 
 
Prepared By: 
Anna Mitchell 
Assistant to the City Administrator 

Reviewed By: 
Joe Parente 
City Administrator 
 

ISSUE: 
Approve the second reading of an ordinance to approve a construction, maintenance and use 
agreement with the City of Riverside and Platte County for the maintenance of the Missouri 
Riverfront Trail.  
 
BACKGROUND: 
The Missouri Riverfront Trail has been a long-time project that will complete a continuous trail 
from Riverside to Parkville along the Missouri River. Over time, momentum has slowed due to 
the acquisition of an easement from BNSF. There is a small portion of the existing trail located 
within the railroad right-of-way.  In order to move forward with construction, an easement must 
be obtained. Through many negotiations, BNSF has given approval through a permit to be 
approved by the Board of Aldermen.  
 
Maintenance includes parks staff maintaining the trail until the Parkville border where the City of 
Riverside will start maintenance. Platte County is involved because they are constructing the 
trail and are the owners of the trail outside of English Landing Park.  
 
Once the permit is approved by the Platte County Commission and the maintenance agreement 
is approved by all parties, construction will then be able to move forward. Attached is the full 
maintenance agreement and map of the Riverside-Parkville connector.  
 
BUDGET IMPACT: 
Any budget impact would be associated with the maintenance of the trail. There is no 
anticipated increase to our Parks Maintenance Budget.  
 
ALTERNATIVES: 
1. Approve the first reading of ordinance to approve a construction, maintenance and use 

agreement with the City of Riverside and Platte County.  
2. Approve the first reading of ordinance to approve a construction, maintenance and use 

agreement with the City of Riverside and Platte County, with alterations recommended by 
the Board of Aldermen.  

3. Do not approve the ordinance for the construction, maintenance and use agreement.  
4. Postpone the item.  
 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 
Staff recommends that the Board of Aldermen approve the second reading of an ordinance for 
the construction, maintenance and use agreement with the City of Riverside and Platte County.  
 
CLARB RECOMMENDATION: 
This item was brought to CLARB on March 14, 2018 in anticipation that the original permit 
through the County was to be approved. CLARB recommended approval by a unanimous vote. 
This item was again referenced to CLARB during the February 12, 2020, meeting, ensuring that 
the Commission was still in favor.  



ITEM 4B 
For 03-03-20 

Board of Aldermen Meeting 
 

 
 
POLICY: 
Intergovernmental agreements require an ordinance. 
 
SUGGESTED MOTION: 
I move to approve Bill No. 3083, an ordinance approving a construction, maintenance and use 
agreement with the City of Riverside and Platte County for the maintenance of the Missouri 
Riverfront Trail, on second reading to become Ordinance No. ____. 
 
ATTACHMENTS: 
1. Ordinance 
2. Missouri Riverfront Trail Construction, Maintenance & Use agreement 
 



 
 

Ord. No. ____ Page 1 of 1 

BILL NO. 3083                                  ORDINANCE NO. ____ 
 
AN ORDINANCE APPROVING A CONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE AND USE 
AGREEMENT WITH THE CITY OF RIVERSIDE AND PLATTE COUNTY FOR THE 
MAINTENANCE OF THE MISSOURI RIVERFRONT TRAIL 
 
WHEREAS, the City wishes to enter into an agreement with the City of Riverside and Platte 
County for the purpose of continuing maintenance of the Missouri Riverfront Trail that will 
complete a continuous trail from Riverside to Parkville along the Missouri River; and 
 
WHEREAS, the City of Riverside and Platte County have worked with the City to obtain an 
easement from Burlington Northern Santa Fe (BNSF) Railway; and 
 
WHEREAS, upon the acceptance of the easement by the City and BNSF Railway, Platte 
County will resume construction for the final completion of the trail connection on the Riverfront 
Trail; and 
 
WHEREAS, once the construction has been completed, the City of Riverside and the City of 
Parkville will be responsible for the maintenance of the portions of trail that reside within each 
owns city limits.  
 
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN OF THE CITY OF PARKVILLE, 
MISSOURI AS FOLLOWS: 
 
Section 1. The Mayor is hereby authorized to sign a construction, maintenance and use 
agreement, attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference, with the City of Riverside and 
Platte County for the ongoing maintenance of the Missouri Riverfront Trail.  
 
Section 2. This ordinance shall be in effect immediately upon its passage and approval.  
 
PASSED and APPROVED this 3rd day of March 2020. 
 
 
 
                   _______________________ 
         Mayor Nanette K. Johnston 
 
 
ATTESTED: 
 
 
____________________________ 
City Clerk Melissa McChesney 



  
 

MISSOURI RIVERFRONT TRAIL  
CONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE & USE AGREEMENT 

 
 

THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into this _____ day of ______________, ____, 
by and between the City of Riverside, Missouri, a fourth-class city (“Riverside”), the City of 
Parkville, Missouri, a fourth-class city (“Parkville”) and Platte County, Missouri, a first-class 
county (“County”), collectively known as the parties to this Agreement (“Parties”). 

WHEREAS, municipalities, counties and other entities in the Kansas City metropolitan 
area are engaged in efforts to establish a recreational trail along the Missouri River and running 
through multiple areas governed by multiple local governments, and 

WHEREAS, The Parties have all deemed it a high priority to develop recreational facilities 
to meet the needs of city and county residents, and 

WHEREAS, The Parties in cooperation with other entities, are engaged in the planning of 
a pedestrian and bicycling shared use path known as the Missouri Riverfront Trail, Riverside 
Parkville Connector Project (the “Project”), 

WHEREAS, the proposal for the Project includes the planning, engineering, construction 
and maintenance of the pedestrian and bicycling shared use path on lands and easements/ permits 
acquired by the Parties, and 

WHEREAS, The Parties desire to enter into this Agreement to address the duties and 
responsibilities of the Parties hereto with regard to the construction, operation and maintenance of 
the Project, 

IN CONSIDERATION OF the mutual promises, covenants, and agreements herein 
contained, the adequacy and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties do 
mutually promise, covenant and agree to the following: 

1. Term.  This Agreement shall remain in effect until amended or terminated by written 
consent of the Parties.  The Agreement may be amended at any time by mutual written 
agreement of the Parties, including amendments for future extensions of the Missouri 
Riverfront Trail by mutual written agreement of the County and respective city for which 
future extensions may be agreed upon.   

The Agreement may be terminated by any of the Parties by giving the other parties no less 
than twelve (12) months written notice of intent to terminate the Agreement.      

2. Project Purpose and Scope.  The purpose of the Missouri Riverfront Trail, Riverside 
Parkville Connector Project is to develop a pedestrian and bicycling shared use path for 
public recreational and alternative transportation use.  Project shall connect the existing 
sections of the Missouri Riverfront Trail in Riverside and Parkville’s English Landing Park.   
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The scope of the Project shall include the development of a paved trail and related 
improvements as generally described on Exhibit 1, Project Locator Map, and as required 
through Parties Easement Agreement, Exhibit 2, attached hereto and any other Project 
related improvements as agreed upon by the Parties.  The Project may be built in phases 
upon lands and easements/permits currently owned and or controlled by the Parties or 
additional lands or easements/permits acquired by the Parties for the purpose of Project. 

3. Project Planning and Engineering.  The Parties shall cooperate with respect to the 
planning and engineering of the Project.  Preliminary designs, final designs, construction 
documents, and as-built documents shall be created for the Project.  Riverside, Parkville, 
and County shall each individually review and approve all final design and construction 
documents before Project construction may begin. 

County shall be responsible for all costs related to Project planning and engineering.  

4. Project Development and Construction. After approval of the final design and 
construction documents for the Project, the County shall be responsible for advertising the 
Project for public bid and awarding the contract for construction to the lowest and best 
bidder in the sole discretion of the County.  County shall be responsible for all construction 
costs associated with the Project, and shall establish itself as the contact agency for all 
construction service providers, including engineers and contractors under Section 3 above.   

Parties acknowledge that Riverside has received grant funding for Project construction 
through the Land and Water Conservation Fund and the Missouri Department of Natural 
Resources.  Riverside shall fulfill all grant requirements, in cooperation with the Parties, 
and reimburse County for construction costs up to the amount of the awarded grant funds 
(Seventy-Five Thousand Dollars). 

Parties shall cooperate with respect to all permitting required for the Project. 

County shall ensure that Project construction is properly inspected and materials tested for 
compliance with approved Project design and construction specifications.  Riverside and 
Parkville officials shall have access to Project site at all times to review and inspect 
construction progress. 

Upon notice of completion by contractor that all required work has been completed, Parties 
shall perform a final inspection of the Project.  All Parties shall individually review and 
approve final construction of the built Project before Project may be opened to the public 
for use. 

After initial Project construction, any significant modification or addition to Project or trail 
easement/permit area must be mutually approved by the Parties. 
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5. Project Operation and Maintenance.  Upon acceptance of the built Project Parties shall 
share responsibilities for operation and ongoing maintenance of the Project as follows: 

(a) Operations, Maintenance, and Programming.  Riverside and Parkville shall be 
responsible for all operation and maintenance of the Project within their respective 
city limits. Cities shall ensure that all invoices, bills or other demands for payment 
related to operation and maintenance are addressed to the cities at their respective 
main offices. Such operation and maintenance under this Section shall consist of 
any necessary activity to ensure an aesthetically pleasing, safe and secure 
environment for trail users including the following: 

(i) Grounds maintenance, mowing and vegetation control: Grass and other 
vegetation within the easement/permit area shall be mowed and trimmed 
on a regular basis, consistent with mowing and trimming practices for 
other sections of the trail within the respective cities. Erosion areas shall 
be filled and re-seeded.  Surface areas covered with rock or non-vegetative 
ground cover shall be kept free of weeds and debris. 

(ii) Trees: Trees shall be pruned to prevent low, damaged, or dead limbs from 
the trail use area by each city within their respective city limits. 

(iii) Trail Surface: Trail surface shall be maintained to ensure a clean, clear 
and suitable condition for recreational use. Repairs such as crack filling 
and pothole patching shall be done as needed to keep surface smooth and 
free of trip hazards by each city within their respective city limits. 

(iv) Access Points and Gates:  Cities shall be responsible for the maintenance 
of all trail perimeter fencing, access points and gates and shall keep all in a 
good condition, free of rips, tears, holes, sharp edges or foreign objects 
within their respective city limits. 

(v) Litter Control:  Cities shall be responsible for trash and debris removal on 
and near the trail within their respective city limits. 

(vi) Trail signage and furnishings:  Cities shall be responsible for maintenance 
of any signage or trail furnishings installed along trail within their 
respective city limits.  Responsibilities include cleaning, painting, 
repairing, and securing as needed. 

(vii) Other Maintenance:  Cities shall determine all other minimum 
maintenance standards for the easement/permit area within their respective 
city limits and will perform operations and maintenance responsibilities in 
a manner consistent with the operations and maintenance of other similar 
parks facilities under the ownership and control of the cities. 

(viii) BNSF Maintenance Requirements: For maintenance within the permitted 
area as granted by BNSF, the City of Parkville and the County will 
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comply with section 11 and 16.2 of the “License for Bicycle Path / 
Pedestrian Walkway.” (See Exhibit 3)    

(viii) Mural:  The City of Parkville and Platte County propose to install an artist 
created mural as ornament to the bridge on the west side of the Project.  The 
mural is proposed to be created and maintained by local artists.  If 
maintenance of the mural becomes a burden to Parkville due to lack of 
maintenance by local artists, vandalism, or any other cause, Parkville may 
paint or cover over the mural.   

(ix) Programming: Cities, at their sole discretion, may charge for rentals, 
programs and special events held in the easement/permit area within their 
respective city limits.  

(b) Capital Maintenance. County shall assume and be responsible for all capital 
maintenance and replacement for all Project improvements developed under this 
Agreement.  Capital maintenance and replacement shall include major tasks such 
as resurfacing of trail paving and replacement or removal of unsafe or damaged 
infrastructure that is beyond repair. 

(c) Natural Disaster Preparedness and Recovery.  Due to Project location fronting 
the Missouri River, the trail easement/permit area may flood frequently.  Parties 
shall cooperate mutually with respect to natural disaster preparedness and recovery 
resulting from damage to the Project, including closure of the trail easement/permit 
area, post disaster clean-up, and management of state and federal assistance related 
to any natural disaster damage to the Project.  Cities agree to address minor flooding 
events as they may occur from time to time consistent with routine maintenance 
responsibilities described in Section (a) above.  Cities shall be responsible for initial 
debris and siltation removal resulting from natural disasters through the 
commitment of in-kind manpower and equipment resources up to the County’s 
property insurance deductible of Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000).  
County shall be responsible for repair and restoration of Project improvements 
damaged as a result of natural disasters, beyond the cities initial efforts, from 
County’s insurance proceeds, federal and state assistance grants, or other available 
sources. 

6. Trail Security.  All local ordinances and/or laws for the cities and the County as applicable 
to the Project site within the respective jurisdictions will be enforced by the cities and the 
County.  Fire suppression service and any costs related to disposable items expended or 
used in fire suppression for the trail areas shall be provided by Riverside and the South 
Platte Fire Protection District within their respective service areas.  

7. Insurance.   

(a) The Cites shall secure commercial general liability insurance policies for coverage 
of the injuries and damage for which the Parties, as political subdivisions, are 
legally obligated under Missouri Law.  Each policy shall have minimum limits as 
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the Cites deem appropriate through their standard insurance provider, but in no 
event shall any policy exceed the statutory maximum amount specified in Section 
537.610 R.S.Mo. as of the date of this Agreement, for all claims arising out of a 
single occurrence. The insurance policies shall be maintained in force during the 
term of this Agreement and such insurance policies shall name specifically Cities 
and County as additional insured parties.  A verified copy of such insurance policy 
or policies shall be sent to each party hereto, together with the Certificate(s) of 
Insurance stating that the policies are in full force and effect and that the same will 
not be altered, amended or terminated without ten (10) days prior written notice to 
the other parties hereto. 

(b) County shall secure general property insurance policies to cover damage or loss for 
covered incidents through County’s standard insurance provider, Midwest Public 
Risk, or other provider as determined by the County. 

(c) Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, no provision, term, or condition 
in this agreement shall constitute, or be construed as, a waiver of the defenses of a 
sovereign immunity, official immunity, or governmental immunity by whatever 
name as set forth in Section 537.600 R.S.Mo. et seq., for any monetary amount 
whatsoever, or of any other defenses, howsoever named, that are, or in the future 
may become, available to the parties by statute or common law. 

8. Public Use.  All facilities and amenities located within trail easement/permit area will be 
available to the public during normal operating hours established by the Cities consistent 
with other park and recreational facilities managed by the respective Cities. 

9. Project Identification.  Parties agree that the Project shall be named and identified as a 
continuous section of the “Missouri Riverfront Trail”.  Parties may agree to cooperate and 
establish alternative names or references for any sub-area or alternative name for the Project 
by mutual written agreement of the Parties. 

10. Notice.  Any notice, demand, communication, or request required or permitted hereunder 
shall be in writing, except where otherwise herein designated by telephone, and delivered 
in person or sent by certified, return receipt requested, via United States mail, or via 
facsimile transmission, as follows: 

If to Riverside: City of Riverside 
    2950 NW Vivion Road 
    Riverside Missouri 64150 
    Attn: City Administrator 
    Phone: (816) 741-3993 
    Fax: (816) 746-8349 
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If to Parkville:  City of Parkville 
    8880 Clark Avenue 
    Parkville, Missouri 64152 
    Attn: City Administrator 
    Phone: (816) 741-7676 
    Fax: (816) 741-0031 

If to County:  Platte County, Missouri 
    Parks & Recreation Department 
    415 Third Street 
    Platte City, MO  64709 
    Attn: Director 
    Phone: (816) 858-3419 
    Fax: (816) 858-1999 

 

Notices shall be effective when received at the address as specified above.  Changes in the 
addresses to which notice is to be sent may be made from time-to-time by written notice.  
Facsimile transmission is acceptable notice, effective when received; however, facsimile 
transmissions received (i.e., printed) after 4:30 p.m. or on weekends or holidays, will be 
deemed received on the next business day.  The original items which are transmitted by 
facsimile equipment must also be mailed as required and provided by this Section. 

11. Independence of Agreement.  It is understood and agreed that nothing herein contained is 
intended or should be construed as in any way establishing the relationship of co-partners 
or a joint venture between any of the parties hereto, or as constituting any party as an agent, 
representative or employee of the other for any purpose whatsoever. 

12. Waiver.  The failure of any party to at any time to require performance by another party of 
any provision hereof shall in no way affect the right of the non-requiring party thereafter to 
enforce same.  No waiver shall be effective unless in writing.  Nor shall waiver by any party 
of any breach of any provision hereof be taken or held to be a waiver of any succeeding 
breach of such provision or as a waiver of any provision itself. 

13. Laws to Govern.  This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Missouri 
both as to interpretation and performance.  Any and all legal action necessary to enforce 
this Agreement will be held in Platte County, Missouri, and the Agreement will be 
interpreted according to the laws of the State of Missouri. 

14. Compliance with Laws.  Each party hereto shall conduct its operations and perform its 
duties under this Agreement in compliance with all applicable Federal, State and local laws, 
ordinances, orders and regulations. 

15. Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement shall be declared illegal, void or 
unenforceable by a court of competent jurisdiction, the other provisions shall not be affected 
but shall remain in full force and effect. 
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16. Assignment and Subletting.  No party shall make any assignment of this Agreement or 
any right or obligation occurring under this Agreement in whole or in part without the 
express written consent of all Parties hereto.  The Parties hereto shall have full discretion to 
approve or deny, with or without cause, any proposed or actual assignment of this 
Agreement.  Any assignment of this Agreement made without the express written consent 
of all parties hereto shall be null and void and shall be grounds for immediate termination, 
notwithstanding the termination notice provisions described in Section 1 above. 

17. Modification.  This Agreement constitutes the entire Agreement and understanding 
between the Parties, and it shall not be considered modified, altered, changed or amended 
in any respect unless in writing and signed by the Parties hereto. 

18. Additional Provisions.  This Agreement has been negotiated, executed, accepted and 
entered into in the State of Missouri.  Paragraph headings herein have no legal significance.  
When the context hereof requires, the use of any gender includes all genders, and the 
singular includes the plural, and, vice versa.  All parties signing in a representative capacity 
warrant that they have all requisite authority to enter into this Agreement and consummate 
the transaction herein contemplated.  No inference in favor of or against any party shall be 
drawn from such party having been the party to draft any portion hereof.  
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Cities, acting by and through their respective Board of 
Aldermen, the County, acting by and through its County Commission, have authorized this 
Agreement to be executed the day and year first written above. 

 
 
 
CITY OF RIVERSIDE, MISSOURI 
 
____________      
Mayor 
 
Attest: ____________________________________ 
City Clerk 
 
 
 
CITY OF PARKVILLE, MISSOURI 
 
____________      
Mayor 
 
Attest: ____________________________________ 
City Clerk 
 
 
 
PLATTE COUNTY, MISSOURI                                                   

             
              
      Presiding Commissioner 
  

Attest: ____________________________________ 
County Clerk 

 
      Approved as to form and legality:  
      
              
      County Counselor 
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Board of Aldermen Meeting 
 

CITY OF PARKVILLE 
Policy Report 

 
Date:  February 27, 2020 

 
Prepared By: 
Anna Mitchell 
Assistant to the City Administrator 

Reviewed By: 
Joe Parente 
City Administrator 
 

ISSUE: 
Approval a license for bicycle path/pedestrian pathway with the BNSF Railway Company to obtain 
permission to use the BNSF easement for a trail connector from English Landing Park to Riverside. 
 
BACKGROUND: 
For several years, City staff, Platte County, Riverside, BNSF, and their broker Jones Lang LaSalle 
Brokerage, Inc (JLL) have been in negotiations regarding the connection trail between the County 
trail along the Missouri River and the City trail ending at the east side of English Landing Park.  
 
Portions of the City’s existing trial currently reside within the BNSF easement. Although the trail 
has been in this location for several decades, since it is within the easement a license from BNSF 
permitting the trail is needed. This initially surfaced when the County and City wanted to complete 
further construction to connect the two trails.  
 
The initial license that was sent to the City last year had a larger than anticipated license fee 
associated with the license at $120,050. The County was also assessed a license and fee, but it 
was much smaller when comparing the price per square foot and when looking at how much trail is 
or will be within the easement.  
 
Staff approached BNSF and JLL to reduce the City’s price per square foot to equal the County’s 
license and they were able to complete that task and issue a new license. The new license fee 
came back as $48,870. An additional contingency that came with the new license was the need for 
a fence to go between the trail and the tracks. Because the trail is so close to the train tracks, a 
fence is required due to safety concerns of the trail users.  
 
Parks staff reached out to several fencing companies to receive quotes on a fence that would 
blend with the current characteristics of the park. A suggestion was to install a split wood fence 
(see Attachment 4). The lowest quote received came back at $31,983. Due to the amount of the 
project, staff has to hold a bid opening, which may change the final project cost.  
 
On February 12, 2020, the Community Land & Recreation Board (CLARB) discussed these items, 
as well as the funding source. As this is a non-budgeted item, CLARB has recommended that the 
purchase of the fence come from the half-cent parks sales tax and the payment of the license 
come from the sum of money obtained from Platte County during the land transfer of Platte 
Landing Park.  
 
Due to the proximity of the trail and future construction of the fencing, the City may be required to 
hire a flagger from BNSF to be present during construction to ensure the safety of the workers and 
the train. This may result in additional expenses needed from the City.  
 
After legal review, staff had one suggestion to BNSF to change the wording of section 23.4 to 
include: “In the event such termination occurs pursuant to this Section 23.4, Licensor shall refund 
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Licensee on a pro-rata basis a portion of the license fee paid by Licensee pursuant to Section 6 
above.” Staff has received a response from BNSF, denying the request for the added language. 
 
During the Finance Committee Meeting on February 24, 2020, Alderman Sportsman requested the 
staff go back to the BNSF broker to ask for the option of paying an annual fee rather than a one-
time fee up front. Staff contacted the appropriate parties and suggested language to be added to 
the agreement that would make that change. The BNSF broker responded again, denying the 
request.  
 
The agreement has been placed back on the Action Agenda due to continued concerns. The 
Board has several options. Since the agreement has already been approved during the February 
18th, 2020 Board meeting, the first option would be to take no action and let the agreement stand 
as approved. The second option would require the Board to rescind the previous approval and to 
then vote no to deny the agreement. The third option would require the Board to rescind the 
previous approval and to then vote to approve the agreement with amendments discussed by the 
Board.  
 
If the Board chooses to rescind and then proceed to deny the agreement, the City will be forced to 
abandon the portion of the trail that is within the BNSF easement and vacate the premises. This 
may include the removal of the trail altogether. If the agreement with Parkville is not approved, 
BNSF will not approve the agreement with the County and the connection trail will not be 
completed. If the Board chooses to rescind and then approve the agreement with amendments 
without exception, BNSF will most likely deny the amendments and require that we vacate the 
premises.  
 
Trail Relocation 
An alternative may exist to move the trail.  Staff has had some survey work performed to determine 
the feasibility of moving the trail outside of the BNSF right of way.  Attachment 2 shows the 
sections of the trail that are within the BNSF Right of Way.  There are a number of challenges in 
moving the trail due to limitations to that portion of English Landing Park.  The alignment would 
change and may be impacted by grades, the location of mature trees, and for a stretch, the 
Missouri River where the railroad right of way is very close to the riverbank.  There is also a cost to 
vacating the trail and moving it.  Relocating the trail was under consideration when the BNSF 
demand for a license was for $120,150.  Once the cost was lowered, it was determined the license 
approach was more cost effective and avoided several limitations in moving the trail.   
 
BUDGET IMPACT: 
Permit fee of $48,870  
Permit processing fee of $800 
Insurance fee of $853.02 
TOTAL:  $50,523.02 – Projects Fund (95.501.04-24-00) 
 
ALTERNATIVES: 
1. Let agreement stand as approved on February 18, 2020. 
2. Rescind the approval of the agreement, done on February 18, 2020. 
3. Approve the agreement with amendments. 
4. Provide alternative direction to staff related to the license. 
5. Postpone the item.  

 
CLARB RECOMMENDATION: 
On February 12, 2020, the Community Land and Recreation Board voted in favor, with a vote of 6-
0, to recommend approval to the Board of Alderman.  
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STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 
Staff recommends the approval of the license for bicycle path/pedestrian pathway with the BNSF 
Railway Company in substantially the form presented to the Board of Aldermen.  
 
POLICY: 
Section 150.050.A. of the Parkville Municipal Code directs CLARB to act in an advisory capacity to 
the Board of Aldermen to develop and administer a writer plan for the care, preservation, pruning, 
planting, replanting, removal or disposition of trees and shrubs along streets and in other public 
areas.  As CLARB serves in an advisory capacity, its recommendations must be approved by the 
Board of Aldermen.  
 
SUGGESTED MOTION(s): 
 
1. If the Board chooses to let the prior approval stand: No motion is necessary 
 
OR 
 
2. If the Board chooses to rescind the prior approval: I move to rescind the approval of the license 

for bicycle path/pedestrian pathway with the BNSF Railway Company, completed on February 
18th, 2020.  
AND 
If the Board votes in favor of rescinding the prior approval and wishes to deny the agreement: I 
move to approve the license for bicycle path/pedestrian pathway with the BNSF Railway 
Company for permission to use the BNSF easement for a trail connector. 

 
OR 
 
3. If the Board chooses to rescind the prior approval: I move to rescind the approval of the license 

for bicycle path/pedestrian pathway with the BNSF Railway Company, completed on February 
18th, 2020.  
AND 
If the Board votes in favor of rescinding the prior approval and wishes to approve the 
agreement with amendments: I move to approve the license for bicycle path/pedestrian 
pathway with the BNSF Railway Company for permission to use the BNSF easement for a trail 
connector with added amendments as discussed by the Board of Aldermen.  

 
ATTACHMENT: 

1. License for Bicycle Path/Pedestrian Pathway 
2. License Exhibit A – Survey Map Showing Existing ROW and Trail Location 
3. Fencing Quote 
4. Picture of fencing example 
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LICENSE FOR BICYCLE PATH/PEDESTRIAN WALKWAY 
 

 
THIS LICENSE FOR BICYCLE PATH/PEDESTRIAN WALKWAY ("License"), is made to be effective 

____________, 2020 (the "Effective Date") by and between BNSF RAILWAY COMPANY, a Delaware corporation 
("Licensor"), and CITY OF PARKVILLE, MISSOURI, a ("Licensee"). 
 

In consideration of the mutual covenants contained herein, the parties agree to the following: 
 
GENERAL 
 
1. Grant of License.   Licensor hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive license, subject to all rights, interests, and 

estates of third parties, including, without limitation, any leases, use rights, easements, liens or other encumbrances, 
and upon the terms and conditions set forth below, to construct and maintain, in strict accordance with the drawings 
and specifications approved by Licensor as part of Licensee's application process (the "Drawings and 
Specifications"), an existing pedestrian walkway/ bicycle path(the "Trail") and to construct new fence across or 
along Licensor’s rail corridor at or near Parkville, County of Platte, State of Missouri, Line Segment 0016, Mile Post 
9.0 to Mile Post 8.51as shown on the attached Drawing No.74201A – 74201C, dated November 21, 2018, attached 
hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by reference (the "Premises"). 

   
2. Term.   This License shall commence on the Effective Date and shall continue for a period of twenty-five (25) years, 

subject to prior termination as hereinafter described. 
 
3. Existing Improvements.   Licensee shall not disturb any improvements of Licensor or Licensor's existing lessees, 

licensees, easement beneficiaries or lien holders, if any, or interfere with the use, repair, maintenance or 
replacement of such improvements. 

 
4. Use of the Premises.   Licensee shall use the Premises solely for construction, maintenance and use of the Trail in 

accordance with the Drawings and Specifications. Licensee shall not use the Premises for any other purpose.  
 
5. Alterations.   Except as set forth in this License, Licensee may not make any alterations to the Premises or 

permanently affix anything to the Premises or any buildings or other structures adjacent to the Premises without 
Licensor's prior written consent 

 
COMPENSATION 
 
6. License Fee.  Licensee shall pay Licensor, prior to the Effective Date, the sum of Forty-Eight Thousand and Eight 

Hundred and Seventy and No/100 Dollars ($ 48,870) as compensation for the use of the Premises. 
 
7. Costs and Expenses. 
 
 7.1 For the purpose of this License, "cost" or "costs" and "expense" or "expenses" includes, but is not limited 

to, actual labor and material costs including all assignable additives, and material and supply costs at 
current value where used.  

 
 7.2 Licensee agrees to reimburse Licensor (pursuant to the terms of Section 8 below) for all costs and 

expenses incurred by Licensor in connection with Licensee's use of the Premises, or the presence, 
construction and maintenance of the Trail including but not limited to the furnishing of Licensor's flaggers 
and any vehicle rental costs incurred.  Licensee shall bear the cost of flagger services and other safety 
measures provided by Licensor, when deemed necessary by Licensor’s representative. Flagging costs 
shall include, but not be limited to, the following: pay for at least an eight (8) hour basic day with time and 
one-half or double time for overtime, rest days and holidays (as applicable); vacation allowance; paid 
holidays (as applicable); railway and unemployment insurance; public liability and property damage 
insurance; health and welfare benefits; transportation; meals; lodging and supervision.  Negotiations for 
railway labor or collective bargaining agreements and rate changes authorized by appropriate Federal 
authorities may increase flagging rates. Flagging rates in effect at the time of performance by the flaggers 
will be used to calculate the flagging costs pursuant to this Section 7. 
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8. Payment Terms.  All invoices are due thirty (30) days after the date of invoice.  If Licensee fails to pay any monies 
due to Licensor within thirty (30) days after the invoice date, then Licensee shall pay interest on such unpaid sum 
from the due date until paid at an annual rate equal to the lesser of (i) the prime rate last published in The Wall 
Street Journal in the preceding December plus two and one-half percent (2.5%), or (ii) the maximum rate permitted 
by law. 

 
LICENSOR’S RESERVED RIGHTS 
 
9.  Reserved Rights of Use.   Licensor excepts and reserves the right, to be exercised by Licensor and any other parties 

who may obtain written permission or authority from Licensor:  
 
  9.1   to maintain, use, operate, repair, replace, modify and relocate any utility, power or communication 

pipe/lines/cables and appurtenances (other than the Trail) and other facilities or structures of like character 
upon, over, under or across the Premises existing as of the Effective Date;  

 
  9.2  to construct, maintain, renew, use, operate, change, modify and relocate any tracks or additional facilities, 

structures and related appurtenances upon, over, under or across the Premises; or  
 
  9.3   to use the Premises in any manner as Licensor in its sole discretion deems appropriate, provided Licensor 

uses all commercially reasonable efforts to avoid material interference with the use of the Premises by 
Licensee for the purpose specified in Section 4 above. 

 
10. Right to Require Relocation.   If at any time during the term of this License, Licensor desires the use of its rail 

corridor in such a manner as would, in Licensor's reasonable opinion, be interfered with by the Trail, Licensee shall, 
at its sole expense, within thirty (30) days after receiving written notice from Licensor to such effect, make such 
changes in the Trail as in the sole discretion of Licensor may be necessary to avoid interference with the proposed 
use of Licensor’s rail corridor, including, without limitation, the relocation of Trail the or the construction of a new 
trail to replace the Trail.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, Licensee agrees to make all emergency changes and minor 
adjustments, as determined by Licensor in its sole discretion, to the Trail promptly upon Licensor’s request. 

 
LICENSEE’S OPERATIONS 
 
11. Construction and Maintenance of the Trail. 
 

11.1 Licensee shall notify Licensor's Roadmaster, Martin.Feighner@BNSF.com or 816-364-7835  , at least ten 
(10) business days prior to entry onto the Premises for construction of the Trail and prior to entering the 
Premises for any subsequent maintenance thereon.  In the event of emergency, Licensee shall notify 
Licensor of Licensee’s entry onto the Premises at the telephone number above as soon as practicable and 
shall promptly thereafter follow up with written notice of such entry. 

 
 11.2 Licensee's on-site supervisors shall retain/maintain a fully executed copy of this License at all times while 

on the Premises. 
 
 11.3 While on the Premises, Licensee shall use only public roadways to cross from one side of Licensor's tracks 

to the other. 
 

11.4 Any contractors or subcontractors performing work on the Trail or entering the Premises on behalf of 
Licensee shall be deemed servants and agents of Licensee for purposes of this License. 

 
 11.5 Under no conditions shall Licensee be permitted to conduct any tests, investigations or any other activity 

using mechanized equipment and/or machinery, or place or store any mechanized equipment, tools or other 
materials, within twenty-five (25) feet of the centerline of any railroad track on the Premises unless Licensee 
has obtained prior written approval from Licensor.  Licensee shall, at its sole cost and expense, perform all 
activities on and about the Premises in such a manner as not at any time to endanger or interfere with (i) 
the existence or use of present or future tracks, roadbeds, or property of Licensor, (ii) the safe operation 
and activities of Licensor or existing third parties, or (iii) the rights or interests of third parties.  If ordered to 
cease using the Premises at any time by Licensor's personnel due to any hazardous condition, Licensee 
shall immediately do so.  Notwithstanding the foregoing right of Licensor, the parties agree that Licensor 

mailto:Martin.Feighner@BNSF.com%20or%20816-364-7835
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has no duty or obligation to monitor Licensee's use of the Premises to determine the safe nature thereof, it 
being solely Licensee's responsibility to ensure that Licensee's use of the Premises is safe.  Neither the 
exercise nor the failure by Licensor to exercise any rights granted in this Section will alter the liability 
allocation provided by this License. 

 
11.6 Licensee shall, at its sole cost and expense, construct and maintain the Trail in such a manner and of such 

material that the Trail will not at any time endanger or interfere with (i) the existence or use of present or 
future tracks, roadbeds, or property of Licensor, (ii) the safe operation and activities of Licensor or existing 
third parties, or (iii) the rights or interests of third parties.  The construction of the Trail shall be completed 
within one (1) year of the Effective Date, and any subsequent maintenance shall be completed within one 
(1) year of initiation.  Within fifteen (15) days after completion of the construction of the Trail or the 
performance of any subsequent maintenance thereon, Licensee shall, at Licensee's own cost and expense, 
restore the Premises to substantially their state as of the Effective Date, unless otherwise approved in 
advance by Licensor in writing.  On or before expiration or termination of this License for any reason, 
Licensee shall, at its sole cost and expense, surrender the Premises to Licensor pursuant to the terms and 
conditions set forth in Section 24 hereof. 

 
11.7 Licensor may direct one or more of its field engineers to observe or inspect the construction and/or 

maintenance of the Trail at any time for compliance with the Drawings and Specifications and Legal 
Requirements (defined below).  If ordered at any time to halt construction or maintenance of the Trail by 
Licensor's personnel due to non-compliance with the Drawings and Specifications or any other hazardous 
condition, Licensee shall immediately do so.  Notwithstanding the foregoing right of Licensor, the parties 
agree that Licensor has no duty or obligation to observe or inspect, or to halt work on, the Trail, it being 
solely Licensee's responsibility to ensure that the Trail is constructed and maintained in strict accordance 
with the Drawings and Specifications and in a safe and workmanlike manner in compliance with all terms 
hereof.  Neither the exercise of, nor the failure by Licensor to exercise, any right granted by this Section will 
alter in any way the liability allocation provided by this License.  If at any time Licensee shall, in the sole 
judgment of Licensor, fail to properly perform its obligations under this Section 11, Licensor may, at its 
option and at Licensee's sole expense, arrange for the performance of such work as it deems necessary 
for the safety of its operations and activities.  Licensee shall promptly reimburse Licensor for all costs and 
expenses of such work, pursuant to the terms of Section 8.  Licensor's failure to perform any obligations 
of Licensee shall not alter the liability allocation hereunder. 

 
12. Boring and Excavation. 
 
 12.1 Prior to Licensee conducting any boring, excavation, or similar work on or about any portion of the Premises, 

Licensee shall explore the proposed location for such work with hand tools to  a  depth  of  at least  three 
(3) feet  below  the  surface  of  the  ground to determine whether pipelines or other structures exist below 
the surface, provided, however, that in lieu of the foregoing, Licensee shall have the right to use suitable 
detection equipment or other generally accepted industry practice (e.g., consulting with the Underground 
Services Association) to determine the existence or location of pipelines and other subsurface structures 
prior to drilling or excavating with mechanized equipment. Licensee may request information from Licensor 
concerning the existence and approximate location of Licensor’s underground lines, utilities, and pipelines 
at or near the vicinity of the proposed Trail by contacting Licensor’s Telecommunications Helpdesk at least 
thirty (30) business days prior to installation of the Trail.  Upon receiving Licensee’s timely request, Licensor 
will provide Licensee with the information Licensor has in its possession regarding any existing underground 
lines, utilities, and pipelines at or near the vicinity of the proposed Trail and, if applicable, identify the location 
of such lines on the Premises pursuant to Licensor’s standard procedures.  Licensor does not warrant the 
accuracy or completeness of information relating to subsurface conditions of the Premises and Licensee's 
operations will be subject at all times to the liability provisions herein. 
 

12.2  For all bores greater than twenty-six (26) inch diameter and at a depth less than ten (10) feet below bottom 
of rail, a soil investigation must be performed by Licensee and reviewed by Licensor prior to construction.  
This study is to determine if granular material is present, and to prevent subsidence during the installation 
process.  If the investigation determines in Licensor's reasonable opinion that granular material is present, 
Licensor may select a new location for Licensee's use, or may require Licensee to furnish for Licensor's 
review and approval, in Licensor’s sole discretion a remedial plan to deal with the granular material.  Once 
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Licensor has approved any such remedial plan in writing, Licensee shall, at Licensee’s sole cost and 
expense, carry out the approved plan in accordance with all terms thereof and hereof. 

 
12.3 Any open hole, boring or well constructed on the Premises by Licensee shall be safely covered and secured 

at all times when Licensee is not working in the actual vicinity thereof.  Following completion of that portion 
of the work, all holes or borings constructed on the Premises by Licensee shall be:  

 
12.3.1 filled in to surrounding ground level with compacted bentonite grout; or  

 
 12.3.2  otherwise secured or retired in accordance with any applicable Legal Requirement. No excavated 

materials may remain on Licensor’s property for more than ten (10) days, but must be properly 
disposed of by Licensee in accordance with applicable Legal Requirements. 

 
LIABILITY AND INSURANCE 
 
13. Liability and Indemnification. 
 
 13.1 For purposes of this License: (a) "Indemnitees" means Licensor and Licensor's affiliated companies, 

partners, successors, assigns, legal representatives, officers, directors, shareholders, employees, and 
agents; (b) "Liabilities" means all claims, liabilities, fines, penalties, costs, damages, losses, liens, causes 
of action, suits, demands, judgments, and expenses (including, without limitation, court costs, reasonable 
attorneys' fees, costs of investigation, removal and remediation, and governmental oversight costs) 
environmental or otherwise; and (c) "Licensee Parties" means Licensee and Licensee's officers, agents, 
invitees (including, but not limited to, member of the general public), licensees, employees, or contractors, 
or any party directly or indirectly employed by any of them, or any party they control or exercise control 
over. 

 
 13.2 TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, LICENSEE SHALL, AND SHALL CAUSE ITS 

CONTRACTOR TO, RELEASE, INDEMNIFY, DEFEND AND HOLD HARMLESS INDEMNITEES FOR, 
FROM, AND AGAINST ANY AND ALL LIABILITIES OF ANY NATURE, KIND, OR DESCRIPTION 
DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY ARISING OUT OF, RESULTING FROM, OR RELATED TO (IN WHOLE OR 
IN PART): 

 
13.2.1 THIS LICENSE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ITS ENVIRONMENTAL PROVISIONS, 

 
13.2.2 ANY RIGHTS OR INTERESTS GRANTED PURSUANT TO THIS LICENSE, 

 
  13.2.3 LICENSEE'S OCCUPATION AND USE OF THE PREMISES, 
 

13.2.4 THE ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITION AND STATUS OF THE PREMISES CAUSED BY OR 
CONTRIBUTED TO BY LICENSEE, OR 

 
13.2.5 ANY ACT OR OMISSION OF ANY LICENSEE PARTY. 
 

13.3 TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, LICENSEE NOW AND FOREVER WAIVES ANY 
AND ALL CLAIMS THAT BY VIRTUE OF ENTERING INTO THIS LICENSE, LICENSOR IS A 
GENERATOR, OWNER, OPERATOR, ARRANGER, OR TRANSPORTER FOR THE PURPOSES OF 
THE COMPREHENSIVE ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSE, COMPENSATION, AND LIABILITY ACT, AS 
AMENDED ("CERCLA") OR OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS (DEFINED BELOW).  LICENSEE WILL 
INDEMNIFY, DEFEND, AND HOLD THE INDEMNITEES HARMLESS FROM ANY AND ALL SUCH 
CLAIMS.  NOTHING IN THIS LICENSE IS MEANT BY EITHER PARTY TO CONSTITUTE A WAIVER OF 
ANY INDEMNITEE'S COMMON CARRIER DEFENSES AND THIS LICENSE SHOULD NOT BE SO 
CONSTRUED.  IF ANY AGENCY OR COURT CONSTRUES THIS LICENSE TO BE A WAIVER OF ANY 
INDEMNITEE'S COMMON CARRIER DEFENSES, LICENSEE AGREES TO INDEMNIFY, HOLD 
HARMLESS, AND DEFEND INDEMNITEES FOR ANY LIABILITIES RELATED TO THAT 
CONSTRUCTION OF THIS LICENSE.  IN NO EVENT AS BETWEEN LICENSOR AND LICENSEE AS 
TO USE OF THE PREMISES AS CONTEMPLATED BY THIS LICENSE SHALL LICENSOR BE 
RESPONSIBLE TO LICENSEE FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITION OF THE PREMISES. 
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13.4 IF ANY EMPLOYEE OF ANY LICENSEE PARTY ASSERTS THAT HE OR SHE IS AN EMPLOYEE OF 

ANY INDEMNITEE, TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, LICENSEE SHALL, AND SHALL 
CAUSE ITS CONTRACTOR TO, RELEASE, INDEMNIFY, DEFEND, AND HOLD THE INDEMNITEES 
HARMLESS FROM AND AGAINST ANY LIABILITIES ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO (IN WHOLE 
OR IN PART) ANY SUCH ASSERTION INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ASSERTIONS OF 
EMPLOYMENT BY AN INDEMNITEE RELATED TO THE FOLLOWING OR ANY PROCEEDINGS 
THEREUNDER: THE FEDERAL EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY ACT, THE SAFETY APPLIANCE ACT, THE 
LOCOMOTIVE INSPECTION ACT, THE OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ACT, THE 
RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND RECOVERY ACT, AND ANY SIMILAR STATE OR FEDERAL 
STATUTE.   

 
13.5 THE FOREGOING OBLIGATIONS OF LICENSEE SHALL NOT APPLY TO THE EXTENT LIABILITIES 

ARE PROXIMATELY CAUSED BY THE GROSS NEGLIGENCE OR WILLFUL MISCONDUCT OF ANY 
INDEMNITEE, BUT SHALL APPLY TO ALL OTHER LIABILITIES, INCLUDING THOSE ARISING FROM 
OR ATTRIBUTED TO ANY OTHER ALLEGED OR ACTUAL NEGLIGENCE, INTENTIONAL ACTS, OR 
STRICT LIABILITY OF ANY INDEMNITEE. 

 
13.6 Upon written notice from Licensor, Licensee agrees to assume the defense of any lawsuit or other 

proceeding brought against any Indemnitee by any entity, relating to any matter covered by this License for 
which Licensee has an obligation to assume liability for and/or save and hold harmless any Indemnitee.  
Licensee shall pay all costs and expenses incident to such defense, including, but not limited to, reasonable 
attorneys' fees, investigators' fees, litigation and appeal expenses, settlement payments, and amounts paid 
in satisfaction of judgments. 

 
14.  Personal Property Risk of Loss.  ALL PERSONAL PROPERTY, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, FIXTURES, 

EQUIPMENT, OR RELATED MATERIALS UPON THE PREMISES WILL BE AT THE RISK OF LICENSEE ONLY, 
AND NO INDEMNITEE WILL BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGE THERETO OR THEFT THEREOF, WHETHER OR 
NOT DUE IN WHOLE OR IN PART TO THE NEGLIGENCE OF ANY INDEMNITEE. 

 
15. Insurance.   Licensee shall, at its sole cost and expense, procure and maintain during the term of this License the 

following insurance coverage: 
 

15.1 Commercial General Liability “CGL” Insurance.   
 

a. The policy will provide a minimum of $2,000,000 per occurrence and an aggregate limit of at least 
$4,000,000 but in no event will the coverage be in an amount less than the amount otherwise carried 
by Licensee.  Coverage must be purchased on a post 2004 ISO occurrence form or equivalent and 
include coverage for, but not limited to, the following: 
 Bodily Injury and Property Damage 
 Personal Injury and Advertising Injury 
 Fire legal liability 
 Products and completed operations 
 Contractual Liability for an “Insured Contract” consistent with the definition under the standard ISO 

general liability policy form. 
 

b. This policy will include the following endorsements or language, which shall be indicated on or attached 
to the certificate of insurance: 
 The definition of “Insured Contract” will be amended to remove any exclusion or other limitation for 

any work being done within 50 feet of Licensor’s property; 
 Waiver of subrogation in favor of and acceptable to Licensor; 
 Additional insured endorsement in favor of and acceptable to Licensor and Jones Lang LaSalle 

Brokerage, Inc. to include coverage for ongoing operations and completed operations; 
 Separation of insureds; and 
 The policy shall be primary and non-contributing with respect to any insurance carried by Licensor.   
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c. The parties agree that the workers’ compensation and employers’ liability related exclusions in the CGL 
policy(s) are intended to apply to employees of the policyholder and will not apply to Licensor’s 
employees. 
 

d. No other endorsements that limit coverage with respect to Licensee’s obligations under this agreement 
may be included on the policy. 

 
15.2 Business Automobile Insurance. 
 

a. The insurance will provide minimum coverage with a combined single limit of at least $1,000,000 per 
accident, and include coverage for, but not limited to the following: 
 
 Bodily injury and property damage. 
 Any and all vehicles owned, used or hired. 

 
b. The policy will include the following endorsements or language, which will be indicated on or attached 

to the certificate of insurance: 
 
 Waiver of subrogation in favor of and acceptable to Licensor; 
 Additional insured endorsement in favor of and acceptable to Licensor; 
 Separation of insureds; 
 The policy shall be primary and non-contributing with respect to any insurance carried by Licensor. 

 
15.3 Workers' Compensation and Employers' Liability Insurance. 
 

a. The policy will provide coverage of all employees performing any part of the  installation or 
maintenance of the Trail including coverage for, but not limited to: 
 Licensee's statutory liability under the workers' compensation laws of the state(s) in which the work 

or services under this agreement are to be performed.  The policy will cover all of Licensee’s 
employees, regardless of whether such coverage is optional under the law of that state(s). 

 Employers' Liability (Part B) with limits of at least $500,000 each accident, $500,000 by disease 
policy limit, $500,000 by disease each employee. 

 
b. The policy will include contain the following endorsements or language, which shall be indicated on or 

attached to the certificate of insurance: 
 
 Waiver of subrogation in favor of and acceptable to Licensor. 

 
15.4 Railroad Protective Liability Insurance.  The policy will name only Licensor as the Insured and will provide 

coverage of at least $2,000,000 per occurrence and $6,000,000 in the aggregate.  The coverage obtained 
under this policy shall only be effective during the initial installation and/or construction of the Trail.  THE 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE TRAIL SHALL BE COMPLETED WITHIN ONE (1) YEAR OF THE EFFECTIVE 
DATE.  If further maintenance of the Trail is needed at a later date, an additional Railroad Protective Liability 
Insurance Policy shall be required.  The policy will be issued on a standard ISO form CG 00 35 12 04 and 
include the following: 

 
 Endorsed to include the Pollution Exclusion Amendment.  
 Endorsed to include the Limited Seepage and Pollution Endorsement. 
 Endorsed to remove any exclusion for punitive damages.   
 Endorsed to include Evacuation Expense Coverage Endorsement. 
 No other endorsements restricting coverage may be added. 
 The original policy must be provided to Licensor and Licensee shall not perform any work or services 

of any kind under this agreement until Licensor has reviewed and approved the policy. 
 The definition of "Physical Damage to Property" will be endorsed to read: "means direct and accidental 

loss of or damage to all property owned by any named insured and all property in any named insured's 
care, custody and control (including, but not limited to rolling stock and their contents, mechanical 
construction equipment or motive power equipment, railroad tracks, roadbeds, catenaries, signals, 
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tunnels, bridges and buildings) arising out of the acts or omissions of the contractor named on the 
Declarations." 
 

In lieu of providing a Railroad Protective Liability Policy, for a period of one (1) year from the Effective Date, 
Licensee may participate in Licensor's Blanket Railroad Protective Liability Insurance Policy available to 
Licensee or its contractor.  The limits of coverage are the same as above.  The cost is $ 853.02. 

 
 License may elect to participate in Licensor's Blanket Policy; 

 
 Licensee declines to participate in Licensor's Blanket Policy. 

 
15.5 Other Requirements: 

 
15.5.1 Where allowable by law, no exclusion for punitive damages may be included in any policy. 

 
15.5.2 Licensee agrees to waive its right of recovery against Licensor for all claims and suits against 

Licensor.  In addition, Licensee's insurers, through the terms of the policy or policy endorsement, 
waive their right of subrogation against Licensor for all claims and suits.  Licensee further waives 
its right of recovery, and its insurers also waive their right of subrogation against Licensor for loss 
of Licensee's owned or leased property or property under Licensee's care, custody, or control. 

 
15.5.3 Allocated Loss Expense, including but not limited to defense costs and expenses, will be in addition 

to all policy limits for coverage under the insurance requirements. 
 

15.5.4 Licensee is not allowed to self-insure without the prior written consent of Licensor.  If Licensor 
allows Licensee to self-insure, Licensee shall directly cover any self-insured retention or other 
financial responsibility for claims in lieu of insurance. Any and all Licensor liabilities that would 
otherwise be covered by Licensee's insurance in accordance with the provisions of this agreement, 
will be covered as if Licensee elected not to include a self-insured retention or other financial 
responsibility for claims. 

 
15.5.5 Prior to entering the Premises or commencing any work related to the installation or subsequent 

maintenance of the Trail, Licensee shall furnish to Licensor an acceptable certificate(s) of insurance 
from an authorized representative evidencing the required coverage(s), endorsements, and 
amendments.   

 
15.5.6 Licensee agrees to provide evidence to Licensor that it has the required coverage in place at least 

annually or in the event of a renewal or material change of coverage. 
 

15.5.7 Any insurance policy shall be written by a reputable insurance company acceptable to Licensor or 
with a current Best's Guide Rating of A- and Class VII or better, and authorized to do business in 
the state(s) in which the service is to be provided. 

 
15.5.8 If the coverage provided by any of the insurance policies required by this agreement is purchased 

on a "claims made" basis, Licensee hereby agrees to maintain coverage in force for a minimum of 
three years after expiration, cancellation or termination of this agreement. 

 
15.5.9   Licensee agrees to provide evidence to Licensor that it has the required coverage in place at least 

annually or in the event of a renewal or material change of coverage. 
 

15.5.10 Licensee represents that this License has been thoroughly reviewed by Licensee's insurance 
agent(s)/broker(s), and that Licensee has instructed them to procure the insurance coverage 
required by this License.   

 
15.5.11 Not more frequently than once every five years, Licensor may, at its discretion, reasonably modify 

the insurance requirements to reflect the then-current risk management practices in the railroad 
industry and underwriting practices in the insurance industry. 
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15.5.12 If Licensee will subcontract any portion of the operation, Licensee shall require that the 
subcontractor provide and maintain insurance coverage(s) as set forth herein, naming Licensor as 
an additional insured.  In addition Licensee shall require that the subcontractor shall release, defend 
and indemnify Licensee to the same extent and under the same terms and conditions as Licensee 
is required to release, defend and indemnify Licensor under this agreement. 

  
15.5.13 Failure to provide evidence as required by this section shall entitle, but not require, Licensor to 

terminate this License immediately.  Acceptance of a certificate that does not comply with this 
section shall not operate as a waiver of Licensee's obligations hereunder. 

 
15.5.14 The fact that Licensee obtains insurance (including, without limitation, self-insurance) shall not 

release or diminish Licensee’s liabilities or obligations including, without limitation, the liabilities and 
obligations under the indemnity provisions of the License.  Damages recoverable by Licensor shall 
not be limited by the amount of the required insurance coverage. 

 
15.5.15 In the event of a claim or lawsuit involving Licensor arising out of this agreement, Licensee will 

make the policy covering such claims or lawsuits available to Licensor. 
  
15.5.16  If Licensee maintains broader coverage and/or higher limits than the minimum requirements in 

this Agreement, Licensor requires and shall be entitled to the broader coverage and/or the higher 
limits.  Any available insurance proceeds in excess of the specified minimum limits of insurance 
and coverage shall be available to Licensor. 

 
15.5.17 These insurance provisions are intended to be a separate and distinct obligation on the part of the 

Licensee.  Therefore, these provisions shall be enforceable and Licensee shall be bound thereby 
regardless of whether or not indemnity provisions are determined to be enforceable in the 
jurisdiction in which the work or services performed under this License is performed. 

 
15.5.18  For purposes of this Section 15, Licensor shall mean "Burlington Northern Santa Fe, LLC", "BNSF 

Railway Company" and the subsidiaries, successors, assigns and affiliates of each. 
 
16. Compliance with Laws, Rules, and Regulations.   
 

16.1 Licensee shall observe and comply with any and all laws, statutes, regulations, ordinances, orders, 
covenants, restrictions, or decisions of any court of competent jurisdiction ("Legal Requirements") relating 
to the construction, maintenance, and use of the Trail and the use of the Premises. 

   
  16.2 Prior to entering the Premises, Licensee shall and shall cause its contractor(s) to comply with all Licensor’s 

applicable safety rules and regulations.  Licensee must ensure that each of its employees, contractors, 
agents or invitees entering upon the Premises completes the safety orientation program at the website 
www.BNSFcontractor.com (the "Safety Orientation") within one (1) year prior to entering upon the 
Premises.  Additionally, Licensee must ensure that each and every employee of Licensee, its contractors, 
agents and invitees possess a card certifying completion of the Safety Orientation prior to entering upon 
the Premises.  Licensee must renew the Safety Orientation annually. 

 
16.3 Licensee shall obtain on or before the date it or its contractor enters the Premises, any and all additional 

rights-of way, easements, licenses and other agreements relating to the grant of rights and interests in 
and/or access to the Premises (collectively, the "Rights") and such other rights, licenses, permits, 
authorizations, and approvals (including without limitation, any necessary local, state, federal or tribal 
authorizations and environmental permits) that are necessary in order to permit Licensee to construct, 
maintain, own and operate the Trail and otherwise to perform its obligations hereunder in accordance with 
the terms and conditions hereof. 

 
16.4 Licensee shall either require that the initial stated term of each such Rights be for a period that does not 

expire, in accordance with its ordinary terms, prior to the last day of the term of this License or, if the initial 
stated term of any such Right expires in accordance with its ordinary terms on a date earlier than the last 
day of the term of this License, Licensee shall, at its cost, exercise any renewal rights thereunder, or 
otherwise acquire such extensions, additions and/or replacements as may be necessary, in order to cause 
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the stated term thereof to be continued until a date that is not earlier than the last day of the term of this 
License.  

 
16.5 Upon the expiration or termination of any Right that is necessary in order for Licensee to own, operate or 

use the Trail in accordance with the terms and conditions of this License, this License thereby shall 
automatically expire upon such expiration or termination of the Right. 

 
16.6. While this License is personal to Licensee and its invitees, it is recognized that the Trail may be used by 

unauthorized persons, and Licensee agrees that for the purposes of this License all persons using the Trail 
shall be deemed the agents or invitees of Licensee. 

 
17. Environmental. 
 
 17.1 Licensee shall strictly comply with all federal, state and local environmental Legal Requirements and 

regulations in its use of the Premises, including, but not limited to, the Resource Conservation and Recovery 
Act, as amended (RCRA), the Clean Water Act, the Oil Pollution Act, the Hazardous Materials 
Transportation Act, and CERCLA (collectively referred to as the "Environmental Laws").  Licensee shall 
not maintain a treatment, storage, transfer or disposal facility, or underground storage tank, as defined by 
Environmental Laws on the Premises.  Licensee shall not release or suffer the release of oil or hazardous 
substances, as defined by Environmental Laws on or about the Premises. 

 
  17.2 Licensee covenants that it will not handle or transport "hazardous waste" or "hazardous substances", as 

"hazardous waste" and "hazardous substances" may now or in the future be defined by any federal, state, 
or local governmental agency or body through the Trail on Licensor’s property.  Licensee agrees periodically 
to furnish Licensor with proof, satisfactory to Licensor that Licensee is in compliance with the provisions of 
this Section 17.2. 

 
  17.3 Licensee shall give Licensor immediate notice to Licensor’s Resource Operations Center at (800) 832-5452 

of any known (i) release of hazardous substances on, from, or affecting the Premises, (ii) violation of 
Environmental Laws, or (iii) inspection or inquiry by governmental authorities charged with enforcing 
Environmental Laws with respect to Licensee's use of the Premises.   Licensee shall use the best efforts to 
promptly respond to any release on or from the Premises. Licensee also shall give Licensor immediate 
notice of all measures undertaken on behalf of Licensee to investigate, remediate, respond to or otherwise 
cure such release or violation. 

 
  17.4 If Licensor has notice from Licensee or otherwise of a release or violation of Environmental Laws arising in 

any way with respect to the Trail which occurred or may occur during the term of this License, Licensor may 
require Licensee, at Licensee's sole risk and expense, to take timely measures to investigate, remediate, 
respond to or otherwise cure such release or violation affecting the Premises or Licensor's right-of-way. 

 
  17.5 Licensee shall promptly report to Licensor in writing any conditions or activities upon the Premises known 

to Licensee which create a risk of harm to persons, property or the environment and shall take whatever 
action is necessary to prevent injury to persons, property or the environment arising out of such conditions 
or activities; provided, however, that Licensee's reporting to Licensor shall not relieve Licensee of any 
obligation whatsoever imposed on it by this License.  Licensee shall promptly respond to Licensor’s request 
for information regarding said conditions or activities. 

 
DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES 

 
18. No Warranties. 
 

18.1 LICENSOR’S DUTIES AND WARRANTIES ARE LIMITED TO THOSE EXPRESSLY STATED IN THIS 
LICENSE AND SHALL NOT INCLUDE ANY IMPLIED DUTIES OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, NOW OR 
IN THE FUTURE.  NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES HAVE BEEN MADE BY LICENSOR 
OTHER THAN THOSE CONTAINED IN THIS LICENSE.  LICENSEE HEREBY WAIVES ANY AND ALL 
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH RESPECT TO THE PREMISES OR WHICH MAY EXIST 
BY OPERATION OF LAW OR IN EQUITY, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTY OF 
MERCHANTABILITY, HABITABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 
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  18.2 LICENSOR MAKES NO WARRANTY, REPRESENTATION OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS 

OR IMPLIED, CONCERNING (A) THE SCOPE OF THE LICENSE OR OTHER RIGHTS GRANTED 
HEREUNDER TO LICENSEE OR (B) WHETHER OR NOT LICENSEE'S 
CONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE, OWNERSHIP, USE OR OPERATION OF THE TRAIL WILL 
VIOLATE OR INFRINGE UPON THE RIGHTS, INTERESTS AND ESTATES OF THIRD PARTIES, 
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY LEASES, USE RIGHTS, EASEMENTS AND LIENS OF ANY 
THIRD PARTY.   

 
19. Disclaimer of Warranty for Quiet Enjoyment.   LICENSOR DOES NOT WARRANT ITS TITLE TO THE PREMISES 

NOR UNDERTAKE TO DEFEND LICENSEE IN THE PEACEABLE POSSESSION OR USE THEREOF.  NO 
COVENANT OF QUIET ENJOYMENT IS MADE. 

 
20. Eviction at Risk of Licensee.   In case of the eviction of Licensee by anyone owning, claiming title to, or claiming 

any interest in the Premises, or by the abandonment by Licensor of the affected rail corridor, Licensor shall not be 
liable (i) to refund Licensee any compensation paid hereunder, except for the pro-rata part of any recurring charge 
paid in advance, or (ii) for any damage Licensee sustains in connection with the eviction. 
 

LIENS AND TAXES 
 
21. Liens and Charges.   Licensee shall promptly pay and discharge any and all liens arising out of any construction, 

alterations or repairs done, suffered or permitted to be done by Licensee on Premises. Licensor is hereby authorized 
to post any notices or take any other action upon or with respect to Premises that is or may be permitted by law to 
prevent the attachment of any such liens to Premises; provided, however, that failure of Licensor to take any such 
action shall not relieve Licensee of any obligation or liability under this Section 21 or any other Section of this 
License. 

 
22. Taxes.   Licensee shall pay when due any taxes, assessments or other charges (collectively, "Taxes" levied or 

assessed by any governmental or quasi-governmental body upon the Trail or any other improvements constructed 
or installed on the Premises by or for Licensee (collectively, the "Improvements") or any Taxes levied or assessed 
against Licensor or the Premises that are attributable to the Improvements. 

 
DEFAULT, TERMINATION, AND SURRENDER 
 
23. Default and Termination.   In addition to and not in limitation of Licensor’s right to terminate for failure to provide 

evidence of insurance as required pursuant to the terms of Section 15, the following events are also deemed to be 
events of default pursuant to which Licensor has the right to terminate as set forth below: 

 
  23.1 If default shall be made in any of Licensee’s covenants, agreements, or obligations contained in this License 

and Licensee fails to cure said default within thirty (30) days after written notice is provided to Licensee by 
Licensor, or in case of any assignment or transfer of this License in violation of Section 26 below, Licensor 
may, at its option, terminate this License by serving five (5) days' notice in writing upon Licensee.  
Notwithstanding the foregoing, Licensor shall have the right to terminate this License immediately if 
Licensee fails to provide evidence of insurance as required in Section 15.   

 
23.2 Should Licensee not comply fully with the obligations of Section 17 regarding the handling or transporting 

of hazardous waste or hazardous material, notwithstanding anything contained in any other provision of 
this License, Licensor may, at its option, terminate this License by serving five (5) days' notice of termination 
upon Licensee. 

 
23.3 Any waiver by Licensor of any default or defaults shall not constitute a waiver of the right to terminate this 

License for any subsequent default or defaults, nor shall any such waiver in any way affect Licensor's ability 
to enforce any Section of this License.  The remedies set forth in this Section 23 shall be in addition to, 
and not in limitation of, any other remedies that Licensor may have at law or in equity. 

 
23.4 In addition to and not in limitation of Licensor's rights to terminate this License for failure to provide evidence 

of insurance or occurrence of defaults as described above, this License may be terminated by either party, 
at any time, by serving thirty (30) days' written notice of termination upon the other party.  Such termination 
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shall not release either party hereto from any liability or obligation under the License, whether of indemnity 
or otherwise, resulting from any acts, omissions or events happening prior to the date of termination or 
thereafter in case by the terms of the License it is provided that anything shall or may be done after 
termination hereof. 

 
24. Surrender of the Premises. 
 
 24.1 On or before expiration or termination of this License for any reason, Licensee shall, at its sole cost and 

expense: 
 

24.1.1 if so directed by Licensor in writing, remove the Improvements; 
 

24.1.2 report and restore any damage to the Premises or Licensor's other property arising from, growing 
out of, or connected with Licensee's use of the Premises;  

 
24.1.3 remedy any unsafe conditions on the Premises created or aggravated by Licensee; and  

 
24.1.4 leave the Premises in substantially the condition which existed as of the Effective Date. 

 
24.2 Upon any expiration or termination of this License, if Licensee fails to surrender the Premises to Licensor 

or if Licensee fails to complete its obligations under Section 24.1 above (the "Restoration Obligations"), 
Licensee shall have a limited license to enter upon the Premises solely to the extent necessary for Licensee 
to complete the Restoration Obligations, and all liabilities and obligations of Licensee hereunder shall 
continue in effect until the Premises are surrendered and the Restoration Obligations are completed. 
Neither termination nor expiration shall release Licensee from any liability or obligation under this License, 
whether of indemnity or otherwise, resulting from any acts, omissions or events happening prior to the date 
of termination, or, if later, the date when Licensee surrenders the Premises and all of the Restoration 
Obligations are completed. 

 
24.3 If Licensee fails to complete the Restoration Obligations within thirty (30) days after the date of such 

termination of its tenancy, then Licensor may, at its election, either: (i) remove the Electric Supply Line and 
the other Improvements or otherwise restore the Premises, and in such event Licensee shall, within thirty 
(30) days after receipt of bill therefor, reimburse Licensor for cost incurred, (ii) upon written notice to 
Licensee, take and hold the Electric Supply Line and the other Improvements and personal property as its 
sole property, without payment or obligation to Licensee therefor, or (iii) specifically enforce Licensee's 
obligation to restore and/or pursue any remedy at law or in equity against Licensee for failure to so restore.  
Further, if Licensor has consented to the Electric Supply Line and the other Improvements remaining on 
the Premises following termination, Licensee shall, upon request by Licensor, provide a bill of sale in a form 
acceptable to Licensor conveying the Electric Supply Line and the other Improvements to Licensor for no 
additional consideration. 

 
MISCELLANEOUS 
 
25. Successors and Assigns.  All provisions contained in this License shall be binding upon, inure to the benefit of, and 

be enforceable by the respective successors and assigns of Licensor and Licensee to the same extent as if each 
such successor and assign was named a party to this License. 

 
26. Assignment. 
 
 26.1 Licensee may not sell, assign, transfer, or hypothecate this License or any right, obligation, or interest 

herein (either voluntarily or by operation of law, merger, or otherwise) without the prior written consent of 
Licensor, which consent may not be unreasonably withheld or delayed by Licensor.  Any attempted 
assignment by Licensee in violation of this Section 26 shall be a breach of this License and, in addition, 
shall be voidable by Licensor in its sole and absolute discretion. 

 
26.2 For purposes of this Section 26, the word "assign" shall include without limitation (a) any sale of the equity 

interests of Licensee following which the equity interest holders of Licensee immediately prior to such sale 
own, directly or indirectly, less than 50% of the combined voting power of the outstanding voting equity 
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interests of Licensee, (b) any sale of all or substantially all of the assets of (i) Licensee and (ii) to the extent 
such entities exist, Licensee's parent and subsidiaries, taken as a whole, or (c) any reorganization, 
recapitalization, merger or consolidation involving Licensee.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, any 
reorganization, recapitalization, merger or consolidation following which the equity interest holders of 
Licensee immediately prior to such reorganization, recapitalization, merger or consolidation own, directly 
or indirectly, at least 50% of the combined voting power of the outstanding voting equity interests of 
Licensee or any successor thereto or the entity resulting from such reorganization, recapitalization, merger 
or consolidation shall not be deemed an assignment.  THIS LICENSE SHALL NOT RUN WITH THE LAND 
WITHOUT THE EXPRESS WRITTEN CONSENT OF LICENSOR, SUCH CONSENT TO BE IN 
LICENSOR'S SOLE DISCRETION. 

 
26.3 Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 26.1 above or anything contained in this License to the contrary, 

if Licensee sells, assigns, transfers, or hypothecates this License or any interest herein in contravention of 
the provisions of this License (a "Purported Assignment") to another party (a "Purported Transferee"), 
the Purported Transferee's enjoyment of the rights and privileges granted under this License shall be 
deemed to be the Purported Transferee's agreement to be bound by all of the terms and provisions of this 
License, including but not limited to the obligation to comply with the provisions of Section 15 above 
concerning insurance requirements.  In addition to and not in limitation of the foregoing, Licensee, for itself, 
its successors and assigns, shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless Licensor for all Liabilities of any 
nature, kind or description of any person or entity directly or indirectly arising out of, resulting from or related 
to (in whole or in part) a Purported Assignment.  

 
26.4 The provisions of this Section 26 shall survive the expiration or earlier termination of this License. 

 
27. Notices.  Any notice, invoice, or other writing required or permitted to be given hereunder by one party to the other 

shall be in writing and the same shall be given and shall be deemed to have been served and given if (i) placed in 
the United States mail, certified, return receipt requested, or (ii) deposited into the custody of a nationally recognized 
overnight delivery service, addressed to the party to be notified at the address for such party specified below, or to 
such other address as the party to be notified may designate by giving the other party no less than thirty (30) days' 
advance written notice of such change in address. 

 
If to Licensor:  Jones Lang LaSalle Brokerage, Inc. 

4200 Buckingham Rd., Suite 110 
Fort Worth, TX 76155 
Attn:  Permits/Licenses 

 
with a copy to:  BNSF Railway Company 

2301 Lou Menk Dr., GOB-3W 
Fort Worth, TX  76131 
Attn:  Senior Manager Real Estate 

 
If to Licensee:  City of Parkville, Missouri 

    8880 Clark Avenue 
    Parkville, MO 64152 
    Attn: Joe Parente 
 
28. Survival.  Neither termination nor expiration will release either party from any liability or obligation under this License, 

whether of indemnity or otherwise, resulting from any acts, omissions or events happening prior to the date of 
termination or expiration, or, if later, the date when the Trail and the other Improvements are removed and the 
Premises are restored to its condition as of the Effective Date. 

 
29. Recordation.  It is understood and agreed that this License shall not be placed or allowed to be placed on public 

record. 
 
30. Applicable Law.  All questions concerning the interpretation or application of provisions of this License shall be 

decided according to the substantive laws of the State of Texas without regard to conflicts of law provisions. 
 
31. Severability.  To the maximum extent possible, each provision of this License shall be interpreted in such manner 
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as to be effective and valid under applicable law, but if any provision of this License shall be prohibited by, or held 
to be invalid under, applicable law, such provision shall be ineffective solely to the extent of such prohibition or 
invalidity, and this shall not invalidate the remainder of such provision or any other provision of this License. 

 
32. Integration.  This License is the full and complete agreement between Licensor and Licensee with respect to all 

matters relating to Licensee's use of the Premises, and supersedes any and all other agreements between the 
parties hereto relating to Licensee's use of the Premises as described herein. However, nothing herein is intended 
to terminate any surviving obligation of Licensee or Licensee's obligation to defend and hold Licensor harmless in 
any prior written agreement between the parties.  

 
33. Joint and Several Liability.  If Licensee consists of two or more parties, all the covenants and agreements of 

Licensee herein contained shall be the joint and several covenants and agreements of such parties. 
 
34. Waiver.  The waiver by Licensor of the breach of any provision herein by Licensee shall in no way impair the right 

of Licensor to enforce that provision for any subsequent breach thereof. 
 
35. Interpretation. 
 

35.1 This License shall be interpreted in a neutral manner, and not more strongly for or against any party based 
upon the source of the draftsmanship; both parties hereby agree that this License shall not be subject to 
the principle that a contract would be construed against the party which drafted the same.  Article titles, 
headings to sections and paragraphs and the table of contents (if any) are inserted for convenience of 
reference only and are not intended to be a part or to affect the meaning or interpretation hereof.  The 
exhibit or exhibits referred to herein shall be construed with and as an integral part of this License to the 
same extent as if they were set forth verbatim herein. 

 
35.2 As used herein, "include", "includes" and "including" are deemed to be followed by "without limitation" 

whether or not they are in fact followed by such words or words of like import; "writing", "written" and 
comparable terms refer to printing, typing, lithography and other means of reproducing words in a visible 
form; references to any person are also to that person's successors and permitted assigns; "hereof", 
"herein", "hereunder" and comparable terms refer to the entirety hereof and not to any particular article, 
section, or other subdivision hereof or attachment hereto; references to any gender include references to 
the masculine or feminine as the context requires; references to the plural include the singular and vice 
versa; and references to this License or other documents are as amended, modified or supplemented from 
time to time. 

 

36. Counterparts.  This License may be executed in multiple counterparts, each of which shall, for all purposes, be 
deemed an original but which together shall constitute one and the same instrument, and the signature pages from 
any counterpart may be appended to any other counterpart to assemble fully executed documents, and counterparts 
of this License may also be exchanged via email or electronic facsimile machines and any email or electronic 
facsimile of any party's signature shall be deemed to be an original signature for all purposes. 

 
37. Licensor's Representative.  Jones Lang LaSalle Brokerage, Inc. is acting as representative for BNSF Railway 

Company. 
 
 

END OF PAGE – SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS 
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This License has been duly executed by the parties hereto as of the date below each party's signature; to be 
effective, however, as of the Effective Date. 
 
 
LICENSOR: 
 
BNSF Railway Company, a Delaware corporation 
 
By: Jones Lang LaSalle Brokerage, Inc. 
 4200 Buckingham Rd., Suite 110 

Fort Worth, TX 76155 
 
 
By:        
 
Name:        
 
Title:        
 
Date:        
 
 
 
LICENSEE: 
 
CITY OF PARKVILLE, MO      
 
 
 
By:        
 
Name:        
 
Title:        
 
Date:        
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EXHIBIT "A"

ATTACHED TO CONTRACT BETWEEN
BNSF RAILWAY COMPANY

AND

CITY OF PARKVILLE, MISSOURI

STATE OF  MO

A PARCEL(S) OF LAND CONTAINING A TOTAL OF 27,338 SQ FT.
(0.62 A.C.) MORE OR LESS SHOWN HATCHED. TO BE USED 
FOR EXISTING TRAIL AND TO CONSTRUCT FENCE WITHIN 
BNSF RIGHT OF WAY

DESCRIPTION:LEGEND:
PREMISES
RIGHT OF WAY LINE
TRACK

PARKVILLE       
COUNTY OF  PLATTE

TOWNSHIP & RANGE: 
51N 34W 

MERIDIAN: 5PM 

SECTION: 36 
HEARTLAND DIV. 
ST JOSEPH SUBDIV. L.S.  0016
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EXHIBIT "A"

ATTACHED TO CONTRACT BETWEEN
BNSF RAILWAY COMPANY

AND

CITY OF PARKVILLE, MISSOURI

STATE OF  MO

A PARCEL(S) OF LAND CONTAINING A TOTAL OF 27,338 SQ FT.
(0.62 A.C.) MORE OR LESS SHOWN HATCHED. TO BE USED 
FOR EXISTING TRAIL AND TO CONSTRUCT FENCE WITHIN 
BNSF RIGHT OF WAY

DESCRIPTION:LEGEND:
PREMISES
RIGHT OF WAY LINE
TRACK

PARKVILLE       
COUNTY OF  PLATTE

TOWNSHIP & RANGE: 
51N 34W 

MERIDIAN: 5PM 

SECTION: 36 
HEARTLAND DIV. 
ST JOSEPH SUBDIV. L.S.  0016

1 IN = 100 FTSCALE:
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EXHIBIT "A"

ATTACHED TO CONTRACT BETWEEN
BNSF RAILWAY COMPANY

AND

CITY OF PARKVILLE, MISSOURI

STATE OF  MO

A PARCEL(S) OF LAND CONTAINING A TOTAL OF 27,338 SQ FT.
(0.62 A.C.) MORE OR LESS SHOWN HATCHED. TO BE USED 
FOR EXISTING TRAIL AND TO CONSTRUCT FENCE WITHIN 
BNSF RIGHT OF WAY

DESCRIPTION:LEGEND:
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TRACK
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BROSKI FENCE CO., L.L.C. 
3900 Bennington Ave. 

Kansas City, Mo. 64129 
Phone # 816-861-8000 Fax # 913-341-9007 

Email; john@broskifence.com 
EMAIL PROPOSAL 
DATE:       02/07/20 
TO:  PARKVILLE PARKS DEPT 
                      C/O MR TOM BARNARD 816-215-4047                   
PROJECT:   ENGLISH LANDING PARK Trail area 
                     Trail Adjacent to BNSF RR Tracks  
RE: NEW RAIL FENCE ADJACENT TO EXISTING TRAIL/2’ SOUTH SIDE OF UTILTY POLES 
SPEC:  2 RAIL WRC  2 RAIL SPLIT RAIL FENCE (10’ OC POSTS) 
  
  Mr TB,           
        As per our site visit last week this is Broski fence’s quote to furnish and install the following new 2 rail split 
rail WRC fence between existing trail and approximately 2’ south of existing utility poles, as follows: 
 
• Approximately 2,900 ln ft of new 2 rail split rail fence. 
•   Note price includes digging up to 20 posts by hand due to underground gas lines, . 
 
NOTES**  No clearing or grading included in this quote. 
                   No temporary fence included in this quote. 
                   Property and fence lines responsibility of others/owners. 
                   This job is not bid PV wage , will need to rebid if asking for PV wage. 
                   Cost of any bonds or permits not included in this quote. 
                   Price is valid for 30 days from date of quote. 
                   Private underground utilities must be marked, otherwise Broski Fence Co., LLC is not  
               responsible for damage to said utilities. 
                  Broski Fence will impose a surcharge of 2.5% on the transaction amount on Visa and MasterCard charges. 
  
MATERIALS AND LABOR COMPLETE …………. A,B….$31,983.00 
SALES TAX ……………………………………………not inc.  
 
Thank you for your consideration and we hope to have the opportunity to show you the quality of our 
“ HASSLE FREE INSTALL”. If you have questions or we can be of service please call. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
John Downey 
Owner                                            ACCEPTED BY____________________DATE____________ 
Broski Fence Co., L.L.C. 
       



Picture of Fence Example 

 



ITEM 4D 
For 03-03-20  

Board of Aldermen Meeting 
 

CITY OF PARKVILLE 
Policy Report 

 
Date:  February 11, 2020 
 
Prepared By: 
Stephen Lachky 
Community Development Director 
 

Reviewed By: 
Joe Parente 
City Administrator 
 

ISSUE: 
Approve the first reading of an ordinance to amend Parkville Municipal Code sections 402.010, 
405.020 and 405.040 to create provisions and guidelines for short-term rentals (Case No. PZ19-
12). 
 
BACKGROUND: 
Growth of third-party short-term residential dwelling rental (RDR) platforms such as Airbnb, 
HomeAway and VRBO (Vacation Rentals by Owner) has led to a variety of impacts on host 
communities and have increasingly been the subject of new regulations by cities. How to best 
regulate these services has proven to be a challenge. In 2016, the American Planning 
Association published an article in its monthly publication magazine regarding short-term rentals 
and regulation. The article outlined a path forward for cities with a three-part process: 
 

• Establish a baseline level of safety and accountability. 
• Move past “yes or no”, meaning a debate on whether or not RDRs should be allowed to 

create regulations that are best suited to the community. 
• Ensure enforcement. 

 
Regulation regarding RDRs has been introduced at multiple levels in many locations across the 
United States, including state and local levels. However, only a small number of cities have 
enacted any form of code or ordinance regulating these services. While bills were introduced to 
the Missouri General Assembly in 2017 and 2018 to modify the authority of political subdivisions 
to enact or enforce restrictions in RDRs, these bills died in committee; therefore, as of this time 
there are no official policies enacted at the state level. Regardless, several communities in 
Missouri — including Kansas City, Liberty, and Lake Ozark — have been proactive and enacted 
regulations for RDRs. Per the request of the Board of Aldermen, staff explored adopting 
regulations for short-term RDRs in Parkville. 
 
On September 10, 2019, a special workshop was held with the Planning and Zoning 
Commission to discuss short-term RDRs, their existence and regulation in Parkville (see 
Attachment 3). Following discussion, staff researched issues raised by the Commission, as well 
as by other Missouri municipalities, including: 
 

• City permitting 
• Homeowner Association (HOA) regulations 
• Time duration 
• Guest policies 
• On-site regulations 
• Enforcement 

 
Based on this information, staff has proposed a text amendment to create a definition for Short-
Term Residential Dwelling Rentals for Section 402.010 Definitions, create a use for Lodging – 
Short-Term Rental in Section 405.020 Districts & Uses, and create additional standards for 
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Section 405.040 Standards Applicable to Specific Uses (see Attachments 5.A-5.C). The text 
amendment includes application and permit requirements, on-site regulations and requirements. 
The Application for Text Amendment was first presented to the Board of Aldermen at their 
January 7, 2020 regular meeting, but no action was taken. The Application for Text Amendment 
was again presented to the Board of Aldermen at their February 4, 2020 regular meeting, but no 
action was taken. As a result of discussion and feedback provided at both Board of Aldermen 
meetings, staff made revisions to the proposed text amendment and removed certain provisions 
(see Attachment 6). 
 
At the February 4, 2020 Board of Aldermen meeting, discussion ensued regarding rental 
properties throughout Parkville and whether or not the City should require annual inspections for 
Property Maintenance Code compliance (see Public Comments section below). Staff has 
reviewed the discussion and determined that property maintenance for properties other than 
short-term rentals (i.e., Airbnb, HomeAway and VRBO) is a separate issue, and can be 
addressed by separately by the Board of Aldermen. It should be noted that the Planning and 
Zoning Commission and Board of Aldermen have the ability to require conditions for approval of 
a Conditional Use Permit, such as requiring annual inspections by a certified property inspector 
or the Southern Platte Fire Protection District (SPFPD), as well as restricting the number of 
consecutive days a dwelling is rented. 
 
The text amendment to Section 405.040 (see Attachment 5.C) requires that all short-term 
rentals in the City charge the five percent (5%) Tourism Tax – Guest Room Tax paid by 
transient guests of hotels, motels, bed and breakfast inns, campgrounds and any docking facility 
which rents slips to recreational boats which are used by transients for sleeping. The reason this 
standard is included is because on August 20, 2002 the Board of Aldermen determined such a 
tax was in the best interest of the City to fund the promotion of tourism; and passed Ordinance 
No. 2033 to submit the tax to the voters of Parkville to decide via the November 5, 2002 
election. On November 19, 2002 Ordinance No. 2046 was approved, declaring that the 
proposed 5% Tourism Tax – Guest Room Tax did pass as a result of 1,055 residents (65%) 
voting Yes and 562 residents (35%) voting No. 
 
PUBLIC COMMENTS: 
Required public hearing notices were published and a public hearing was held at the regular 
meeting of the Planning and Zoning Commission on November 12, 2019. While staff did not 
receive any written letters or e-mails prior to the November 12, 2019, meeting, comments were 
provided by Elaine Kellerman (5243 NW Bluffs Circle, Parkville, MO) at the public hearing. 
Elaine said that she was not aware that Parkville had any Airbnb’s and stated her preference for 
not allowing them in the community under any circumstance. She said the City did a great job 
announcing the meeting, but was disappointed by the lack of people in the audience; and stated 
she is not the only person who feels this strongly against Airbnb’s. Elaine said that HOAs can 
regulate Airbnb’s and said that she is speaking out for the residents of Parkville who are located 
in neighborhoods that do not have an HOA. She said she wished that communities in the 
Kansas City region were more proactive in prohibiting Airbnb’s because they are prevalent and 
said she wished there was more of a way to get a community sense about this issue. She also 
said she would not want her property values to decline as a result of an Airbnb next door to her 
house. 
 
Following the November 12, 2019, meeting, staff received a voicemail from Elaine Kellerman; 
she wanted staff to be aware of the organization Second Door, a short-term dwelling rental 
management company based out of Kansas City that assists property owners with listing, 
managing and operating their rentals. This includes handling all guest communication, 
restocking supplies, cleaning and linen service after each stay, keyless guest entry with keypad 
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door locks to ensure safety, etc. Second Door currently manages the commercial dwelling 
rentals in downtown Parkville. 
 
Staff re-published notices for a public hearing to be held at the December 16, 2019, special 
meeting of the Planning and Zoning Commission. At the public hearing, comments were 
provided by Elaine Kellerman (5243 NW Bluffs Circle, Parkville, MO). Elaine said she hadn’t 
heard much follow-up from residents. She asked how staff contacted HOAs and advertised for 
the December public hearing and said she didn’t see any notification on the Nextdoor social 
networking service. Stephen Lachky, Community Development Director, responded that staff 
drafted a letter to all HOA presidents, contacts and representatives the City had on-file (see 
Attachment 7), republished notice through The Platte County Citizen newspaper (see 
Attachment 10 by Reference), as well as on the City’s public hearing webpage (see Attachment 
11 by Reference). Elaine questioned that more notification could have been done. Dean 
Katerndahl, Chair of the Planning and Zoning Commission, responded that some aldermen had 
reached out to residents and notified them via e-mail, but said the aldermen don’t have every 
one of their constituents’ e-mails. Stephen Lachky added that there were three weeks of time 
until the January 7, 2020, Board of Aldermen meeting where the 1st reading of the text 
amendment would be discussed and suggested that staff could do additional outreach until that 
time. Elaine asked if there was additional opportunity for concerned residents to voice their 
concerns and Stephen responded that the Mayor has allowed additional public comment on 
items presented before them in the past. 
 
At the January 7, 2020 Board of Aldermen meeting, Elaine Kellerman provided public comments 
on her views against allowing short-term rentals in Parkville, and said she does not want 
property values to decline as a result of their allowance. She also talked about HOA regulations 
which prompted discussion by the Board of Aldermen, and per feedback provided staff reached 
out to primary contacts for all Parkville subdivision HOAs to see what, if any, short-term dwelling 
rental regulations are currently in place (see Attachment 8). 
 
At the February 4, 2020 Board of Aldermen meeting, Elaine Kellerman provide additional public 
comments, and said she doesn’t feel the Board of Aldermen adequately debated on whether or 
not RDRs should be allowed in the community in the first place. Doug Bias (8515 NW 62nd 
Terrace, Parkville, MO) asked how many short-term RDRs are currently in Parkville. Stephen 
Lachky, Community Development Director, showed there are two RDRs listed on Airbnb and 
one listed on Booking.com, which is the Main Street Inn bed & breakfast at 504 Main St. 
permitted via a Conditional Use Permit. Doug also asked about specific HOA regulations and 
how the City enforces compliance with short-term RDR regulations. Doug said he appreciated 
the Board of Aldermen’s discussion regarding mandating annual inspections for rental 
properties throughout the community, and said he would be supportive of such regulations. He 
felt that platforms like Airbnb would self-regulate maintenance unlike other rental properties 
around the City. 
 
PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION: 
A public hearing was held at the November 12, 2019, regular meeting of the Planning and 
Zoning Commission. Staff presented background information and research to the Commission. 
Members of the Commission requested provided comments and questions to staff, 
recommended (by a vote of 6-0) postponing their recommendation for the text amendment to 
their next meeting in December, and in the meantime have staff conduct additional 
notification/outreach to the community as well as reach out to all neighborhood HOAs in 
Parkville, notifying them about the proposed text amendment and upcoming hearing in 
December. Following the November 12, 2019, regular meeting of the Planning and Zoning 
Commission, staff reached out to all HOA presidents, contacts and representatives on-file. On 
December 16, 2019, the Planning and Zoning Commission reconvened at their special meeting 
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and discussed the text amendment further. Following discussion and the public hearing, the 
Commission recommended (by a vote of 7-0) approval of the text amendment as presented by 
staff. 
 
BUDGET IMPACT: 
With the exception of application and permit fees collected, there is no immediate budget 
impact. Long-term impacts would be realized from the City’s 5% Tourism Tax – Guest Room 
Tax paid by transient guests of hotels, motels, bed and breakfast inns, and other short-term 
rental spaces of similar use per Parkville Municipal Code Section 406.045. 
 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 
Staff recommends approval of the proposed text amendment to Parkville Municipal Code 
sections 402.010, 405.020 and 405.040 to create guidelines for short-term rentals. 
 
POLICY: 
Per RSMo 89.050 and Parkville Municipal Code Chapter 403 Applications & Procedures, text 
amendments to the Development Code are to be approved by the Board of Aldermen by 
ordinance, after the Planning and Zoning Commissions considers the amendment at a public 
hearing and forwards their recommendation. 
 
ALTERNATIVES: 
1. Approve the first reading of the ordinance amending Section 402.010, Section 405.020, and 

Section 405.040. 
2. Approve the first reading of the ordinance, subject to changes by the Board of Aldermen. 
3. Do not approve the first reading of the ordinance. 
4. Postpone the item. 
 
SUGGESTED MOTION:  
I move to approve Bill No. 3081, an ordinance amending Parkville Municipal Code sections 
402.010, 405.020 and 405.040 to create provisions and guidelines for short-term rentals, on first 
reading and postpone the second reading to February 18, 2020. 
 
ATTACHMENTS: 
1. Proposed Ordinance 
2. Application for Text Amendment 
3. Short-Term Residential Dwelling Rental presentation (dated September 10, 2019; prepared 

by Zackary Martin, Community Development Intern) 
4. Staff Analysis report presented to the Planning and Zoning Commission at their December 

16, 2019 meeting. 
5. Proposed Text Amendment 

a. Section 402.010 Definitions 
b. Section 405.020 Districts & Uses, Table 405-2: Use Table 
c. Section 405.040 Standards Applicable to Specific Uses 

6. Standards removed from Section 405.040 
7. Letter to all neighborhood Homeowners’ Associations (HOAs) 
8. Feedback from Homeowners’ Associations regarding RDR’s 
9. Public Comments (prepared by Gordon Cook; dated February 4, 2020) 
 
ATTACHMENTS BY REFERENCE:* 
1. Parkville Municipal Code, Title IV – Development Code in its entirety 

(https://parkvillemo.gov/download/Ord2884.pdf) 
a. Section 402.010 Definitions 
b. Section 405.020 Districts & Uses 

https://parkvillemo.gov/download/Ord2884.pdf
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c. Section 405.040 Standards Applicable to Specific Uses 
2. ST-RDR workshop presentation (by Zack Martin) 
3. Proposed Missouri Senate Bill 310 
4. Proposed Missouri House Bill 2457 
5. City of Liberty, Missouri Municipal Code 
6. City of Lake Ozark Municipal Code 
7. City of Kansas City, Kansas Municipal Code 
8. City of Kansas City, Missouri Municipal Code 
9. Notification of Public Hearing (published in The Platte County Citizen newspaper on October 

16, 2019) 
10. Notification of Public Hearing (published in The Platte County Citizen newspaper on 

November 27, 2019) 
11. Summary of Public Hearing posted on Parkville City webpage (http://parkvillemo.gov/public-

hearings/) 
12. Minutes and video recording of the November 12, 2019 regular meeting of the Planning and 

Zoning Commission (https://vimeo.com/372771846) 
13. Minutes and video recording of the December 16, 2019 regular meeting of the Planning and 

Zoning Commission (https://vimeo.com/379909740) 
14. Minutes and video recording of the January 7, 2020 regular meeting of the Board of 

Aldermen (https://vimeo.com/383438486) 
15. Minutes and video recording of the February 4, 2020 regular meeting of the Board of 

Aldermen (https://vimeo.com/389396960) 
 
*  Printed copies of referenced materials may be provided on request. Original materials are 

available for viewing at Parkville City Hall. 

http://parkvillemo.gov/public-hearings/
http://parkvillemo.gov/public-hearings/
https://vimeo.com/372771846
https://vimeo.com/379909740
https://vimeo.com/383438486
https://vimeo.com/389396960
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SHORT‐TERM 
RENTAL 
REGULATION 
& 
THE CITY OF 
PARKVILLE

Office of Community 
Development

BACKGROUND

• Growth of short‐term rental services has expanded 
in recent years, with numerous impacts on 
communities

• How to best regulate these services has proven to 
be a challenge

• There are many approaches guidance* suggests 
that cities focus on:
• Establishing a baseline level of safety
• Move past “yes or no”
• Ensure enforcement

*American Planning Association, 2016

Airbnb (above), and VRBO 
(Vacation Rentals By 

Owner – below) are two of 
the most popular short‐
term rental services
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STATE REGULATION

• No official policies, though some have been introduced
• SB 310 (2017) | Modified authority of political subdivisions to 
enact or enforce restrictions on residential dwelling rentals

• HB 2457 (2018) | More generally change the laws regarding 
residential‐dwelling‐rentals (RDRs)

• Both died in committee

• This is not uncommon across the country, and may regulations 
that are in place are at the local level, including the Kansas City 
area

LOCAL 
REGULATION

• Kansas City, KS
• Liberty, MO
• Lake Ozark, MO
• Kansas City, MO
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KCMO

Kansas City | Ordinance 170771 | Effective May 8, 2018

Owner Occupied

Allows owner‐occupied rental per permitted zoning districts

Rented for less than 30 consecutive days

Occupied by owner for min. 270 days per year

May not be located within an accessory dwelling

City‐issued permit must be displayed in the interior of unit

Allows in single‐family, two‐family, or multi‐family structure (also with owner occ.)

Non‐Owner Occupied

Same as owner‐occupied with exception of permit type – seasonal or year‐round

• Well‐defined and addresses owner and non‐owner occupied…

KCMO

• Establishes the baseline level of safety and accountability 
mentioned previously

• Uniquely suited to the city, allowing various zoning types to apply

• Enforcement
• The city lacks staffing to properly patrol and regulate
• This creates conflict with the regulations stated in the ordinance

ISSUES
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APPLICATION TO PARKVILLE

• When making policy, enforcement is key…
• Possible route is amend code, creating specific section for RDRs
• Could be included with Tourism/Guest Room Tax
• Clear‐cut, allows for conditional review by application

Use R‐1 R‐2 R‐3 R‐4 R‐5 OTD B‐1 B‐2 B‐4‐P BP

Office/Service Uses

Lodging – Bed & Breakfast C P P P P

Lodging – RDR C C C C C P P P P

Lodging – Inn  P P P P P

Lodging – Hotel/Motel P P P

Parkville Zoning Code | Table 405‐2: Use Table Excerpt

*Blue text indicates code amendment

*P: Permitted use; C: Use allowed through conditional review; Blank: Use not allowed

CONCLUSION

To address the growth of 
RDRs, Parkville can:
• Create policies to 

ensure safety an 
accountability

• Don’t fight it, instead 
create policies that 
work for Parkville

• Ensure enforcement is 
a top priority for any 
policies put in place
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Staff Analysis 
Agenda Item: 5.A

Proposal: Request for text amendment to Parkville Municipal Code, Title IV: 
Development Code, Section 402.010 Definitions, Section 405, Section 
405.020 Districts & Uses, and Section 405.040 Standards Applicable to 
Specific Uses, to create provisions and guidelines for short-term 
residential dwelling rentals. 

Staff  
Recommendation:  Approval or Postponement 

Case No: PZ19-12 

Applicant: City of Parkville 

Pre-Application Mtg: N/A; special workshop held following September 10, 2019 regular 
meeting the Planning and Zoning Commission. 

Exhibits: A. This Staff Analysis 
B. Application for Text Amendment 
C. Short-Term Residential Dwelling Rental presentation (dated 
September 10, 2019; prepared by Zackary Martin, Community 
Development Intern) 
D: Proposed Text Amendment 

1. Section 402.010 Definitions
2. Section 405.020 Districts & Uses, Table 405-2: Use Table
3. Section 405.040 Standards Applicable to Specific Uses

E: Letter to all neighborhood Home Owner Associations (HOAs) 
F: Additional exhibits as may be presented during the meeting 

By Reference: A. Parkville Municipal Code, Title IV- Development Code in its entirety 
1. Section 402.010 Definitions
2. Section 405.020 Districts & Uses, Table 405-2: Use Table
3. Section 405.040 Standards Applicable to Specific Uses

B. ST-RDR workshop presentation (by Zack Martin) 
C. Proposed Missouri Senate Bill 310 
D. Proposed Missouri House Bill 2457 
E. City of Liberty, Missouri Municipal Code 
F. City of Lake Ozark Municipal Code 
G. City of Kansas City, Kansas Municipal Code 
H. City of Kansas City, Missouri Municipal Code 

Planning and Zoning Commission Meeting 

December 16, 2019 

https://ecode360.com/PA3395-DIV-05
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I: Notification of Public Hearing (published in The Platte County Citizen 
newspaper on October 16, 2019) 

J: Notification of Public Hearing (published in The Platte County Citizen 
newspaper on November 27, 2019) 

Comments 
Received: While staff did not receive any written letters or e-mails prior to the completion of 

this staff analysis report, public comments were provided at the public hearing 
held on November 12, 2019 by Elaine Kellerman (5243 NW Bluffs Cir, Parkville, 
MO). Elaine said that she was not aware that Parkville had any Airbnbs, and 
stated her preference for not allowing them in the community under any 
circumstance. She said the City did a great job announcing the meeting, but was 
disappointed by the lack of people in the audience; and stated she’s not the only 
person who feels this strongly against Airbnbs. Elaine said that HOAs can 
regulate Airbnbs, and said that she’s speaking out for the residents of Parkville 
who are located in neighborhoods that don’t have an HOA. She said she wished 
that communities in the Kansas City region were more proactive in prohibiting 
Airbnbs because they are prevalent, and said she wished there was more of a 
way to get a community sense about this issue. She also said she would not 
want her property values to decline as a result of an Airbnb next door to her 
house. 

Following the November 12, 2019 meeting of the Planning and Zoning 
Commission, staff received a voicemail from Elaine Kellerman. Elaine wanted 
staff to be aware of the organization Second Door, a short-term RDR 
management company based out of Kansas City that assists property owners 
with listing, managing and operating their RDRs. This includes handling all guest 
communication, restocking supplies, cleaning and linen service after each stay, 
keyless guest entry with keypad door locks to ensure safety, etc. Second Door 
currently manages the commercial RDRs in downtown Parkville. 
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Background | Growth of third-party short-term residential dwelling rental (RDR) platforms, such 
as Airbnb, HomeAway and VRBO (Vacation Rentals by Owner) has led to a variety of impacts 
on the host communities and have increasingly been the subject of new regulations by cities. 
How to best regulate these services has proven to be a challenge. In 2016, the American 
Planning Association (APA) published an article in its monthly publication magazine regarding 
short-term rentals and regulation. The article outlined a path forward for cities with a three-part 
process: 

 Establish a baseline level of safety and accountability.
 Move past “yes or no”, meaning a debate on whether or not RDRs should be allowed to

creating regulations that are best suited to the community.
 Ensure enforcement.

Work Session | Following the September 10, 2019 regular meeting of the Planning and Zoning 
Commission, a special workshop was held regarding short-term RDRs, their existence and 
regulation in Parkville. A presentation was provided by Zack Martin (Planning Intern, Community 
Development Department; Exhibit C) and discussion followed. Following this discussion, it was 
decided that additional research was necessary before creating a policy for the City of Parkville.  

Analysis & Comments | Staff researched municipalities throughout the region which have 
enacted ordinances pertaining to RDRs (see Exhibits E-H by Reference). Regulation regarding 
short-term rentals has been introduced at multiple levels in many locations across the United 
States, including state and local levels; however, only a small number of cities have enacted 
any form of code or ordinance regulating these services. Regulation of short-term rentals in 
Missouri varies. While there are no official policies enacted at the state level, two bills have 
been introduced during the past couple of years which addressed RDRs. Missouri SB 310 was 
introduced in 2017 to modify the authority of political subdivisions to enact or enforce 
restrictions on RDRs, but the bill died in committee. Missouri HB 2457 was introduced in 2018 
to generally change the laws regarding RDRs, but this bill also died in committee. 

Locally there are a few cities that have explored and enacted regulation regarding RDRs. These 
cities include Kansas City, Mo.; Liberty, Mo.; Lake Ozark, Mo.; and Kansas City, Kan. A staff 
memorandum of research presented at the September 10, 2019 special workshop specifically 
mentioned Kansas City, Mo.’s Ordinance 170771, which went into effect in May, 2018. The 
ordinance is well-defined and addresses both owner-occupied and non-owner-occupied 
residences. Overall, research shows that because there is in general a lack of regulation at 
state and national levels, municipalities have a significant amount of freedom to create policies 
that are best-suited to their respective communities. 

In general, where short-term RDRs are permitted, they are located in areas of a community 
zoned residential, commercial or both. The wide-range of residential types creates a wide-range 
of options for customers through the third-party platforms; this allows owners the option to offer 
their residence(s) for short-term rental. Additionally, allowing short-term rental in residential 
areas increases the potential income for a particular City when a guest tax is utilized, as it 
creates more rooms for transient guests. Properties in commercial areas tend to be in properties 
that include apartments above businesses, mixed-use developments, or specially-zoned historic 
districts. The commercial nature of short-term rental naturally lends itself to this sort of zoning. 

https://legiscan.com/MO/bill/SB310/2017
https://legiscan.com/MO/bill/HB2457/2018
https://library.municode.com/mo/liberty/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=PTIITHCO_CH7BUOCGE_ARTXVITRGUTA
https://www.ecode360.com/28170003?highlight=rentals
https://library.municode.com/ks/wyandotte_county_-_unified_government/ordinances/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=777644
http://cityclerk.kcmo.org/LiveWeb/Documents/Document.aspx?q=xiX%2Flh2WIVXUldcEpT5RSxA2j80J3159BsGIjfBQZmoujpZOQ1yn%2BstHqI4ouTa4
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Other Considerations | Staff also researched regulations regarding specific issues raised by 
other municipalities and the Planning and Zoning Commission, including: 

 Permits | The hosting and listing of a RDR can only occur if the owner submits an
application for a special use permit that is approved by the City. Approved properties
would be then kept on a registry maintained by the City.

 HOA Considerations | Where applicable, the regulations of a Homeowner’s Association
(HOA), will take precedent regarding RDRs.

 Maximum | The maximum amount of days out of the year a property can be offered for
short-term rental. Generally with the owner present, this was set at 30 days out of the
calendar year. When owners were not present, a permit could be given that allowed
seasonal or year-round rental, with term limits for each guest.

 Guests | Generally policies limited group sizes to ensure the safety of the guests,
owners, and property, as well as to ensure the character of the community was
maintained. Typically a maximum of eight (8) guests was the norm.

 On-Site Regulations | Varied by municipality. Generally regulations included the
assertion that there would be no parties or large group events, properties would be
compliance with all safety requirements, be registered, or any other stipulation placed in
their City Code.

 Enforcement | The use of permits, registries, and inspections were some of the ways
municipalities have enforced policies in this area.

Proposed Text Amendment | It is recommended that the City amend Section 402.010 
Definitions to include definitions pertaining to short-term RDRs. This includes definitions for 
Short-Term Residential Dwelling Rental (Exhibit D.1). 

As noted in the Analysis and Comments section above, staff researched several local 
municipalities throughout the region that have enacted ordinances pertaining to residential 
dwelling rentals. In general, when allowed, most municipalities permit RDRs in the following 
locations: 

 Residential | Areas zoned R-1, R-2, R-3, R-4, and R-5 through an Application for
Conditional Use Permit that is then approved by the City.

 Commercial | Areas zoned OTD, B-1, B-2, and B-4-P by-right, but must also submit and
have on file with the City Clerk a current In-Town Business License Application, which
allows staff to place the property on a registry maintained by the City.

Based on this information, staff has proposed a text amendment for Section 405.020 Districts 
& Uses, specifically Table 405-2: Use Table (Exhibit D.2). The text amendment would create a 
new section within “Office/Service Uses” called “Lodging – Shorty-Term Rental” and reflect the 
above allowed zoning districts. These zones were selected for conditional use and use by-right 
due to the nature of their current usage. 

Finally staff prepared a proposed text amendment for Section 405.040 Standards Applicable to 
Specific Uses to define the usage and requirements for short-term RDRs (Exhibit D.3). This 
includes application and permit requirements, on-site regulations, time frames, owner/non-
owner requirements, etc. Based on feedback from the Planning and Zoning Commission at their 
November 12, 2019 regular meeting, staff has eliminated the term “resident’ from the text 
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amendment, and replaced it with the terms “owner/non-owner applicant” and “non-resident 
guests”. 

Public Hearing – November 12, 2019 
On Tuesday, November 12, 2019 the Planning and Zoning Commission held a public hearing to 
consider Case No. PZ19-12. Following discussion, the Commission had some modifications for 
the text amendment, and based on feedback provided at the public hearing, recommended (by 
a vote of 6-0) to postpone their consideration of the text amendment until their next meeting in 
December; and in the meantime requested staff to do additional notification/outreach to the 
community, as well as reach out to all the neighborhood Home Owners Associations (HOAs), 
notifying them that the City of Parkville is considering adopting regulations pertaining to short-
term RDRs and is seeking public input. Following the meeting, staff prepared a letter and 
provided it to all HOA Presidents, contacts and representatives we had on file (see Exhibit E). 

Staff received feedback that the Riss Lake HOA covenants/agreements prohibit the use of 
short-term RDRs. Staff also received feedback that the Parkville Heights covenants/agreements 
were drafted over 50 years ago and state that only one family may occupy a residence at a time 
— this would cause a conflict during a situation where an owner were to occupy their residence 
at the same time as an RDR tenant. 

Existing RDRs in the Community 
Following the November 12, 2019 meeting of the Planning and Zoning Commission, staff 
researched to see if there are any existing short-term RDRs in the community of Parkville listed 
available on RDR platforms. In addition to four Lodging – Inn rooms available commercial 
properties in the “OTD” Old Town District in downtown Parkville (currently permitted by our Title 
IV: Development Code), staff found the following properties in residential districts in our 
municipal limits listed with rooms available: 

Short-Term RDR Platform Available Listings in Parkville, Mo. 

Airbnb 

Accessory Dwelling Unit 
603 NW Park St. 

Basement Studio Unit 
Unknown Address 
Riss Lake subdivision 

Booking.com Main Street Inn* 
504 Main St. 

HomeAway None 
VRBO None 

*Lodging – Bed & Breakfast use permitted via Conditional Use Permit

Staff Conclusion and Recommendation | Staff recommends that the Planning and Zoning 
Commission provide comments and questions to staff, and either approve the text amendment 
as is, approve the text amendment subject to modifications, or postpone consideration until a 
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later date so staff may modify the text amendment based on the comments, questions, or 
suggestions for Parkville Municipal Code, Title IV: Development Code, Section 402.010 
Definitions, Section 405.0202 Districts & Uses, and Section 405.040 Standards Applicable to 
Specific Uses. Consideration for a text amendment requires a public hearing; notice of which 
was published in The Platte County Citizen newspaper on October 16, 2019, as well as again 
on November 27, 2019. It should be noted that the recommendation contained in this report is 
made without knowledge of any facts and testimony that may be presented during the public 
hearing, and that the conclusions herein are subject to change as a result of any additional 
information that may be presented.  
 
Necessary Action | Following the consideration of the proposed text amendment, the factors 
discussed above and any testimony presented during the public hearing, the Planning and 
Zoning Commission must recommend approval (with or without conditions) or denial of the text 
amendment, unless otherwise postponed. Unless postponed, the Planning Commission’s action 
will be forwarded to the Board of Aldermen along with any explanation thereof for final action at 
their January 7, 2020 regular meeting. 
 

End of Memorandum 
 
 
 
 11-21-19 
Stephen Lachky  Date 
Community Development Director  
 
Cc: Zackary Martin 
Community Development Intern 



Section 402.010. Definitions 

A. Defined Terms. All terms used in these regulations shall have their commonly accepted 
meaning based upon the context of their use within code. The following terms shall have 
the meaning given below, unless more specifically described, limited or qualified within 
the standards of this. 

Lodging — Short-Term Rental | The rental of a property, a dwelling unit, or portion thereof, 
conducted on a third-party platform or network that facilitates the listing, marketing, or rental 
of short-term rentals. 

 

 

 



Table 405-2: Use Table 

Key:  
P: Permitted Use 
C: Use allowed through conditional review 
Blank: Use not allowed 
Highlighted: Proposed amendment to use table 
 
Use                 

Office/Service Uses 
R-
1 R-2 R-3 R-4 R-5 OTD B-1 B-2 B-4-

P BP P-EC I-1 I-2 I-3 PLCD U-1 

Office – Home 
Occupation   P P P P   P P        P 
Office – Limited       P P P P P  P P P  P 
Office – General         P P P  P P P  P 
Service – Limited       P P P P P  P P P  P 
Service - General        P P P  P P P  P 
Animal Care or Clinic – 
Limited        P P P P  P     
Animal Care or Clinic – 
General          P P  P     
Lodging – Bed-and-
Breakfast    C  P P P P        
Lodging – Short-Term 
Rental C C C C C P P P P        
Lodging – Inn       P P P P P       
Lodging – Hotel/Motel         P P P       
Recreation – Indoor, 
Limited      C P P P P      P 
Recreation – Indoor, 
General        P P P      P 
Recreation – Outdoor, 
Limited      C  P P P       
Recreation – Outdoor, 
General        P P        



Residential Care – 
Limited      P  P P         
Residential Care – 
General      C  C P         
Residential Care – 
Institutional Living        P         
Vehicle Service/Repair – 
Limited        P P P P  P P P   
Vehicle Service/Repair – 
General         P P P  P P P   
Vehicle Service/Repair – 
Heavy             C P P   

 

 



405.040 Standards Applicable to Specific Uses 

In addition to the general use and development standards applicable to all districts, the following 
standards are specific to particular uses. These standards shall be met whether the use is a 
generally permitted use or a conditional use according to Table 405-2. The uses in this section 
many involve more specific types of formats of the uses generally enabled in Table 405-2. 

K. Lodging – Short-Term Rentals | Lodging – short-term rentals shall meet the following 
additional standards: 

1. Approved spaces for short-term rentals may include: 
a. Individual bedrooms in the principal building on the property, sharing common 

entrance, kitchen facilities, and living areas with the present/non-present 
residents. 

b. Completed areas of the principal dwelling, such as a basement or upstairs space, 
with a separate entrance, facilities, and living areas from the primary residents. 

c. Approved accessory buildings on the property. 
2. The rental unit may not be rented or offered for use as reception space, party space, 

meeting space, or for other similar events open to non-resident guests. 
3. No exterior evidence that the property is being used as a short-term rental is allowed, 

including signage. 
4. Where applicable, the regulations of a Homeowners’ Association (HOA) shall be 

considered as a relevant factor in determining whether the use of a specific property for 
short-term rental is compatible with the surrounding area, including its potential impacts 
on adjacent property. 

5. All short-term rentals shall adhere to the hosting responsibilities / safety standards listed 
by the respective third-party vendor (Airbnb, VRBO, etc.) — as well as all federal, state 
and local laws, including compliance with all City Codes — including, but not limited to 
the approved owner/non-owner applicant providing in each short-term rental dwelling: 

a. A working fire extinguisher. 
b. A working battery-powered portable flashlight/lantern or other emergency lighting 

device suitable for an electrical power outage. 
c. A map displaying evacuation routes from the building in case of an emergency. 
d. Working smoke and carbon-monoxide detectors. 
e. Contact information for the host (owner/non-owner applicant) and local 

emergency services. 
6. All short-term rentals in the City of Parkville are to be charged the five percent (5%) 

Tourism Tax – Guest Room Tax paid by transient guests of hotels, motels, bed and 
breakfast inns, and other short-term rental spaces of similar use, per Section 160.045 of 
the Parkville Municipal Code. 

7. Complaints or any other issues received by the host, either through the third-party 
vendor platform, neighbors, etc. shall be recorded and resolved by the host. 

8. Permits and business licenses may be denied, suspended or revoked when the rental 
fails to meet or uphold any of the above standards, or any other provisions of the 
Parkville Municipal Code. 

Commented [SL1]: These standards were common in 
many local ordinances around the State of Missouri. 

Commented [SL2]: This standard was recommended by 
the Planning and Zoning Commission. 

Commented [SL3]: These standards were common in 
many local ordinances around the State of Missouri. 

Commented [SL4]: These items are included because 
they are listed on Airbnb’s “Guidelines / Hosting Standards” 
webpage, as well as on VRBO’s “Safety Recommendations” 
webpage. 

Commented [SL5]: This standard was recommended by 
City staff. 

https://www.ecode360.com/27899411?highlight=guests,tax,tax%20guest&searchId=11019312167874994#27899411


The following standards were at one time included in the proposed text amendment to Section 
405.040 Standards Applicable to Specific Uses, Subsection K. Lodging – Short-Term Rentals, 
but have since been removed: 

 

1. Where applicable, the regulations of a Homeowners’ Association (HOA) will take 
precedent in deciding whether a property can be used as a short-term rental. 
 

2. Approved properties in residential zoning districts may not be rented for more than 30 
consecutive days. 
 

3. For owner-occupied properties in residential zoning districts, the owner must occupy the 
property for a minimum of 270 days per calendar year. 
 

4. No more than 8 guests may occupy the rental at any given time. 
 

5. While not present, the owner/non-owner applicant may not enter a contract with more 
than one party during any given period. If/while present, the owner/non-owner applicant 
may enter into a contact with two parties, provided there is at least one bedroom in the 
dwelling for each resident. 
 

6. No food service may be provided for the owner/non-owner applicant. 
 

7. Additional regulations for non-owner occupied properties: 
a. Proof of consent from the owner of the property or structure, if not the owner/non-

owner applicant, confirming that the dwelling may be utilized for short-term rental 
prior to the application being submitted to the City, as well as proof of notice to 
neighboring units that the dwelling may be utilized as a short-term rental. 

b. In a multi-family structure, only 10% of all units, whichever is greater, may be used 
for short-term rental. 

c. In a multi-family structure, the same owner/non-owner applicant may not have more 
than 4 short-term rental units in the same structure. 

Commented [SL1]: Language was modified at the request 
of our City Administrator to read, “…shall be considered as a 
relevant factor in determining whether the use of a specific 
property for short-term rental is compatible with the 
surrounding area, including its potential impacts on 
adjacent property.” 

Commented [SL2]: This standard was requested to be 
removed by Aldermen Wassmer at the January 7, 2020 
Board of Aldermen meeting. 

Commented [SL3]: This standard was requested to be 
removed by Aldermen Wassmer at the January 7, 2020 
Board of Aldermen meeting.  

Commented [SL4]: This standard was removed by staff 
following the February 4, 2020 Board of Aldermen meeting 
as it will be difficult for staff to monitor and enforce 
compliance of this standard as booking through online third-
party platforms are done via a single user and not multiple 
parties. Additionally, staff believes it is unlikely that an 
owner/non-owner applicant would voluntarily host more 
than 8 guests at a time since the booking fee is a set price 
and does not fluctuate based on the number of guests 
interested. Furthermore, staff believes the rating/review 
system on online third-party platforms will discourage 
patterns such as users with too many guests occupying 
rentals. 

Commented [SL5]: This standard was removed by staff 
following the February 4, 2020 Board of Aldermen meeting 
as it will be difficult for staff to monitor and enforce 
compliance of this standard. Additionally, staff believes it is 
unlikely that an owner/non-owner applicant would 
voluntarily host more than two parties in the same dwelling 
unit as it would likely result in a negative rating/review for 
them. 

Commented [SL6]: This standard was requested to be 
removed by Aldermen Rittman at the February 4, 2020 
Board of Aldermen meeting.  

Commented [SL7]: Because this standard is already a 
requirement on the City’s Application for Conditional Use 
Permit, there is no need to duplicate it in Section 405.040. 

Commented [SL8]: These standards were requested to be 
removed by Aldermen Rittman at the February 4, 2020 
Board of Aldermen meeting. 



Monday, November 18, 2019 

Mr./Mrs. ________________ 

_________________ Home Owners Association 

Dear ________________, 

This correspondence is in reference to a recent public hearing held by the Parkville Planning & Zoning 
Commission on November 12, 2019. The subject of this hearing was the use of short‐term residential 
dwelling rentals (Airbnb, VRBO, etc.) in the City of Parkville, and the presentation of a text amendment 
to City Code to create policies regulating the use of these services in the City of Parkville. The 
amendment was ultimately tabled to allow for changes to be made to the text and to increase public 
awareness on the topic for the next public hearing, which will take place during the regular Planning 
Commission meeting on Monday December 16, 2019, at 5:30 pm. 

We are reaching out to raise awareness within the HOA communities in Parkville of the next public 
hearing on the topic. As there is no current policy within the City regarding short‐term residential 
dwelling rentals, public input is valued and encouraged. The proposed policy specifically includes 
regulation regarding HOA’s and states that where the use of short‐term residential dwelling rentals is 
prohibited by the HOA, the HOA policy shall take precedent over the City’s policy regarding short‐term 
residential dwelling rentals. The City would appreciate if your HOA would be able to inform the City as to 
whether your neighborhood allows short‐term rentals. If you are unsure on any policy in your 
community, are in the process of crafting one, or would like more information on the situation as a 
whole, we encourage you and members of your HOA to attend the next public hearing to learn more 
and provide input. 

More information regarding the public hearing, including the current proposed text amendment and 
other documents, can be found online at parkvillemo.gov, under the “Government” tab in “Public 
Hearings”. We have also included a flier promoting the hearing that you are welcome to share with your 
community. If you have questions, please do not hesitate to reach out. 

Thank you, 

Community Development Department 
City of Parkville, Missouri 
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REVISED Memorandum 

To: Board of Aldermen 
From: Shakedra Knight/Management Analyst/Community Development Assistant 
Date: Thursday, January 16, 2020 
Re: City Requests Text Amendment to Code to Create Provisions for Short-term Residential 
Dwelling Rentals 

The City of Parkville has requested to amend the text in the Municipal Code sections 402.010, 
405.020 and 405.040 to create provisions and guidelines for short-term residential dwelling 
rentals (RDRs). The Planning and Zoning Commission held a work session and two public 
hearings and recommended approval of the amendments at their December 12, 2019 meeting. 

At the January 7, 2020 Board of Aldermen meeting staff presented the Text Amendment 
request to the Board for the first reading. Following public comments and discussion, the Board 
took no action on the item and directed staff to research Home Owner’s Association regulations 
within the City’s subdivisions regarding the allowance or exclusion of short-term RDRs. The 
table below details the findings: 

Subdivisions Contact Name Position on RDR's 

The Bluffs Cyndy Platt RDR's not allowed per covenants 
Main Street No HOA 

The National Dale Brouk 
Not allowed - all leases must be a 1 year 
minimum and approved by the HOA 
Board 

Parkville Heights Doug Wylie 

RDR's limited - short-term rental allowed 
w/condition that only one family can 
occupy a residence. Single or multiple 
room rentals are not allowed.  

Pinecrest No HOA 

Riss Lake Christine Lentz, President 
Not allowed - all leases must be a 1 year 
minimum and approved by the HOA 
Board 

Riverchase Jeff Watson (former, informal Pres.) No formal HOA 
River Hills 
Estates Travis Roth, President Allowed - no restrictions that prevent 

RDR's 
Thousand Oaks David Barth, President Did not respond - 2 attempts via email 
Creekside Brian Mertz Will not exclude short-term rentals 



February 4, 2020 

 

To:  Parkville Board of Aldermen 

 

This letter is in response to the proposed Airbnb ordinances included in the Feb. 4, 2020 board packet. 

 

I find it sad that when someone gets a business idea to bring people from outside into the community, 

the first reaction of city hall is to put up barriers and impose fees and taxes. 

 

My comments, not in any particular order: 

 

 The packet comments note the lack of attendance at the November 12th meeting.  Not everyone 

in Parkville follows the activities of city hall.  Lack of attendance does not constitute lack of 

interest. 

 

 In regard to Ms. Kellerman’s comments, what evidence exists to support her assertion that 

Airbnb impairs property values?  What evidence was provided by Ms. Kellerman? 

 

 The packet states that aldermen reached out to residents.  If so, when, how many, feedback, 

etc.? 

 

 The city wants to impose its 5% tourism tax.  If the city wants to be competitive, why not lower 

that tax?  Or eliminate it? 

 

 Second Door, an entity that manages Airbnb, offices in downtown Parkville, at least for now.  

They may look elsewhere depending on how the city proceeds. 

 

 Have you taken time to understand the Airbnb market?  Have you talked to local owners and 

viewed their properties?  Have you spoken with the owners of or requested a statement from 

Second Door? 

 

 I don’t know all the Airbnb rules, but having used Airbnb in other cities, this is a market that is 

going to grow.  Perhaps some like Ms. Kellerman fear that this industry attracts low quality 

tenants.  I would wager that it is otherwise. 

 

 Restricting rentals to 30 days, assuming I am reading that correctly (and among other 

constraints), appears arbitrary.  Simply following what other cities are doing may not achieve an 

optimal result. 

 

o My son is currently in Chicago on an internship required for his degree.  We rented an 

Airbnb for nine weeks.  With a 30 day limit, he would be moving twice within his stay.  

That would be senseless. 

 



o The woman who owns the Airbnb my son is renting has two units in a carriage house 

behind her main house.  As I understand, this would be classified as an accessory 

dwelling.  And as an aside, his unit is fully equipped; it was spotless when we arrived. 

 

o Airbnb offers discounts for longer term stays, which means a higher occupancy rate and 

an opportunity for more sales taxes if the occupant shops locally.  What if someone 

working on a long term project (e.g., Cerner, Leavenworth, KCI airport, Park College, 

downtown) prefers an Airbnb to a hotel?  Airbnb responds to a market need that 

apartments and most hotels don’t. 

 

This proposed ordinance, as I read it, sends a negative message.  If you want people to come to this city, 

don’t penalize them or the business owners that serve them.  A 5% tax on zero sales yields zero income 

to the city. 

 

I urge you to develop a better understanding of a rapidly growing and changing market before you lock 

in place a set of regulations. 

 

Alternatively, consider doing something more constructive, like figure out how to fund and install quiet 

zone train horns.  I can hear them in my house, which means for everyone closer to downtown, it’s 

worse. 

 

Regards, 

Gordon Cook 
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ISSUE: 
Request to approve a resolution endorsing an application for the Platte County Stormwater 
Management Grant Program to fund storm sewer improvements in the Parkville Height 
neighborhood. 
 
BACKGROUND:  
In 2009 the voters of Platte County approved a 10 year half-cent sales tax for parks, recreation 
and stormwater control. A portion of the sales tax proceeds are allocated for the Stormwater 
Management Grant Program. 
 
The Platte County Commission developed the Stormwater Management Grant Program to 
improve local stormwater structures within Platte County to enhance the health, safety and 
general welfare of residents.  The program strengthens partnerships between the County, local 
governments, non-profit organizations and homeowner’s associations to strategically meet 
common goals. Applicants must be a local government, public road district, drainage district, or 
other public subdivision of the state of Missouri. The deadline for applications is March 13, 
2020. 
 
Groups who are awarded grants can use the funds for a number of purposes related to 
improving stormwater control. Eligible projects include, but are not limited to, culvert or bridge 
improvement or replacement, storm sewer infrastructure improvement or replacement, drainage 
ditch improvement, bank or ditch stabilization or erosion control related to stormwater. Projects 
must be designed and ready for implementation in the coming year. Staff recommends 
submitting a grant proposal for the storm sewer improvements in the Parkville Heights 
neighborhood.   
 
The existing storm drainage system at #6514 and #6517 Melody Lane is undersized and has 
deteriorated, causing the storm runoff to damage private property, pool in the roadway, and 
create erosion along the existing culvert.  The existing inlet is too small and has a narrow 
chamber where the pipe connects, which prevents City personnel from cleaning this inlet. The 
curb along the east side of the road has settled and was built with inadequate height to contain 
the street runoff.   The runoff has eroded the front yard of #8902 Melody Drive and directed 
water at the house foundation, causing concrete cracking.  The existing culvert pipe has 
separated joints along its length, and this has caused sinkholes to appear in the yards of two 
residents.   Further down the existing pipe alignment the pipe has separated badly and at least 
one section is missing, creating a large eroded ditch. 
 
The two primary goals of the project are to replace the undersized and deteriorated 
components, and to prevent street runoff from damaging private property.  We cannot simply 
install a second inlet on the east side of the road because the existing water main runs below 
the curb line and the cost to relocate the water main is prohibitive.  Instead we propose to 
replace the existing inlet with a larger box and also cause the roadway to pitch from east to 
west, to direct the runoff into the new inlet on the west side.  This will require replacing long 
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sections of concrete curb on the east and west sides, basically to raise the curb on the east and 
lower the curb on the west.  The new culvert pipe will be 18-inch diameter and made of modern 
materials, corrugated HDPE plastic.  The roadway will require extensive milling to change the 
contours, along with an overlay of asphalt pavement. 
 
The estimated project cost is $83,000.  Staff recommend requesting a County grant of 60%, or 
about $50,000.  This will require a City local fund match of about $33,000.  Some of the value of 
the local match could be materials, equipment, or labor by City personnel. 
 
BUDGET IMPACT:  
The 2020 budget includes $35,000 in the Project Fund for the local match associated with the 
Platte County Stormwater Grant Program. 
 
ALTERNATIVES:  

1. Adopt the resolution to endorse an application for the Platte Stormwater Management 
Grant Program to fund storm sewer improvements in the Parkville Heights 
neighborhood. 

2. Approve the resolution but direct staff to apply for alternative project(s).  
3. Do not submit an application for this grant cycle.  
4. Postpone the item.  

 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 
Staff recommends that the Board of Aldermen approve the resolution to endorse an application 
for the Platte County Stormwater Management Grant Program to fund storm sewer 
improvements in the Parkville Heights neighborhood. 
 
POLICY: 
Platte County requires a resolution of support from the governing body to accompany each 
application for the Stormwater Management Grant Program.  
 
SUGGESTED MOTION: 
I move to approve Resolution No. 20-002 endorsing an application for the Platte County 
Stormwater Management Grant Program for the storm sewer improvements in the Parkville 
Heights neighborhood. 
 
ATTACHMENTS: 

1. Map of Existing Conditions 
2. Map of Proposed Improvements 
3. Resolution No. 20-002 
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CITY OF PARKVILLE
2020 PC STORM GRANT - MELODY HEIGHTS

PLAN - EXISTING SYSTEM

Existing inlet is undersized, clogs with leaves and 
debris, is too small to access pipe.

Curb is low, has settled, and pan is filled with
asphalt.  Runoff spills onto private yard and
causes damage to residence.

No curb inlet on east side of Melody
Lane, likely due to water main.

Sinkholes continue to appear in yards, due
to corrosion of CMP and separation of joints.

Large sinkholes, section of pipe has washed
out leaving eroded ditch.

Concrete pipe is separated and has creaked 
sinkholes at each joint.  Safety concern.
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CITY OF PARKVILLE
2020 PC STORM GRANT - MELODY HEIGHTS

PLAN - PROPOSED REPAIRS

New 5' x 3' curb inlet with new
throat section.

Replace 104 lf of curb on east side, to
raise curb line and force water to new
inlet.

Lay 18" HDPE culvert pipe across
road, cut and replace pavement.

Set new junction box or manhole
at edge of Right-of-Way.

Fill sinkholes and remove pipe as new
pipe is laid.

Create rip-rap matte at end of 
pipe.

Mill exising asphalt pavement to slope
from east side to west side.  Overlay
mainly on east side to create slope.



 
 

CITY OF PARKVILLE, MO. 
RESOLUTION No. 20-002 

 
A RESOLUTION APPROVING AND ENDORSING AN APPLICATION TO THE PLATTE 

COUNTY COMMISSION FOR FUNDING UNDER THE PLANNING AND ZONING 
DEPARTMENT AND THE PLATTE COUNTY STORMWATER COMMITTEE, FUNDED BY 

THE COUNTY-WIDE DEDICATED PARKS, RECREATION AND STORMWATER 
HALF-CENT SALES TAX 

 
WHEREAS, the County of Platte and the City of Parkville deem it a high priority to improve stormwater 
structures within Platte County to enhance the health, safety and general welfare of residents; and 

WHEREAS, the County Commission of the County of Platte seeks to promote partnerships between the 
County, local governments, non-profit organizations and homeowner’s association to strategically meet 
common goals; and 

WHEREAS; the citizens of Platte County on August 4, 2009, approved a renewal of the dedicated half-
cent sales tax for parks, recreation, and stormwater control for a period of ten (10) years; and  

WHEREAS, the County Commission of the County of Platte has developed the Stormwater Management 
Grant Program, funded by the citizen approved half-cent county-wide sales tax; and 

WHEREAS, the City of Parkville wishes to make application to the County for consideration of specific 
projects for Stormwater Management Grant funds; and 

WHEREAS, the City of Parkville agrees to comply with all program guidelines and requirements of said 
Stormwater Management Grant Program if such application shall be funded by the County Commission. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Aldermen approves and endorses an 
application for the Platte County Planning and Zoning Department and the Platte County Stormwater 
Commission to fund storm sewer improvements in the Parkville Heights neighborhood.  

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Board of Aldermen directs City Administration to complete and 
submit the required grant application documents.  
 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand, in the City of Parkville this 3rd day of March 
2020. 
 
 

_______________________ 
Mayor Nanette K. Johnston  

ATTESTED: 
 
 
__________________________ 
City Clerk Melissa McChesney 
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